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Preface
Safety Precautions
Definition of Precautionary Information
The following notation is used in this manual to provide precautions required to ensure
safe usage of a HC-Series PLC. The safety precautions that are provided are extremely
important to safety. Always read and heed the information provided in all safety
precautions.

Precautions for Safe Use
Indicates precautions on what to do and what not to do to ensure using the product safely.
Precautions for Correct Use
Indicates precautions on what to do and what not to do to ensure proper operation and
performance.
Symbols
The triangle symbol indicates precautions (including warnings). The specific
operation is shown in the triangle and explained in text. This example indicates a
precaution for electric shock.
The circle and slash symbol indicates operations that you must not do. The specific
operation is shown in the circle and explained in text.

The filled circle symbol indicates operations that you must do. The specific
operation is shown in the circle and explained in text. This example shows a general
precaution for something that you must do.

The triangle symbol indicates precautions (including warnings). The specific
operation is shown in the triangle and explained in text. This example indicates a general
precaution.
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The triangle symbol indicates precautions (including warnings). The specific
operation is shown in the triangle and explained in text. This example indicates a
precaution for hot surfaces.

Do not attempt to take any Unit apart while the power is being supplied.
Doing so may result in electric shock.

Do not touch any of the terminals or terminal blocks while the power is being
supplied.
Doing so may result in electric shock.
Provide safety measures in external circuits (i.e., not in the Programmable
Controller), including the following items, to ensure safety in the system if an abnormality
occurs due to malfunction of the PLC or another external factor affecting the PLC
operation. Not doing so may result in serious accidents.
• Emergency stop circuits, interlock circuits, limit circuits, and similar safety measures
must be provided in external control circuits.
• The PLC will turn OFF all outputs when its self-diagnosis function detects any error or
when a severe failure alarm (FALS) instruction is executed. As a countermeasure for such
errors, external safety measures must be provided to ensure safety in the system.
• The PLC outputs may remain ON or OFF due to deposition or burning of the output
relays or destruction of the output transistors. As a countermeasure for such problems,
external safety measures must be provided to ensure safety in the system.
• When the 24-VDC output (service power supply to the PLC) is overloaded or
shortcircuited, the voltage may drop and result in the outputs being turned OFF. As a
countermeasure for such problems, external safety measures must be provided to ensure
safety in the system.

Fail-safe measures must be taken by the customer to ensure safety in the event of
incorrect, missing, or abnormal signals caused by broken signal lines, momentary power
interruptions, or other causes. Serious accidents may result from abnormal operation if
proper measures are not provided.
Do not apply the voltage/current outside the specified range to this unit. It may
cause a malfunction or fire.
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If the power supply is interrupted for longer than the backup time of the built-in
capacitor, the following areas will be cleared to all zeros and the Auxiliary Area (A) will be
cleared to its default values.
DM Area (D), Holding Area (H), Counter Completion Flags (C), and Counter Present
Values (C)
For an N-type CPU Unit, the internal clock will also be cleared.
These areas are backed up by the capacitor that is built into the CPU Unit. The backup
time of the capacitor built into the HCA4 CPU Unit is 50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and
40 hours for an N-type CPU Unit at 25°C.
Data may be lost and abnormal operation may occur if a power interruption lasts too long,
possibly resulting in serious accidents.
The data in the user programs, parameter area, and the backed up words of the DM Area
is backed up in built-in backup memory (EEPROM) and will not be lost even if the
backup time of the built-in capacitor is exceeded.
The data backed up in the HCA4 CPU Units and the backup methods are listed in the
following table.

Do not base external outputs from a ladder program on the status of data backed up
in the DM Area (D), Holding Area (H), or Counter Area (C, including Completion Flags
and Present Values) if the backup time of the built-in capacitor has been exceeded. Use
one of the following methods to turn OFF all external outputs.
• Select the option in the PLC Setup to generate a memory error if I/O memory is
corrupted.
• Use the I/O Memory Corrupted Flag (A509.15) to turn ON the Output OFF Bit
(A500.15).

Execute online edit only after confirming that no adverse effects will be caused by
extending the cycle time. Otherwise, the input signals may not be readable.
10
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Tighten the screws on the terminal block of the AC power supply section to the
torque specified in the user’s manual. The loose screws may result in burning or
malfunction.
Do not touch the power supply section when power is being supplied or
immediately after the power supply is turned OFF. The power supply section and I/O
terminal blocks will be hot and you may be burned.
Pay careful attention to the polarities (+/-) when wiring the DC power supply. A
wrong connection may cause malfunction of the system.

When connecting the PLC to a computer or other peripheral device, either ground
the 0-V side of the external power supply or do not ground the external power supply at all.
Otherwise the external power supply may be shorted depending on the connection
methods of the peripheral device. DO NOT ground the 24 V-side of the external power
supply, as shown in the following diagram.

Precautions for Safe Use
Observe the following precautions when using a HC-Series PLC.
●Power Supply
• Always use the power supply voltages specified in the user’s manuals. An incorrect
voltage may result in malfunction or burning.
• Take appropriate measures to ensure that the specified power with the rated voltage
and frequency is supplied. Be particularly careful in places where the power supply is
unstable. An incorrect power supply may result in malfunction.
• Double-check all wiring and switch settings before turning ON the power supply.
Incorrect wiring may result in burning.
• Always turn OFF the power supply to the PLC before attempting any of the following.
Not turning OFF the power supply may result in malfunction or electric shock.
• Mounting or dismounting Expansion Units or Expansion I/O Units
• Mounting or dismounting Option Boards
• Setting rotary switches
• Connecting cables or wiring the system
11
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• Connecting or disconnecting the connectors
●Installation
• Before touching a Unit, be sure to first touch a grounded metallic object in order to
discharge any static build-up. Not doing so may result in malfunction or damage.
• Be sure that the terminal blocks, connectors, Option Boards, and other items with
locking devices are properly locked into place. Improper locking may result in malfunction.
●Wiring
• Wire correctly according to specified procedures in this manual.
• AWG22-18 (0.32~0.82mm2)Always use the following size wire when connecting I/O
terminals: AWG22 to AWG18 (0.32 to 0.82 mm2).
• Install external breakers and take other safety measures against short-circuiting in
external wiring.
Insufficient safety measures against short-circuiting may result in burning.
• Always connect to a ground of 100 Ωor less when installing the Units. Not connecting to
a ground of 100 Ωor less may result in electric shock.
• Leave the label attached to the top of the Unit when wiring to prevent the entry of
foreign matter.
Removing the label may result in malfunction if foreign matter enters the Unit.
• Remove the label after the completion of wiring to ensure proper heat dissipation.
Leaving the label attached may result in malfunction.
• Use crimp terminals for wiring. Do not connect bare stranded wires directly to terminals.
Connection of bare stranded wires may result in burning.
• Do not apply voltages to the input terminals in excess of the rated input voltage. Excess
voltages may result in burning.
• Do not apply voltages or connect loads to the output terminals in excess of the
maximum switching capacity. Excess voltage or loads may result in burning.
• Disconnect the functional ground terminal when performing withstand voltage tests. Not
disconnecting the functional ground terminal may result in burning.
• Be sure that all the PLC terminal screws and cable connector screws are tightened to
the torque specified in the relevant manuals. The tightening torque for the terminals on the
RS422&485 terminal block is 0.28 N·m Incorrect tightening torque may result in
malfunction.
• Do not pull on the cables or bend the cables beyond their natural limit. Doing either of
these may break the cables.
• Do not place objects on top of the cables or other wiring lines. Doing so may break the
cables.
●Handling
• Memory Status after Power Interrupts
A Battery cannot be installed in HCA4 E-type CPU Units (basic models). The Battery is
sold separately for HCA4 N-type CPU Units (application models).
Data in the following four areas will be cleared if power is interrupted for more than50
hours (at 25°C) for an E-type CPU Unit and for more than 40 hours (at 25°C) for an N-type
CPU Unit.
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• DM Area (D) (excluding backed up DM Area words)
• Holding Area (H)
• Counter PVs and Completion Flags (C)
• Auxiliary Area (A)
Consider the possibility of data being cleared due to power interrupts, and observe the
following precautions.
• Write the ladder programs to set any data required for operation when starting
operation.

• Include programming to back up specified parts of the DM Area to built-in EEPROM
during or after operation. (This is called the DM backup function.)

• Refer to 3-2 Memory Backup in the HCA4 Software User’s Manual(for other processing
information.
• Check the ladder program for proper execution before actually running it on the Unit.
Not checking the program may result in an unexpected operation.
• The ladder program and parameter area data in the HCA4 CPU Units are backed up in
the backup memory. The BKUP indicator will light on the front of the CPU Unit when the
backup operation is in progress. Do not turn OFF the power supply to the CPU Unit when
the BKUP indicator is lit. The data will not be backed up if power is turned OFF.
• Before replacing the battery, supply power to the CPU Unit for at least 30 minutes and
then complete battery replacement within 40 hours (at 25 °C, N-type CPU Units only).
Memory data may be corrupted if this precaution is not observed.
• Make sure that the required data for the DM Area, Holding Area, and other memory
areas has been transferred to a CPU Unit that has been replaced before restarting
operation.
• Do not attempt to disassemble, repair, or modify any Units. Any attempt to do so may
result in malfunction, fire, or electric shock.
• Confirm that no adverse effect will occur in the system before attempting any of the
following. Not doing so may result in an unexpected operation.
13
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• Changing the operating mode of the PLC (including the setting of the startup operating
mode).
• Force-setting/force-resetting any bit in memory.
• Changing the present value of any word or any set value in memory.
• When replacing parts, be sure to confirm that the rating of a new part is correct. Not
doing so may result in malfunction or burning.
• Do not touch the Expansion I/O Unit Connecting Cable while the power is being
supplied in order to prevent malfunction due to static electricity.
• Do not turn OFF the power supply to the Unit while data is being transferred.
• When transporting or storing Units or Board, static electricity can destroy LSIs or ICs.
Cover the PCBs with a conductive material and maintain the specified storage
temperature.
• Do not touch circuit boards or the components mounted to them with your bare hands.
There are sharp leads and other parts on the boards that may cause injury if handled
improperly.
• Double-check the pin numbers when assembling and wiring the connectors.
• Never short-circuit the positive and negative terminals of a battery or charge,
disassemble, heat, or incinerate the battery. Do not subject the battery to strong shocks or
deform the battery by applying pressure. Doing any of these may result in leakage,
rupture, heat generation, or ignition of the battery. Dispose of any battery that has been
dropped on the floor or otherwise subjected to excessive shock. Batteries that have been
subjected to shock may leak if they are used.
• Dispose of the product and batteries according to local ordinances as they apply.
• UL standards require that only an experienced engineer can replace the battery. Make
sure that an experienced engineer is in charge of battery replacement. Follow the
procedure for battery replacement given in this manual.
●External Circuits
• Always configure the external circuits to turn ON power to the PLC before turning ON
power to the control system. If the PLC power supply is turned ON after the control power
supply, temporary errors may result in control system signals because the output
terminals on DC Output Units and other Units will momentarily turn ON when power is
turned ON to the PLC.
• Fail-safe measures must be taken by the customer to ensure safety in the event that
outputs from output terminals remain ON as a result of internal circuit failures, which can
occur in relays, transistors, and other elements.
• If the I/O Hold Bit is turned ON, the outputs from the PLC will not be turned OFF and will
maintain their previous status when the PLC is switched from RUN or MONITOR mode to
PROGRAM mode. Make sure that the external loads will not produce dangerous
conditions when this occurs.
(When operation stops for a fatal error, including those produced with the FALS instruction,
all outputs from PLC will be turned OFF and only the internal output status in the CPU Unit
will be maintained.)
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Operating Environment Precautions
●Follow the instructions in this manual to correctly perform installation.
●Do not operate the control system in the following locations:
• Locations subject to direct sunlight
• Locations subject to temperatures or humidity outside the range specified in the
specifications
• Locations subject to condensation as the result of severe changes in temperature
• Locations subject to corrosive or flammable gases
• Locations subject to dust (especially iron dust) or salts
• Locations subject to exposure to water, oil, or chemicals
• Locations subject to shock or vibration
●Take appropriate and sufficient countermeasures when installing systems in the
following locations:
• Locations subject to static electricity or other forms of noise
• Locations subject to strong electromagnetic fields
• Locations subject to possible exposure to radioactivity
• Locations close to power supplies
Terminology and Notation
Term Description
PLC
“Programmable Controller” is abbreviated as “PLC” in this manual.
“PC”, however, appears in some software displays in the meaning of
“Programmable Controller.”
“PC” is not used as an abbreviation for “personal computer”, which is always
written out.
E-type
A basic model of CPU Unit that support basic control applications using
instructions CPU Unit such as basic, movement, arithmetic, and comparison instructions.
Basic models of CPU Units are called “E-type CPU Units” in this manual.
N-type
An application model of CPU Unit that supports connections to Programmable
Terminals, inverters, and servo drives.
CPU Unit Application models of CPU Units are called “N-type CPU Units” in this manual.
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1 Overview and HCFA Features

1-1 HCA4 Overview
The HCFA HCA4 Programmable Controller is a package-type PLC made by HCFA that is
designed for easy application.
The HCA4 includes E-type CPU Units (basic models) for standard control operations
using basic, movement, arithmetic, and comparison instructions, and N-type CPU Units
(application models) that supports connections to Programmable Terminals, Inverters,
and Servo Drives.
1-1-1 Overview of Features
• Programming, setting, and monitoring with CX-Programmer for HCA4.
• Easy connection with computers using commercially available USB cables.
• Expansion I/O Units can be connected to increase the I/O capacity of a CPU Unit (for
CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O points).
• Expansion Units can be connected to add analog I/O or temperature inputs to a CPU
Unit with 30 or 40 I/O points.
• Quick-response inputs.
• Input interrupts.
• Complete high-speed counter functionality.
• Versatile pulse control for N-type CPU Units.
• Execution of origin searches and origin returns using instructions for N-type CPU Units.
• PWM outputs for N-type CPU Units.
• Changing settings with the analog adjusters.
• Built-in RS-232C port on N-type CPU Units.
• A Serial Option Board can be added to N-type CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O points.
1-1-2 Features
Programming, Setting, and Monitoring with the CX-Programmer for HCA4
The CX-Programmer for HCA4 is used as the Programming Device for the HCA4.
Easy Connection with Computers Using Commercially Available USB Cables
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The CX-Programmer for HCA4 is connected using a commercially available USB cable
between the computer’s USB port and the built-in peripheral USB port of the
HCA4.
With CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O Points, Add I/O by Connecting Expansion I/O Units
A total of up to three of the following Expansion I/O Units can be connected to a CPU Unit
with 30 or 40I/O points. (The total of three Units must also include Expansion
Units.)
24-input/16-output Unit, 32-output Unit, 12-input/8-output Unit, 16-output Unit, 8-input Unit,
or 8-output Unit
With CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O Points, Add Analog I/O or
Temperature Inputs by Connecting Expansion Units
With a CPU Unit with 30 or 40 I/O points, a total of up to three of the following Expansion
Units can be connected. (The total of three Units must also include Expansion I/O Units.)
Analog I/O Unit, Analog Input Unit, Analog Output Unit, Temperature Sensor Units,
CompoBus/S I/O Link Unit
Quick-response Inputs
By setting a built-in input to quick-response operation, inputs with signal widths as small
as 50 µs can be read with certainty regardless of the cycle time.
Up to six quick-response inputs can be used.

Note: The user setting in the PLC Setup determines if each input is a quick-response
input, normal input, interrupt input, or high-speed counter input.
Input Interrupts
An interrupt task can be started when a built-in input turns ON or turns OFF (supported
only in direct mode).
Up to six interrupt inputs can be used.
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Note: The user setting in the PLC Setup determines if each input is a quick-response
input, normal input, interrupt input, or high-speed counter input.
Complete High-speed Counter Functionality
A high-speed counter input can be used by connecting a rotary encoder to a built-in input.
A HCA4 CPU Unit is equipped with more than one high-speed counter input, making it
possible to control devices for multiple axes with a single PLC.

Note: The user setting in the PLC Setup determines if each input is a quick-response
input, normal input, interrupt input, or high-speed counter input
• High-speed counters can be used for high-speed processing, using either target value
comparison or range comparison with the counter’s PV to create interrupts.
An interrupt task can be started when the count reaches a specified value or falls within a
specified range.
• High-speed counter input frequency (speed) can be measured.
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The input pulse frequency can be measured using the PRV instruction (counter 0 only).
Versatile Pulse Control for N-type CPU Units
Fixed duty ratio pulse outputs can be output from the CPU Unit’s built-in outputs and used
to perform positioning or speed control with a servomotor or a stepping motor that accepts
pulse inputs.
Two pulse outputs at 100 kHz are provided as standard features.

Note: The instruction used to control each output determines whether it is used as a
normal output, pulse output, or PWM output.
• Positioning is possible with Trapezoidal Acceleration and Deceleration Trapezoidal
acceleration and deceleration can be used for positioning using the PULSE OUTPU(PLS2)
instruction.
• Jogging Can Be Performed
Jogging can be performed by executing the SPED or ACC instruction.
• Origin Searches and Origin Returns Can Be Performed Using the ORIGIN SEARCH
Instruction
An accurate origin search combining all I/O signals can be executed with a single
instruction. It is also possible to move directly to an established origin using the ORIGIN
SEARCH (ORG) instruction.
PWM Outputs for N-type CPU Units
Lighting and power control can be performed by outputting variable duty ratio pulse (PWM)
output signals from the CPU Unit’s built-in outputs
Analog Settings
●Changing Settings Using Analog Adjuster
By adjusting the analog adjuster with a Phillips screwdriver, the value in the Auxiliary Area
(A642) can be changed to any value between 0 and 255. All CPU Units are equipped with
two analog adjusters. This makes it easy to change set values, such as those for timers
and counters, without a Programming Device.
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●Changing Settings Using External Analog Setting Inputs
Not provided
Built-in RS-232C Port for N-type CPU Units
The N-type CPU Units have one built-in RS-232C port as a standard feature
Mounting Serial Option Boards to N-type CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O Points
One Serial Communications Option Board with one RS-232C port or one RS-422A/485
port can be added to an N-type CPU Unit with 30 or 40 I/O points. With the serial
communications port, it is easy to connect to general components, such as barcode
readers, and other components such as PTs, other HC-Series PLCs, and Inverters

1-1-3 HCA4 CPU Unit Types
There are the following two types of HCA4 CPU Units.
●E-type CPU Units: Basic models for standard control operations using basic,
movement, arithmetic, and comparison instructions.
●N-type CPU Units: Application models that support connections to Programmable
Terminals, Inverters, and Servo Drives
Basic Models (E-type CPU Units)

HCA4 Application Models(N-type
CPU Units)

CPU with 20

CPU Unit with 30 or 40

CPU with 20

CPU Unit with 30 or

I/O Points

I/O

I/O Points

40 I/O Points

Points

Appearance

Program

2 K steps

8 K steps

capacity
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DM Area

2K words Of these 1.5K words can be

8K words Of these 7K words can be

capacity

written to the built-in EEPROM.

written to the built-in EEPROM.

Mounting

Not possible.

Not possible.

3 Units maximum

3 Units maximum

Expansion I/O
Units and
Expansion Units
Model with

Not available.

Available

Pulse outputs

Not supported.

Supported

Built-in serial

Not supported.

Supported

Not supported.

Not

transistor
outputs

communications
port
Option Board

Supported (for one port)

supported.
Connection port

USB port

USB port

Clock

Not provided.

Provided

Using a Battery

Cannot be used

Can be used (sold separately).

Backup time of

50 hours at 25°C

40 hours at 25°C

Battery-free

Always battery-free operation. Only data in

Battery-free operation if no battery is

operation

the built-in EEPROM will be retained if

attached.

power is interrupted for longer than 50

In this case, only data in the built-in

hours.

EEPROM

for
Programming
Device

built-in
capacitor

will be retained if power is interrupted
for longer than 40 hours.

Precautions for Correct Use
A battery cannot be used with an E-type CPU Unit. Do not use an E-type CPU Unit if data
in the following areas need to be retained after a power interruption lasting longer than 50
hours at 25°C.
• DM Area (excluding backed up DM Area words)
• Holding Area (H)
• Counter PVs and Completion Flags (C)
• Auxiliary Area (A)
Use an N-type CPU Unit built-in battery if data in the above areas need to be retained
after a power interruption lasting longer than 50 hours at 25°C
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1-2 Basic Operating Procedure
In general, use the following procedure.
1. Setting Devices and Hardware
Connect the CPU Unit, Expansion I/O Units, and Expansion Units.
Set the DIP switches on the Option Board and Expansion Units as required.
Refer to Section 3 Part Names and Functions and Section 5 Installation and Wiring
in the HCA4 Hardware
User’s Manual.
2. Wiring
Wire the power supply, I/O, and communications.
Refer to Section 5 Installation and Wiring in the HCA4 Hardware User’s Manual.
3. Connecting Online to the PLC
Connect the personal computer online to the PLC.
Refer to Section 4 Programming Device in the HCA4 Hardware User’s Manual.
4. I/O Allocations
Allocations for built-in I/O on the CPU Unit are predetermined and memory is allocated
automatically to Expansion I/O Units and Expansion Units, so the user does not have to
do anything.
Refer to Section 8 Backup Operations in the HCA4 Hardware User’s Manual
5. Software Setup
Make the PLC software settings.
With a HCA4 CPU Unit, all you have to do is set the PLC Setup
Refer to Section 4 Initial Settings for CPU Unit and Section 9 PLC Setup in the
HCA4 CPU Unit Software
User’s Manual.
6. Writing the Programs
Write the programs using the CX-Programmer.
Debug the programs offline using the CX-Stimulator.
Refer to Section 5 Programming Concepts in the HCA4 CPU Unit Software User’s
Manual.
7. Checking Operation
Check the I/O wiring and the Auxiliary Area settings, and perform trial operation.
The CX-Programmer can be used for monitoring and debugging
Refer to Section 10 Overview and Allocation of Built-in Functions and 17-8
Debugging in the HCA4 CPU
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Unit Software User’s Manual.
8. Basic Program Operation
Set the operating mode to RUN mode to start operation.

1-3 HCFA PLC Operation and Programming Features
This section describes the features of HCFA PLCs.
1-3-1 PLC Setup
HCFA PLCs have parameters that are called the PLC Setup. The PLC Setup enables a
single PLC to achieve different functions. The PLC Setup is used for the initial settings of
a PLC. For example, for a HCA4 CPU Unit it is used to specify how to treat the input
terminals (e.g., as interrupt inputs, quick-response inputs, or high-speed counters). The
settings of the parameters are applied to the CPU Unit when the power supply is turned
ON.
As shown above, the initial settings of PLC functions, such as interrupts and high-speed
counters, can be set using software.
Additional Information
For HCFA PLCs, the PLC Setup is used for initial settings of parameters that need to be
changed during operation. Programming instructions are used to set parameters that
need to be changed during operation.
1-3-2 Operating Mode at Startup: RUN Mode
For the HCFA PLCs, the default setting in the PLC Setup is started in RUN mode when the
power supply is turned ON.
To start the CPU Unit in PROGRAM mode, set the Operating Mode on the Startup Tab
Page of the PLC Setup to PROGRAM in the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
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Additional Information
With a HCFA PLCs, turn ON the PLC power supply to enable the initial settings, such as
those in the PLC Setup. When the power supply is turned ON, operation will begin.
Change the operating mode to PROGRAM mode to transfer programs and the PLC Setup
from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
1-3-3 I/O Allocation and Notation
In a HCFA PLC, I/O Area bits are allocated to inputs and outputs. (I/O Area word and bit
addresses appear on the CX-Programmer for HCA4 without a prefix.) For HCA4 CPU
Units, the bit addresses in the following words are always used for I/O bits and are
allocated as input bits or output bits.

As shown above, input bit addresses start at CIO 0 (for terminal block 0CH) and output bit
addresses start at CIO 100 (for terminal block 100CH). You can thus differentiate input bits
and output bits by their addresses.
● Inputs and outputs ca n be distinguished by t he notation used by the CX-Programmer
for HCA4.
Addresses that start with “I” are for input bits. Example: I0.00
Addresses that start with “Q” are for output bits. Example: Q100.00
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●The address notation can be changed to X or Y.
Addresses that start with “X” are input bits. Example: X0.00
Addresses that start with “Y” are output bits. Example: Y100.00

1-3-4 Specifying I/O Memory Addresses
I/O memory addresses consist of a bit number that specifies the bit and a word address
that specifies the word. (Each word has 16 bits.) The bit number specifies the bit in the
16-bit word. A period “.” Is placed between the word address and bit number.
Example: W0.00
The word address specifies the word.
Example: W0

As shown above, it is possible to specify either words or bits in the same area of the
memory map for bit-addressable areas.
Addresses in the Data Memory Area are indicated by “D”.
Example: D100

Additional Information
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• Bits are specified by placing a period after the word address and indicating the bit
number from 00 to 15.
1-3-5 HCA4 Data: Normally Hexadecimal
The HCA4 normally treats data in hexadecimal format. For example, the present value of
high-speed counter 0 is stored in the Auxiliary Area words A271 and A270 in hexadecimal
format. The high-speed counter frequency read using the PRV instruction and present
value are also stored in hexadecimal for-mat. Values that can be treated as measured
values by the PIDAT instruction are unsigned hexadecimal numbers.
Example:

As shown above, data is normally handled in hexadecimal format. The symbol # is placed
at the beginning of hexadecimal numbers. An & is used to denote unsigned decimal
numbers. The + and - signs are used for signed decimal numbers.
Additional Information
Numbers without a symbol are not treated as constants except for operands that specify
numbers.
Example: “10” is not the constant 10. Instead it indicates word CIO 10.
1-3-6 Condition Flags
Instruction execution errors and execution results, such as comparison results are
indicated by flags that are shared by all tasks called Condition Flags. These flags are
shared by other instructions so they must be accessed immediately after an instruction
has been executed and before executing another instruction.
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As shown above, Condition Flags show the results of instruction execution and are shared
by all instructions.
Additional Information
Instruction execution results are given by the Condition Flags, which are shared by all
tasks.
1-3-7 Control Data that Sets the Instruction Function
HCFA PLCs have instruction operands that are called control data. The control data is
used to exe-cute different functions with a single instruction. For example, control data is
used to specify the start address in the DM Area or other I/O memory area. Set the
parameters that specify the function of the instruction starting with the specified first
address.
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As shown above, the instruction’s function can be set as required
Additional Information
With HCFA PLCs, one instruction can be used for different functions by indirectly
accessing I/O memory using the instruction parameters as control data.

2 Internal Memory in the CPU Unit

2-1 Internal Memory in the CPU Unit
2-1-1 CPU Unit Memory Backup
As shown in the following diagram, the internal memory in the CPU Unit consists of built-in
RAM and built-in EEPROM. The built-in RAM is used as execution memory and the
built-in EEPROM is used as backup memory.
Built-in RAM
The built-in RAM is the execution memory for the CPU Unit.
The user programs, PLC Setup, and I/O memory are stored in the built-in RAM.
The data is backed up by a built-in capacitor.
The backup time of the built-in capacitor is 50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours
for an N-type CPU Unit at 25°C.
If a battery is mounted to an N-type CPU Unit, the data is backed up by the Battery.
The user programs and parameters are backed up to the built-in EEPROM, so they are
not lost.
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Built-in EEPROM
The built-in EEPROM is the backup memory for user programs, PLC Setup, and Data
Memory backed up using control bits in the Auxiliary Area. Data is retained even if the
power supply is interrupted for longer than the backup time of the built-in capacitor. Only
the Data Memory Area words that have been backed up using the Auxiliary Area control
bits are backed up ( Refer to 17-6 DM Backup). All data in all other words and areas is not
backed up.
Precautions for Correct Use
Data in the I/O memory is cleared when the power supply is interrupted for longer than the
backup time of the built-in capacitor.
Create a system and write the ladder programs so that problems will not occur in the
system if the data in these areas is cleared.
• Data in areas such as the DM Area and Holding Area, which is retained by the Battery,
will also be cleared when the power supply is reset. (Except for the DM Area words that
are retained by the built-in EEPROM using the Auxiliary Area bit.)
• The error log, Output OFF Bit, and clock data (N-type CPU Unit only) in the Auxiliary
Area will be cleared. Other words and bits in the Auxiliary Area will be cleared to their
default values.
The built-in capacitor's backup time varies with the ambient temperature as shown in the
following graph.
2-1-2 Memory Areas and Stored Data
The following table lists the CPU Unit memory areas and the data stored in each area.
Memory area

Details

and stored data
User Program

The User Program Area stores the object code for

Area

executing

Built-in

RAM

EEPROM

Stored

Stored

Stored

Stored

Stored

Not stored

the user program that was created using

the CX-Programmer
Parameter Area

Built-in

for HCA4.

The Parameter Area stores t he initial settings for the
PLC

PLC Names

Not supported.

Setting PLC

Various initial settings are made in the PLC Setup

Setup

using oft-ware switches.
Refer to Section 9 PLC Setup.

I/O Tables

Not supported.

Routing Tables
CPU Bus Unit
Setup
I/O Memory Areas

The I/O Memory Areas are used for reading and
writing from
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the user programs. It is partitioned into the following
regions according to purpose.
• Regions where data is cleared when power to the
CPU Unit is reset, and regions where data is
retained.
• Regions where data are exchanged with other
Units, and regions that are used internally.
DM Area words backed up to EEPROM using control

Stored

Stored

Source Code and Comment Area

Not

Stored

Source Code

Not supported.

stored

Symbol Table

The symbol table contains symbols created using

bits in
the Auxiliary Area.

the CX-Programmer for HCA4 (symbol names,
addresses, and I/O comments)
Comments

Comments are created using the CX-Programmer
for HCA4 and include annotations and row
comments

Program Index

The program index provides information on program
sections created using the CX-Programmer for
HCA4, as well as pro-gram comments

Network Symbols

Not supported

Note

(Tags)

Stored

stored

2-1-3 Transferring Data from a Programming Device to the Internal Memory in the
CPU Unit
Data that has been created using the CX-Programmer for HCA4 is transferred to the
internal memory in the CPU Unit as shown in the following diagram.
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3 CPU Unit Operation
This section describes the operation of the HCA4 CPU Unit. Make sure that you
under-stand the contents of this section completely before writing ladder programs.

3-1 CPU Unit Operation
This section gives an overview of the CPU Unit operation, describes the operating modes,
and explains how the Unit operates when there is a power interruption.
3-1-1 Overview of CPU Unit Operation
The CPU Unit reads and writes data to the internal I/O memory areas while executing user
ladder programs by executing the instructions in order one at a time from the start to the
end.
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Overhead Processing (Self-diagnosis)
Self-diagnosis, such as an I/O bus check, is performed.
Ladder Program Execution
Instructions are executed in order of the mnemonic code and I/O memory is refreshed.
I/O Refresh
Data to and from external devices, such as sensors and switches, directly connected to
the built-in I/O terminals and expansion I/O terminals is exchanged with data in the I/O
memory of the PLC. This process of data exchange is called the I/O refresh.
Peripheral Servicing
Peripheral servicing is used to communicate with devices connected to the
communications port or for exchanging data with the CX-Programmer.
Cycle Time
The cycle time is the time between one I/O refresh and the next. The cycle time can be
determined
Beforehand for HCFA PLCs. Refer to 19-2 Computing the Cycle Time for how to calculate
the cycle time.
Additional Information
The average cycle time during operation will be displayed in the status bar on the bottom
right of the Ladder Program Window on the CX-Programmer.
Ladder Programs
User ladder programs are saved in memory
I/O Memory
These are the PLC memory areas that are accessed by the ladder programs. HCFA PLCs
refer to these areas as the I/O memory. It can be accessed by specifying instruction
operands. There are words in the I/O memory area where data is cleared and words
where data is retained when recovering from a power interruption. There are also words
that can be set to be cleared or retained. Refer to Section 6 I/O Memory.
3-1-2 CPU Unit Operating Modes
Overview of Operating Modes
CPU Units have the following three operating modes.
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PROGRAM mode: The programs are not executed in PROGRAM mode. This mode is
used for the initial settings in PLC Setup, transferring ladder programs, checking ladder
programs, and making preparations for executing ladder programs such as
force-setting/resetting bits.
RUN mode: This is the mode in which the ladder program is executed. Some operations
are disabled during this mode. It is the default startup mode.
MONITOR mode: In this mode, it is possible to perform online editing, force-set/reset bits,
and change
I/O memory present values while the ladder programs are being executed. Adjustments
during trial operation are also made in this mode
Precautions for Correct Use
The default operating mode at startup is the RUN mode. To change the operating mode to
PRO-GRAM mode or MONITOR mode, change the operating mode on the Startup Tab
Page of the PLC Setup to PROGRAM or MONITOR and transfer the PLC Setup to the
HCA4 CPU Unit.
Changing the Operating Mode
The operating mode can be changed from the CX-Programmer.
●Changing the Startup Mode
The default operating mode when the CPU Unit is turned ON is RUN mode.
To change the startup mode to PROGRAM or MONITOR mode, set the desired mode in
Startup Setting in PLC Setup from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
●Changing the Operating Mode after Startup
Use one of the following procedures.
• Select PROGRAM, MONITOR, or RUN from the Operating Mode Menu.
• Right-click the PLC in the project tree, and then select PROGRAM, MONI TOR, or RUN
from the Operating Mode Menu.
Operating Modes and Operation
The following table lists status and operations for each mode.
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Operating Mode Changes and I/O Memory

*1 The outputs from the Output Units will be turned OFF when power is interrupted even if
the IOM Hold Bit is ON and the status of the output bits in CPU Unit’s I/O memory is
retained.
*2 The cycle time will increase by approximately 10 ms when the operating mode is
changed from MONITOR to RUN mode. This will not, however, cause an error for
exceeding the maximum cycle time limit.
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Refer to Section 6 I/O Memory for details on the I/O memory.
Checking the Operating Mode
The RUN indicator on the front of the CPU Unit indicates the operating mode as described
below.

● Checking with the CX-Programmer
You can check the operating mode in the project tree or status bar of the CX-Programmer.
• Project Tree

• Status
Bar
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3-1-3 Load OFF Function
Load OFF Function Overview
The load OFF function stops refreshing outputs and turns OFF all outputs during
operation in RUN or MONITOR mode.

Method
The load OFF function is executed by turning ON the Output OFF Bit (A500. 15) in the
Auxiliary Area using an instruction in a ladder program or the CX-Programmer.
Applications
The load OFF function can be used to turn OFF all outputs in an emergency situation
during operation.
It can also be used to turn OFF outputs to external loads by force-setting the Output
OFF Bit during debugging.
Load OFF Status
While the Load OFF Bit is ON, the HCA4 will not refresh outputs, resulting in a “load OFF”
status, and all outputs (built-in outputs, outputs from the Expansion I/O Units, and outputs
from Expansion Units) will be OFF. However, the status of output bits in the I/O memory
will still be controlled by the ladder pro-grams and it will not be cleared.
● The INH indicator on the front of the CPU Unit will be lit when all outputs are OFF (i.e.,
when the Output OFF Bit is ON).
● Clearing the Output OFF Bit
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The status of the Output OFF Bit (A500.15) is held when the operating mode is changed
and the power is turned OFF and ON, i.e., the outputs will remain OFF.
It is necessary to turn OFF the Output OFF Bit using the ladder program or by directly
writing to PLC memory.
Precautions for Correct Use
The Output OFF Bit (A500.15) will be cleared if power is interrupted for longer than the I/O
memory backup time. If you want to keep loads OFF after restarting, use A509.15 (I/O
Memory Previous Corruption Flag (held at startup)) as the input condition for turning ON
the Output OFF Bit (A500.15). Refer to 3-2-3 Power Interruptions Longer than I/O
Memory Backup Time for details.
3-1-4 Operation for Power Interruptions
Overview of Operation for Power Interruptions
●Power Supply Voltage Drop
If the power supply voltage falls below the specified value (85% of rated voltage) while the
CPU Unit is in RUN or MONITOR mode, operation will be stopped and all outputs will be
turned OFF.
All outputs will turn OFF despite the status of the I/O Memory Hold Bit or I/O Memory
Hold Bit at Power ON settings in the PLC Setup
● Detection of Momentary Power Interruptions
The system will continue to run if the momentary power interruption lasts less than 10ms.
If power is interrupted for longer than 10 ms , the CPU Unit will be stopped and outputs
will be turned OFF.

Precautions for Correct Use
The power OFF detection delay and power OFF interrupt task cannot be used.
●Automatic Recovery
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Operation is automatically restarted when the power supply voltage is restored.
Power OFF Timing Chart

Power OFF Detection Time: The time from when the power supply voltage drops to 85%
or less the rated voltage until the power interruption is detected.
Power Holding Time: The maximum amount of time (fixed at 1 ms) that 5 V will be held
internally after power shuts OFF.
●Description of Operation
The power interruption will be detected if the 100 to 240 VAC power supply falls below
85% of the minimum rated voltage for the power OFF detection time (10 ms minimum, not
fixed).
The CPU reset signal will turn ON and the CPU Unit will be reset immediately.
Instruction Execution for Power Interruptions
The power OFF detection time for HCA4 CPU Units is 10 ms minimum. If power is
interrupted and the interruption is detected when the CPU Unit is operating in RUN or
MONITOR mode, the instruction currently being executed will be completed and then the
CPU Unit will be reset.
●Malfunction Countermeasures
If only a couple of Expansion I/O Units or Expansion Units are connected to the CPU Unit
resulting in a light power supply circuit load and a small current consumption, the time
required by the CPU Unit to detect a power interruption will be longer. For this reason,
inputs may be incorrectly identified as being OFF if external power supply used for an
input turns OFF before the power interruption is detected. If an external NC contact input
is used or the ladder program counts the number of ON to
OFF transitions, a malfunction may occur if the external power supply turns OFF.
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The following diagram shows an example countermeasure for this situation.
• Wiring

• Ladder Program
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3-2 Backing Up Memory
This section describes backing up the HCA4 CPU Unit memory areas.
3-2-1 CPU Unit Memory Configuration
The following table describes data backup to the HCA4 CPU Unit's built-in EEPROM
backup memory.
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3-2-2 Backing Up Ladder Programs and PLC Setup
Ladder programs and the PLC Setup are automatically backed up to and restored from
the built-in EEPROM backup memory.
●Backing Up Memory
Ladder programs and PLC Setup are backed up to the built-in EEPROM backup memory
by transferring them from the CX-Programmer or writing them using online editing.
●Restoring Memory
Ladder programs and PLC Setup are automatically transferred from the built-in EEPROM
backup memory to the RAM when power is turned ON again or at startup.

Precautions for Safe Use
The BKUP indicator on the front of the CPU Unit turns ON when data is being written to
the built-in EEPROM backup memory. Never turn OFF the power supply to the CPU Unit
when the BKUP indicator is lit.
3-2-3 I/O Memory Backup during Power Interruptions
I/O Memory Backup Time during Power Interruptions
The built-in capacitor’s backup time for I/O memory during a power interruption is listed
below for E-type
CPU Units and N-type CPU Units.
E-type CPU Units: 50 hours at 25°C
N-type CPU Units (without a battery): 40 hours at 25°C

The following areas are cleared when power is interrupted for longer than the I/O memory
backup times given above.
• DM Area (D) (excluding words backed up to the EEPROM using the DM backup
function)
• Holding Area (H)
• Counter PVs and Completion Flags (C)
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• Auxiliary Area (A) (including clock data for N-type CPU Units)
Additional Information
The following words in the Auxiliary Area are clear ed to zero. Others are cleared to
default values.

Write the ladder programs and construct the system so that problems will not occur even if
the DM Area, Holding Area, Counter PVs, and Counter Completion Flags (C) are cleared
to zero and the Auxiliary Area is cleared to default values when a power interruption
continues for longer than 50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit or 40 hours for an N-type
CPU Unit (at 25°C). Data may be lost and abnormal operation may occur if a power
interruption lasts too long, possibly resulting in serious accidents.
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Additional Information
Ladder programs and PLC Setup are automatically backed up to backup memory. Words
in the DM Area backed up to the backup memory using Auxiliary Area bits are also backed
up to the backup memory.
Power Interruptions Longer than I/O Memory Backup Time
If DM Area data, Holding Area data, Counter PVs, Counter Completion Flags, and
Auxiliary Area data are cleared because of a power interruption lasting longer than the I/O
memory backup time, operation can be stopped by creating a memory error
●Not Creating a Memo ry Error (Default)
The system continues operation without detecting a memory error. If a non-fatal error is
detected, outputs may be turned OFF.
• Creating User-defined Non-fatal Errors
To create user-defined non-fatal errors by executing the FAL instruction, insert the
following instructions at the start of the ladder program.
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• Continuing Operation but Turning All Outputs OFF
Outputs are turned OFF if power is interrupted for longer than the I/O memory backup
time and
DM Area data, Holding Area data, Counter PVs, and Counter Completion Flags are
cleared.
1 Insert the following instructions at the start of the ladder program.

2 Make the necessary settings in DM Area words and Holding Area words using the
CX-Programmer after checking that the load OFF function is being executed (front panel
INH Indicator).
3 Use the CX-Programmer to turn OFF A509.15 (I/O Memory Previous Corruption Flag
(held at startup)).
Additional Information
To detect the clock stopping as well as I/O memory lost, use A509.13 (I/O Memory
Previous Corruption or Clock Stopped Flag (held at startup)) as the input condition instead
of A509.15. This flag turns ON when power is interrupted for longer than the I/O memory
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backup time, but A509.14 (I/O Memory Lost Flag (cleared at startup)) is cleared when
power supply is turned ON.
This flag can be used to check whether I/O memory was cleared by a power interruption.

● Creating a Memory Error
If I/O memory is not retained, a memory error ca n be created to stop the system. Use this
setting to definitively stop operation if I/O memory is not retained, e.g., in systems that
operate 24 hours a day.
1 To create a memory error, select the Create memory error when I/O memory is lost
Check Box in the Execution Settings Area on the Startup Tab Page of the PLC Setup.
2 The following table shows what happens if a memory error occurs at startup. A memory
error is created if the user memory (ladder programs and PLC Setup) or I/O memory could
not be retained or the clock stopped.
CX-Programmer’s

Item

Memory Error

Error Tab Page

Error code

0x80F1

CX-Programmer’s

Error

0002 hex

Error Log Tab Page
Auxiliary Area

A403.01 (Memory Error Location = I/O
memory) is ON

CPU Unit operation

Stopped

ERR/ALM indicator on front of CPU

Lit

Unit

3 Make the necessary setting in DM Area words and Holding Area words using the
CX-Programmer after confirming the memory error.
4 Turn OFF A509.13 (I/O Memory Previous Corruption or Clock Stopped Flag (held at
startup)) or A509.15 (I/O Memory Previous Corruption Flag (held at startup) using the
CX-Programmer.
5 Clear the error display by clicking the Clear All Button on the Error Tab Page of the
CX-Programmer.
6 Restart operation.
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●Related Flags and Words

4 CPU Unit Initialization
This section describes the initialization processing that is performed by the CPU Unit at
startup.
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4-1 CPU Unit Initial Settings
4-1-1 CPU Unit Initial Settings
The only initial settings required by the CPU Unit are in the PLC Setup.

Hardware Settings
There are no DIP switches on HCA4 CPU Units.
Software Settings
The following table gives the software setting applications and setting methods for
applicable Units.
Applicable

Set data

Applications

Units

Setting

Files created

Backup

method

with

destination

Programming
Device
CPU Unit

Parameter

PLC

Using

CX-Programmer

CX-Programmer

Backup

Area

Setup

non-default

for HCA4

for HCA4

memory

project

(built-in

file (.CXP)

EEPROM)

specifications

●PLC Setup
The PLC Setup is used to make changes for using the CPU Unit with non-default
specifications.
The following settings are examples of the defaults for the CPU Unit.
Example:
Startup mode: RUN mode
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Fixed servicing time: 4% of cycle time
To use specifications other than these defaults, change the PLC Setup using the
CX-Programmer for HCA4, and transfer the PLC Setup to the CPU Unit.

4-2 PLC Setup
The PLC Setup contains the basic settings for the CPU Unit.
Parameters in the PLC Setup must be changed if the HCA4 CPU Unit is to be used with
specifications that are not the defaults.
The parameters in the PLC Setup are set by using the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
4-2-1 PLC Setup Defaults
The following table gives the default settings in the PLC Setup.
To change the settings, edit the PLC Setup with the CX-Programmer for HCA4, and then
transfer the PLC Setup to the CPU Unit.
CX-Programmer

Parameter

Default

for HCA4 PLC
Setup Tab Page
Startup

Startup Hold

Forced Status Hold Bit

Settings

ON.
IOM Hold Bit Startup

Not retained when power is

Hold Setting

ON.

Mode
Settings

Execute Settings

Not retained when power is

Run
Create error for I/O

Do not create

memory corruption
Do not detect Low
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Battery
Stop CPU on Instruction

Do not stop

Error
Do not register FAL to

Register to error log

error log
Timings

Peripheral Service

Serial Port

Built-in Inputs

Watch Cycle Time

1000 ms (1 s)

Constant Cycle Time

No Setting

Scheduled Interrupt Interval

10 ms

CPU Processing Mode

Normal Mode

Set Time to All Events

4% of cycle time

Communications

Used to sets serial

Standard (Host Link and

Settings

communications.

9,600 bps)

Interrupt Input

Used to sets

Normal inputs (general

Settings

quick-catch

purpose inputs)

inputs and input
interrupts
High-speed Counter

Used to set

High-speed counters not

Settings

high-speed

used.

counters.
Pulse Outputs

Base Settings

Sets origin searches

Origin searches and

Origin Search

and origin returns for

returns not used.

Origin Return

pulse outputs.

Refer to Section 9 PLC Setupfor details on the PLC Setup.

5 Understanding Programming
This section provides basic information on ladder programming for HCA4 CPU Units.

5-1 Programming
5-1-1 Programs
Structure of User Programs
User programs are created by using the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
The user programs consist of the following parts.
• Programs
A program ends with an END instruction.
• Tasks (Smallest Executable Unit)
The HCA4 has only one cyclic task.
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For interrupts, a program is assigned to an interrupt task to execute it. (In the
CX-Programmer for HCA4, the interrupt task number is specified in the program
properties.)
• Sections
When creating and displaying programs with the CX-Programmer for HCA4, the one
program can be divided into any number of parts.
Each part is called a section.
Sections are created mainly to make programs easier to understand.
• Subroutines
You can create subroutines within a program.
User Program Data
The user programs are saved in a project file (.CXP) for the CX-Programmer for HCA4
along with other parameters, such as the symbol table, PLC Setup data, and I/O memory
data.

Programming Languages
Programs can be written using only ladder programs.
5-1-2 Program Capacity
The maximum program capacities of the HCA4 CPU Units for all ladder programs
(including programs for interrupt tasks) are given in the following table.
The total number of steps must not exceed the maximum program capacity.
It is possible to check the program size by selecting View - Memory View in the
CX-Programmer.
The size of a ladder instruction depends on the specific instruction and operands that are
used.
5-1-3 Basics of Programming This section describes the basics of programming for
the HCA4.
Basic Concepts of Ladder Programming
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Instructions are executed in the order that they are stored in memory (i.e., in the order of
the mnemonic code). Be sure you understand the concepts of ladder programming, and
write the programs in the proper order.
●Structural Elements of a Ladder Diagram
A ladder diagram consists of left and right bus bars, connecting lines, input conditions,
OUTPUT (OUT) instructions, and special instructions.
A ladder program consists of many program rungs. A program rung is a unit that can be
horizontally separated from other parts of the program by drawing lines between the bus
bars. In mnemonic form, a program rung is all of the instructions from an LD or LD NOT
instruction to the output instruction just before the next LD or LD NOT instruction.
Program rungs consist of instruction blocks that begin with an LD or LD NOT instruction.
The LD or LD NOT instruction indicates a logical start.

• Mnemonics
A mnemonic program is ladder program given using only instructions in mnemonic form.
It has program addresses, and one program address is equivalent to one instruction.
Example:

●Basic Points in Creating Ladder Programs
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• Order of Ladder Program Execution
When the ladder diagram is executed by the CPU Unit, the execution condition (i.e.,
power flow) flows from left to right and top to bottom.
The flow is different from that for circuits that consist of hard-wired control relays.
For example, when the diagram in figure A is executed by the CPU Unit, power flows as
though the diodes in brackets were inserted so that output R2 is not controlled by input
condition D. The actual order of execution is indicated on the right with mnemonics.
To achieve operation without these imaginary diodes, the diagram must be rewritten. Also,
the power flow in figure B cannot be programmed directly and must be rewritten.

• Number of Times Bits Can Be Used and Connection Method
• There is no limit to the number of I/O bits, work bits, timers, and other input bits that can
be used. Program structure should be kept as clear and simple as possible even if it
means using more input bits to make the programs easier to understand and maintain.
• There is no limit to the number of input conditions that can be connected in series or in
parallel on the rungs.
• Two or more OUT instructions can be connected in parallel.

• Output bits can also be used in input conditions.
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●Ladder Programming Restrictions
• A rung error will occur if a ladder program is not connected to both bus bars.
The ladder program must be connected to both bus bars so that the execution condition
will flow from the left bus bar to the right bus bar.
A rung error will occur if the rungs are not connected to both bus bars. Program execution
will still be possible.

• A rung error will occur if an attempt is made to directly connect to the bus bar an
instruction that cannot be connected.
OUT instructions, timers, counters, and other output instructions cannot be connected
directly to the left bus bar.
If one is connected directly to the left bus bar, a rung error will occur during the program
check on the CX-Programmer for HCA4.

Additional Information
Insert an unused work bit or the Always ON Flag (ON, one of the Condition Flags) in an
NC condition if an input condition must be kept ON at all times.

• A location error will occur if an instruction that cannot be connected to the right bus bar
is connected to it.
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An input condition cannot be inserted after an OUT instruction or other output instruction.
The input condition must be inserted before an OUT instruction or other output instruction.
If it is inserted after an output instruction, then a location error will occur during the
program check in the CX-Programmer for HCA4.

• A warning will occur if the same output bit is used more than once in an OUT instruction.
The same output bit cannot be controlled by more than one instruction. Instructions in a
ladder program are executed in order from the top rung in each cycle. The result of an
OUT instruction in a lower rung will be ultimately saved in the output bit. The results of any
previous instructions controlling the same bit will be overwritten and not output.

5-2 Tasks, Sections, and Symbols
5-2-1 Overview of Tasks
There are basically two types of tasks.
Task settings must be made to use interrupt tasks with a HCA4 CPU Unit.
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5-2-2 Overview of Sections
With the CX-Programmer for HCA4, programs can be created and displayed in functional
units called sections.
Any program in a task can be divided into sections.
Using sections improves program legibility and simplifies editing.
5-2-3 Overview of Symbols
Symbols
I/O memory area addresses or constants can be specified using character strings by
registering the character strings as symbols.
Register the symbols in the symbol table of the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
Programming with symbols enables programming with names rather than having to be
aware of the actual addresses.
The symbol table is saved in the CX-Programmer project file (.CXP) along with other
parameters, such as the user programs.
Symbol Types
The following types of symbols are supported.
There are two types of symbols that can be used in programs.
●Global Symbols
Global symbols can be accessed from all ladder programs in the PLC.
●Local Symbols
Local symbols can be accessed from only one task. They are assigned to individual tasks.
Addresses are allocated to symbols used in programming using one of the following
methods.
• User Specifications
• Automatic allocation using the CX-Programmer for HCA4
The area of memory used for automatic allocations is set by selecting Memory Allocation Automatic Address Allocation from the PLC Menu in the CX-Programmer for HCA4.

Note “Global” and “local” indicate only the scope of application of the symbol.
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They have nothing to do with the scope of application for memory addresses.
Therefore, a warning but not an error will occur in the following cases, and it will be
possible to transfer the user program.
• The same addresses is used for two different local symbols.
• The same addresses is used for a global symbol and a local symbol.

Additional Information
In programs in the CX-Programmer for HCA4, global symbols and local symbols can be
identified by the following character colors and symbol icons.

5-3 Programming Instructions
This section describes operands, instruction variations, and execution conditions.
5-3-1 Operands
Operands specify preset instruction parameters that are used to specify I/O memory area
contents or constants. Operands are given in boxes in the ladder programs.
Addresses and constants are entered for the operands to enable executing the
instructions.
Operands are classified as source, destination, or number operands.
Example:
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Operands are also called the first operand, second operand, and so on, starting from the
top of the instruction.

5-3-2 Instruction Variations
The following variations are available for instructions to differentiate executing conditions
and to refresh data when the instruction is executed (immediate refreshing).

5-3-3 Execution Conditions
The following two types of basic and special instructions can be used.
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• Non-differentiated instructions: Executed every cycle
• Differentiated instructions: Executed only once
Non-differentiated Instructions
●Output Instructions (Instructions That Require Input Conditions)
These instructions are executed once every cycle while the execution condition is
satisfied (ON or OFF).

●Input Instructions (Logical Starts and Intermediate Instructions)
These instructions read bit status, make comparisons, test bits, or perform other types of
processing every cycle. If the results are ON, the input condition is output (i.e., the
execution condition is turned ON).

Input-differentiated Instructions
●Upwardly Differentiated Instructions (Instructions Preceded by @)
• Output Instructions
The instruction is executed only during the cycle in which the execution condition changes
from OFF to ON.
The instruction is not executed in the following cycle.

• Input Instructions (Logical Starts and Intermediate Instructions)
The instruction reads bit status, makes comparisons, tests bits, or performs other types of
processing every cycle and will output an ON execution condition when the result changes
from OFF to ON.
The execution condition will turn OFF the next cycle.
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• Input Instructions (Logical Starts and Intermediate Instructions)
The instruction reads bit status, makes comparisons, tests bits, or performs other types of
processing every cycle and will output an ON execution condition (power flow) when the
result changes from OFF to ON.

●Downwardly Differentiated Instructions (Instruction Preceded by %)
• Output Instructions
The instruction is executed only during the cycle in which the execution condition changes
from ON to OFF.
It is not executed in the following cycle

• Input Instructions (Logical Starts and Intermediate Instructions)
The instruction reads bit status, makes comparisons, tests bits, or performs other types of
processing every cycle and will output an ON execution condition (power flow) when the
result changes from ON to OFF.
The execution condition will turn OFF the next cycle.

• Input Instructions (Logical Starts and Intermediate Instructions)
The instruction reads bit status, makes comparisons, tests bits, or performs other types of
processing every cycle and will output an ON execution condition (power flow) when the
result changes from ON to OFF.
The execution condition will turn OFF the next cycle.
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5-3-4 Specifying Data in Operands
Specifying Addresses
Operand

Description

Example

Application
examples

Specifying

The word address and bit number

bit

are specified directly to specify a

addresses

bit

Note: For Timer Completion
Flags and Counter Completion
Flags, there is no distinction
between word addresses and bit
addresses.
Specifying

The word address is specified

word

directly to specify a 16-bit word

MOV 3 D200

addresses
.
Specifying

In brackets, specify the number of

offsets for bit

bits to offset the specified starting

addresses

bit address.

A symbol can also be specified
for the starting bit address. Only
Holding, Work, and DM Area
addresses can be used
regardless of whether a physical
address or symbol is used.
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A constant or word address in I/O
memory can be used for the
offset. If a word address is
specified, the contents of the
word is used as the offset
Specifying

In brackets, specify the number of

offsets for

words to offset the specified

word

starting bit address

MOV 3 D0[200]

addresses

A symbol can also be specified
for the starting word address.
Only Holding, Work, and DM Area
addresses can be used
regardless of whether a physical
address or symbol is used.
A constant or word address in I/O
memory can be used for the
offset. If a word address is
specified, the contents of the
word is used as the offset.
Specifying

An offset from the beginning of

MOV #0001

indirect DM

the DM Area is specified. The

@D300

address in

contents of the address will be

Binary Mode

treated as binary data (00000 to
32767) to specify the word
address in DM Area.
Add the @ symbol at the front to
specify an indirect address in
Binary Mode.

Indirect DM

An offset from the beginning of

MOV #0001

Addressing

the DM Area is specified. The

*D200

in BCD

contents of the address will be

Mode

treated as BCD data (0000 to
9999) to specify the word address
in the DM Area.
Add an asterisk (*) at the front to
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specify an indirect address in
BCD Mode.

5-3-5 Data Formats
The following table shows the data formats that the HCA4 CPU Units can handle.
Type

Data format

Decimal

4-digit

equivalent

hexade
cimal

Unsign

&0 to

#0000

ed

&65535

to

binary

#FFFF

Signed

Negative:

Negativ

binary

-1 to

e:

- 32768

#8000
to
#FFFF

The data is treated as 16-bit signed binary data using the leftmost bit

Positive:

Positive:

as the sign bit. The value is expressed in 4-digit hexadecimal.

0 to 32767

#0000

Positive numbers: If the leftmost bit is OFF, it indicates a

to

non-negative value.

#7FFF

For 4-digit hexadecimal, the value will be 0000 to 7FFF hex.
Negative numbers: If the leftmost bit is ON, it indicates a negative
value. For 4-digit hexadecimal, the value be 8000 to FFFF hex. It will
be expressed as the 2’s complement of the absolute value of the
negative value (decimal).
BCD

#0 to

#0000

(binary

#9999

to

coded

#9999

decim
al)
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Single-

(Refer to

precisi

the

on

following

floatin

note.)

g point
decim
al

This format conforms to the IEEE 754standard for single-precision
floatingpoint data. It is used only with instructions that convert or
calculate floatingpoint data.
• Input using operands in the CX-Programmer for HCA4 as signed
decimal or
32-bit hexadecimal with the # symbol.
• When inputting operands in the I/O Memory Edit/Monitor Window
of the CX Programmer for HCA4 as signed decimal values with
seven digits or less, the
value will be automatically converted to scientific notation (mantissa×
10Exponent) for setting and monitoring. Inputs must be made using
scientific
notation for values with eight or more digits.
Example: When -1234.00 is input, it will become -1.234000e+003 in
scientific notation. For the mantissa×10Exponent, the value before
the e is the mantissa and the value after the e is the signed exponent.

Note: Data range for single-precision floating-point decimal: -3.402823 × 1038≤ Value ≥
-1.175494 × 10-38, 0, +1.175494 ×10-38≤ Value ≥3.402823 × 1038

5-3-6 I/O Refresh Timing
The following methods are used to refresh external I/O.
• Cyclic refreshing
• Immediate refreshing (instructions with the ! variation and IORF
Cyclic Refreshing
I/O is all refreshed after ladder programs are executed.
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Execute an instruction with the immediate refresh variation or an IORF instruction to
perform I/O refreshing while ladder programming is being executed.
Immediate Refresh
The method of specifying immediate refreshing depends on whether the object to be
refreshed is built in I/O or an Expansion Unit.
• To specify immediate refreshing for the CPU Unit’s built-in I/O, specify the immediate
refresh variation(!) of the instruction.
• To specify immediate refreshing for Expansion I/O or an Expansion Unit, use the IORF
instruction.
●Instructions with Refresh Variation (!)
I/O will be refreshed as shown below when an instruction is executing if a real I/O bit in the
CPU
Unit’s built-in I/O is specified as an operand.
• Bit Operands: I/O refreshing for the bit will be performed.
• Word Operands: I/O refreshing for the 16 specified bits will be performed.
• Input or Source Operands: Inputs are refreshed immediately before the instruction is
executed.
• Output or Destination Operands: Outputs are refreshed immediately after the instruction
is executed.
Add an exclamation mark (!) in front of the instruction to specify immediate refreshing.
●IORF(097) Instruction
An I/O refresh (IORF) instruction is supported as a special instruction to refresh actual I/O
data in the specified word range. By using this instruction, it is possible to refresh all data
or data in a specified range of actual I/O in HC-Series Expansion I/O and Expansion Unit
during the cycle.
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Precautions for Correct Use
It is not possible to use the immediate refresh variation (!) for the actual I/O of Expansion
I/O or an Expansion Unit. Use the IORF instruction.

5-4 Constants: &, #, +, -, and Numbers without Symbols
Overview
Constants are numeric values expressed in 16 or 32 bits and can be specified as
instruction operands.
The following types of constants are supported.
• Bit Strings or Numeric Values (Integers)
→Decimal values (with & symbol), hexadecimal values (with # symbol), BCD values (with
# symbol),or signed decimal values (with + or - symbol)
• Operands Specifying Numbers
→Decimal Notation (No Symbol)
• Floating Point (Real Number) Notation
→Signed decimal notation (with + or - symbol and decimal point)
Notation and Ranges
●Using Operands for Bit Strings or Numeric Values (Integers)
• Unsigned Binary
Data type
Notation

Decimal values

Hexadecimal values

With & symbol

With # symbol

Application example:

Application example:

MOV &10 D0

MOV #000A D0

Stores 10 decimal (#000A hex) in D0

Stores #000A hex (&10 decimal) in D0.

Precautions for Correct Use

Precautions for Correct Use

• An error will occur and the left bus

• An error will occur and the left bus bar will

bar will be displayed in red if a

be displayed in red if a hexadecimal value

hexadecimal value including A to F

including A to F is input without # from the

is input with & from the

CX-Programmer for HCA4.

CX-Programmer for HCA4.

• The input will be treated as an address in

• The input will be treated as an

the CIO Area and the contents of that address

address in the CIO Area and the

will be specified if a decimal value without # is

contents of that address will be

input from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.

specified if a decimal value without
& is input from the CX-Programmer
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for HCA4.
Range

16 bits

&0 to 65535

#0000 to #FFFF

32 bits

&0 to 4294967295

#00000000 to #FFFFFFFF

• Signed Binary
Data type
Notation

Decimal values

Hexadecimal values

Signed + or

With # symbol

Application example:

Application example:

MOV -10 D0

MOV # 0100 D0

Stores 10 decimal (#FFF6 hex) in

Stores #FFF6 hex (10 decimal) in D0.

D0.
Precautions for Correct Use

Precautions for Correct Use

• The input will be treated as an

• An error will occur and the left bus bar will

address

be

in the CIO Area and the contents of

displayed in red if a hexadecimal value

that

including A to F is input without # from the

address will be specified if a decimal

CX-Programmer for HCA4.

value without + or - is input from the

• The input will be treated as an address in

CX-Programmer for HCA4.

the
CIO Area and the contents of that address
will be specified if a decimal value without #
is input from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.

Range

16 bits

32 bits

Negative: -32768 to -1

Negative: #8000 to #FFFF

Positive: 0 to +32767

Positive: #0000 to #7FFF

Negative: -2147483648 to -1

Negative: #8000 0000 to #FFFF FFFF

Positive: 0 to +2147483647

Positive: #0000 0000 to #7FFF FFFF

• Unsigned BCD
Data type
Notation

Decimal values

BCD values

None

Application example:
+B #0010 D0 D1
Adds #0010 and the contents of D0 as BCD
data and stores the result in D1.
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Precautions for Correct Use
• The input will be treated as an address in
the CIO Area and the contents of that address
will be specified if a decimal value without # is
input from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
Range

16 bits

None

#0000 to #9999

32 bits

#0000 0000 to #9999 9999

●Using Operands to Specify Numbers
Data type

Decimal values

Hexadecimal values or BCD values

Notation

No symbol (value only)

Not possible.

Application example: SBS 0
Jumps to subroutine 0.
Precautions for Correct Use
• An error will occur and the left bus
bar will be displayed in red if a decimal
value is input with & from the
CX-Programmer for HCA4

●Using Floating-point(Real Number) Notation for Operands
Data type

Decimal values

Hexadecimal values

Notation

With + or –

With # symbol
(for single-precision data)

Application example:

Application example:

FIX +0.10 D0 Converts floating point

FIX #3DCCCCCD D0 Converts floating point

+0.10 into 16-bit signed binary data

#3DCCCCCD (+0.10 decimal) into 16-bit

and stores the

signed binary data and stores the

integer portion in D0

integer portion in D0.

Precautions for Correct Use

Precautions for Correct Use

• The input will be treated as an

• The input will be treated as an address in

address in the CIO Area, an error

the CIO Area, an error will occur, and the left

will occur, and the left bus bar will be

bus bar will be displayed in red if a

displayed in red if a decimal value

hexadecimal value including A to F is input

with a decimal point is input without

without # from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.

+ from the CX-Programmer for
HCA4.
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Additional Information
• Zero suppression can be used when inputting any data type.
Example: “&2” can be input rather than “&02” .
Example: “#2” can be input rather than “#02”.
• “BIN” indicates binary data.
• BCD data is binary coded decimal.
Details
●Using Operands for Bit Strings or Numeric Values
• Bit String
Input the operand using decimal representation with the & symbol or hexadecimal
representation with the # symbol.
Example: Input &0 to &65535 as decimal or #0000 to #FFFF as hexadecimal for operand
S(source data) of the MOV instruction.
Signed decimal data can also be input.
• Numeric Values
Input the operand using decimal representation with the & symbol or hexadecimal
representation with the # symbol.
Example: Input &0 to &65535 decimal or #0000 to #FFFF hexadecimal for operand N
(number of words) of the XFER instruction.
Indirect specification is possible.
Example: Operand N of the XFER instruction: When an address (e.g., W100) is input as
the number of words to transfer, the contents of the addressed word (e.g., the contents
ofW100) is indirectly specified.
●Using Operands to Specify Numbers
Input the operand using decimal representation with a value only (i.e., no & prefix).
Example: Operand N of SBS Instruction: Input 0 to 1023 decimal as the subroutine
number.
Indirect specification is not possible.
Input a numeric value for operands that can be indirectly specified (e.g., jump numbers for
JMP instruction or JME instruction).
• Operands That Specify Numbers

●Using Operands to Specify Floating-point Values (Real Number)
Input the operand using decimal representation with + or - symbol or hexadecimal
representation with # symbol.
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Example: Input decimal values in the following ranges or #0000 0000 to #FFFF FFFF
hexadecimalfor operand S (first source word) of the FIX instruction.
-3.402823 × 1038≤Value ≤-1.175494 × 10-38, 0,
+1.175494 × 10-38≤Value ≤+3.402823 × 1038

5-5 Specifying Offsets for Addresses
5-5-1 Overview
When an address is specified for an instruction operand, it is possible to change the
specified address by specifying in brackets an offset for the specified address.

●Bit Addresses
The bit address is offset by the amount specified by n (number of bits) from A (start bit
address)

• Start Bit Address
It is possible to specify the start bit address with a bit address or with a symbol (except the
NUMBER data type cannot be used).
Offsetting is possible only for addresses in the Holding, Work, and DM Areas. The I/O
comment for the start bit address is displayed.
• Offset
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The offset can be specified as a decimal constant, word address (but CIO Area addresses
cannot be specified), or a one-word symbol (i.e., symbols with the following data types:
INT, UINT, WORD, CHANNEL).
If a word address is specified, the contents of the specified word is used as the offset.
If the offset exceeds bit 15 in the specified word, offsetting will continue from bit 00 in the
next word.
If the offset is specified indirectly, make sure that the final bit address does not exceed the
upper limit of the memory area by using input comparison or other instruction.
If the number of offset bits exceeds the memory area of the start bit address, the final bit
address will be in the next memory area in the order determined by the actual PLC
memory addresses.
Examples:

●Word Addresses
The word address is offset by the amount specified by n (number of offset words) from A
(start word address).
• Start Word Address
It is possible to specify the start word address with a word address or with a symbol
(except the
NUMBER data type cannot be used).
Offsetting is possible only for addresses in the Holding, Word, and DM Areas.
The I/O comment for the start bit address is displayed.
• Offset
The offset can be specified as a decimal constant, word address (but CIO Area addresses
cannot be specified), or one-word symbol (i.e., symbols with the following data types: INT,
UINT, WORD, CHANNEL).
If a word address or symbol is specified, the contents of the specified word is used as the
offset.
If the offset exceeds bit 15 in the specified word, offsetting will continue from bit 00 in the
next word.
If the offset is specified indirectly, make sure that the final bit address does not exceed the
upper limit of the memory area by using input comparison or other instruction.
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If the number of offset words exceeds the memory area of the start word address, the final
word address will be in the next memory area in the order determined by the actual PLC
memory addresses.
Examples:

Observe the following precaution if a symbol or address is specified for an offset in
a ladder diagram.
Program so that the memory area of the start address is not exceeded when the offset is
specified indirectly using a word address or symbol.
For example, write the program so that processingis executed only when the indirect
specification does not cause the final address to exceed the memory area by using an
input comparison instruction or other instruction.
If an indirect specification causes the address toexceed the area of the start address, the
system will access data in other area, and unexpected operation may occur.
5-5-2 Application Examples for Address Offsets
It is possible to dynamically specify the offset by specifying a word address in I/O memory
for the offset in the brackets. The contents of the specified word address will be used as
the offset.
For example, execution can be performed by increasing the address by incrementing the
value in the brackets and using only one instruction.
●Ladder Program Example
In this example, two areas of consecutive data are used: D0 to D99 and D100 to D199.
The contents of corresponding words are added starting from the specified starting point,
W0, to the end of the areas and the sums are output to D200 to D299 starting from the
specified offset from D200.
For example, if W0 is 30, the corresponding words from D30 to D99 and D130 to D199 are
added, and the sums are output to D230 to D299.
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Each process is performed with an input comparison instruction (<) as the execution
condition so that W1 does not exceed &100 to make sure that the upper limit of the
indirect addressing range is not exceeded.

5-6 Checking Programs
CJ-series programs can be checked at the following stages.
• Checking during input operations from the CX-Programmer for HCA4
• Checking programs using the CX-Programmer for HCA4
• Instruction check during execution
• Fatal error check (program errors) during execution
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5-6-1 Checking during Input Operations from the CX-Programmer
The programming will be automatically checked by the CX-Programmer for HCA4 at the
following times.

The results of checking are output to the Text Tab Page of the Output Window.
Also, the left bus bar of illegal program sections will be displayed in red in Ladder View.
5-6-2 Program Checks with the CX-Programmer for HCA4
The user program can be checked in the CX-Programmer for HCA4. When the program is
checked, the user can specify program check in any of four levels: A, B, or C (in order of
the seriousness of the errors) or a custom check level.
The CX-Programmer for HCA4 does not check range errors for indirectly addressed
operands in instructions. If an instruction’s operand data is invalid, the ER Flag will be
turned ON during the program execution check, which is described in the next section.
5-6-3 Debugging with the Simulator
Programming can be debugged without connecting to the actual PLC by simulating CPU
Unit operation on a computer.
Checking Ladder Program Operation
Programming that has been created can be checked and debugged with a virtual PLC by
starting the Simulator in the CX-Simulator from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
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In addition to transferring programs and monitoring, the following functions can be used
with the Simulator.
• Executing Step Run, Continuous Step Run, or Scan Run.
• Specifying break points, start points, and I/O break conditions.
• Checking the number of executions and execution time for each task.
• Simulating execution of interrupt tasks.
• Force-setting and force-resetting bits
Debugging with Operation between PT and Ladder Programming: Integrated Simulation
This functionality is not supported for the HCA4.
Debugging Operation with PLC Error (Error Simulation Function)
With the CX-Programmer for HCA4, it is possible to generate system errors in the virtual
PLC during ladder programming simulation.
It is easy to check operation of the ladder programming an the NS-series PT when a PLC
system error occurs by generating the desired fatal or non-fatal system error using a
special operation window
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Note: Unlike with an actual error, ladder execution will not stop even if a fatal error is
generated using the PLC error generation simulation function.
Additional Information
System errors can also be generated in the PLC by using a FAL or FALS instruction.
5-6-4 Program Execution Check
The following checks can be performed using the CX-Programmer for HCA4 during
instruction execution.
The following checks are performed during instruction execution.

*1 The Instruction Processing Error Flag (A295.08) will also turn ON if Stop Operation is
specified when an error occurs.
*2 The Access Error Flag (A295.10) will turn ON if Stop Operation is specified when an
error occurs.
1. Instruction Processing Errors (Error Flag ON Errors)
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• An instruction processing error will occur if incorrect data was provided when executing
an instruction or an attempt was made to execute an instruction outside of a task.
Here, data required at the beginning of instruction processing was checked and as a
result, the instruction was not executed and the P_ER Flag (Error Flag) will be turned ON.
The P_EQ and P_N Flags may be retained or turned OFF depending upon the instruction.
The P_ER Flag (error Flag) will turn OFF if the instruction (excluding input instructions)
ends normally.
Conditions that turn ON the P_ER Flag will vary with individual instructions
• If Instruction Errors are set to Stop Operation in the PLC Setup, then operation will stop
(fatal error) and the Instruction Processing Error Flag (A295.08) will turn ON if an
instruction processing error occurs and the P_ER Flag turns ON.
2. Illegal Access Errors (P_AER Flag ON Errors)
• Illegal access errors indicate that the wrong area was accessed in one of the following
ways when the address specifying the instruction operand was accessed.
• A read or write was executed for a parameter area.
• Writing memory that is not installed. (See note.)
• Writing to a read-only area.
• The value specified in an indirect DM address in BCD mode was not BCD (e.g., D1
contains #A000).
• Instruction processing will continue and the Error Flag (ER Flag) will not turn ON if an
access error occurs, but the Access Error Flag (P_AER Flag) will turn ON.
An access error will occur for the following:
• If Instruction Errors are set to Stop Operation in the PLC Setup, then operation will stop
(fatal error) and the Illegal Access Error Flag (A295.10) will turn ON if an illegal access
error occurs and the AER Flag turns ON
Additional Information
The Access Error Flag (P_AER Flag) will not be cleared after a task is executed. If
Instruction Errors are set to Continue Operation, this Flag can be monitored until just
before the END instruction to see if an illegal access error has occurred in the task
program. (The status of the final P_AER Flag after the entire user program has been
executed will be monitored if the AER Flag is monitored on the CX-Programmer for
HCA4.)
3. Other Errors
●Illegal Instruction Errors
Illegal instruction errors indicate that an attempt was made to execute instruction data
other than that defined in the system.
This error will normally not occur as long as the program is created with CX-Programmer
for HCA4.
In the rare even that this error does occur, it will be treated as a program error, operation
will stop (fatal error), and the Illegal Instruction Flag (A295.14) will turn ON.
●User Program Area Overflow Errors
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User program area overflow errors indicate that an attempt was made to execute
instruction data stored beyond the last address in the user program area defined as
program storage area.
This error will normally not occur as long as the program is created with the
CX-Programmer for HCA4.
In the rare event that this error does occur, it will be treated as a program error, operation
will stop (fatal error), and the UM Overflow Flag (A295.15) will turn ON.
Additional Information
If the Error Flag (P_ER) or Illegal Access Error Flag (P_AER) turns ON, it will be treated
as a program error and it can be used to stop the CPU Unit from running. Specify
operation for program errors in the PLC Setup.
●Program Errors
Program error
No END Instruction

Description

Related flags

An END instruction is not present in

The No END Flag (A295.11) turns

the program.

ON

Error During Task

No task is ready in the cycle.

The Task Error Flag

Execution

No program is allocated to a task.

(295.12) turns ON

The corresponding interrupt task
number is not present even though
the execution condition for the
interrupt task was met.
Instruction Processing

The wrong data values were

The ER Flag turns ON and the

Error

provided in the operand when an

Instruction Processing Error Flag

(ER Flag ON) and Stop

attempt was made to execute an

(A295.08) turns

Operation set for

instruction

ON if Stop Operation set for

Instruction Errors in PLC

Instruction Errors in PLC Setup.

Setup
Illegal Access Error (AER

A read or write was executed for a

The AER Flag turns ON and the

Flag ON) and Stop

parameter area.

Illegal Access Error Flag (A295.10)

Operation set for

A read or write was executed for a

turns ON if

Instruction Errors in PLC

memory area that is not mounted.

Stop Operation set for Instruction

Setup

Writing to a read-only area.

Errors in PLC Setup.

The value specified in an indirect
DM address in BCD mode is not
BCD.
Indirect DM/EM BCD Error

The value specified in an indirect

The AER Flag turns ON and the

and Stop Operation set for

DM address in BCD mode is not

DM/EM Indirect BCD Error Flag

Instruction Errors in PLC

BCD.

(A295.09)

Setup

turns ON if Stop Operation set for
Instruction Errors in the PLC Setup.

Differentiation Address

During online editing, more than

The Differentiation Overflow Error

Overflow Error

131,071 differentiated instructions

Flag (A295.13) turns ON.

have been inserted or deleted.
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Illegal Instruction Errors

Execution of an unexecutedable

The UM (User Memory) Overflow

instruction was attempted.

Flag (A295.14) turns ON.

User Program Area

An attempt was made to execute

The UM (User Memory)

Overflow

instruction data stored beyond the

Overflow Flag (A295.15)

Errors

last address in user memory (UM)

turns ON

defined as program storage area.

5-7 Ladder Programming Precautions

5-7-1 Ladder Programming Precautions
Using Condition Flags
The Condition Flags are shared by all of the instructions, so their status may change often
in a single cycle.
Therefore, be sure to use Condition Flags on a branched output with the same execution
condition immediately after an instruction to show the results of instruction execution.
●Do not connect an input condition for a Condition Flag directly to the bus bar.
Never connect an input condition for a Condition Flag directly to the bus bar because this
will cause it to show the execution results for another instruction.
Example: Using Instruction A Execution Results

The same execution condition (a) is used for instructions A

If the Condition Flag is directly connected to

and B to execute instruction B based on the execution

the bus bar, instruction B will be executed

results of instruction A.

based on the execution results of the previous

In this case, instruction B will be executed according to the

instruction even if instruction A is not executed.

Condition Flag only if instruction A is executed.
●Creating N.C. and N.O. Condition Flag Inputs Using OUT Instructions
The Condition Flags are used by all instructions, so make sure that they do not cause
interference in the same program.
Example: Using Execution Results in N.C. and N.O. Inputs
Incorrect Use

Correct use

The Condition Flags will pick up instruction B

Make sure each of the results is picked up once by

execution results even though the N.C. and N.O.

an
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input bits are executed from the same output

OUT instruction to ensure that execution results for

branch.

instruction B will be not be picked up

A rung will have to be inserted to prevent execution results for the first MOV instruction from being picked
up.

Precautions for Correct Use
Precautions for Using Condition Flags for Differentiated Instructions
With differentiated instructions, execution results for instructions are shown in Condition
Flags only when execution condition is met, and results for a previous rung (rather than
execution results for the differentiated instruction) will be shown in Condition Flags in the
next cycle.
You must therefore be aware of what Condition Flags will do in the next cycle if execution
results for differentiated instructions are to be used.
Example: Instructions A and B will execute only if execution condition C is met, and
instruction B picks up the execution results from instruction A.
Incorrect Use
If execution condition C remains ON in the next cycle after instruction A was executed,
then instruction B will be executed (by the execution condition) when the Condition Flag
turns ON because of results shown from a previous rung.
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Correct use
If instructions A and B are not differentiated instructions, the DIFU (or DIFD) instruction
is used instead and instructions A and B are both upwardly (or downwardly) differentiated
and executed for one cycle only.

Additional Information
The CONDITION FLAG SAVE and CONDITION FLAGLOAD (CCS and CCL) instructions
can be used to save and load the Condition Flag status. These can be used to access the
status of the Condition Flags at other locations in a task or in a different task.
Main Conditions Turning ON Condition Flags
●Error Flag (P_ER)
The Error Flag will turn ON under special conditions, such as when operand data for an
instruction is incorrect.
The instruction will not be executed when the Error Flag turns ON.
When the Error Flag is ON, the status of other Condition Flags, such as the <, >, OF, and
UF Flags, will not change.
The status of the = and N Flags will vary from instruction to instruction.
For information on the conditions that turn ON the Error Flag, refer to the pages in this
manual that describe the instructions.
Caution is required because some instructions will turn OFF the Error Flag regardless of
conditions.
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Additional Information
The PLC Setup Settings for when an instruction error occurs determines whether
execution will stop when the Error Flag turns ON.
In the default setting, operation will continue when the Error Flag turns ON.
If Stop Operation is specified when the Error Flag turns ON and operation stops (treated
as a program error), the program address at the point where operation stopped will be
stored at in A298 to A299.
At the same time, A295.08 will turn ON.
●Equals Flag (P_EQ)
The Equals Flag is a temporary flag for all instructions except when comparison results
are equal(=). It is set automatically by the system, and it will change.
The Equals Flag can be turned OFF (ON) by an instruction after a previous instruction has
turned it ON (OFF).
The Equals Flag will turn ON, for example, when MOV or another move instruction moves
0000 hex as source data and will be OFF at all other times.
Even if an instruction turns the Equals Flag ON, the move instruction will execute
immediately and the Equals Flag will turn ON or OFF depending on whether the source
data for the move instruction is 0000 hex or not.
Some instructions will simply turn OFF the Equals Flag when the instruction is executed.
●Carry Flag (P_CY)
The Carry Flag is used in shift instructions, addition and subtraction instructions with carry
input, addition and subtraction instruction borrows and carries, as well as with PID
instructions and FPD instructions.
Note the following precautions.
• Be care when executing instructions that use the Carry Flag as an input (e.g., addition
and subtraction instructions with borrows and carries) to be sure that the Carry Flag has
not been turned
ON or OFF by an unrelated instruction.
• The Carry Flag can be turned ON (or OFF) by the execution results for a certain
instruction and can then be turned OFF (or ON) by another instruction.
●Greater Than and Less Than Flags (P_>, P_<)
The P_> and P_< Flags are used in comparison instruction, as well as in the PIDAT and
other instructions.
The P_> or P_< Flag can be turned OFF (or ON) by another instruction even if it is turned
ON (or
OFF) by execution results for a certain instruction.
●Negative Flag (P_N)
The Negative Flag is turned OFF when the leftmost bit of the instruction execution results
word is 1for certain instructions and it is turned OFF unconditionally for other instructions.
●Specifying Operands for Multiple Words
An instruction will be executed as written even if an operand requiring multiple words is
specified so that all of the words for the operand are not in the same area. In this case,
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words will be taken in order of the PLC memory addresses, as is normal for instructions in
the HCA4.
The Error Flag will not turn ON.
As an example, consider the results of executing a block transfer with XFER if 20 words
are specified for transfer beginning with W500. Here, the Work Area, which ends atW511,
will be exceeded, but the instruction will be executed without turning ON the Error Flag.
In the PLC memory addresses, the present values for timers are held in memory after the
Work
Area, and thus for the following instruction, W500 to W511 will be transferred to D0 to D11
and the present values for T0 to T7 will be transferred to D12 to D19.

5-7-2 Special Program Sections
HC-Series programs have special program sections that will control instruction conditions.
The following special program sections are available.

Instruction Combinations
The following table shows which of the special instructions can be used inside other
program sections.
✕:Applicable, ○: Not applicable
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Subroutines
Place all the subroutines together just before the END instruction in all programs but after
all of the main program.
A subroutine cannot be placed in a step ladder, block program, or FOR - NEXT section.
If instructions other than those in a subroutine are placed after a subroutine (SBN to RET),
those instructions will not be executed.

Instructions Not Supported in Subroutines
The following instructions cannot be placed in a subroutine.

Instructions Not Available in Step Ladder Program Sections
The following instructions cannot be used in step ladder program sections.

Note: A step ladder program section can be used in an interlock section (between IL and
ILC).
The step ladder section will be completely reset when the interlock condition is ON.
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6 I/O Memory
This section describes the I/O memory areas in a HCA4 CPU Unit. Be sure you
understand the information in the section before attempting to write ladder diagrams.

6-1 Overview of I/O Memory Areas
This section describes the I/O memory areas in a HCA4 CPU Unit.
6-1-1 I/O Memory Areas
Data can be read and written to I/O memory from the ladder programs. I/O memory
consists of an area for I/O with external devices, user areas, and system areas.
CIO Area (CIO 0 to CIO 289)
In the CIO Area, input bit addresses range from CIO 0 to CIO 99 and output bit addresses
range from CIO 100 to CIO 199.
Addresses for serial PLC links range from CIO 200 to CIO 289.
The bits and words in the CIO Area are allocated to built-in I/O terminals on the HCA4
CPU Unit and to the Expansion Units and Expansion I/O Units.
Input words and output bits that are not allocated may be used as work bits in
programming.
User Areas
These areas can be used freely by the user.
●Work Area (W)
The Word Area is part of the internal memory of the CPU Unit. It is used in programming.
Unlike the input bits and output bits in the CIO Area, I/O to and from external devices is
not refreshed for this area.
Use this area for work words and bits before any words in the CIO Area. These words
should be used first in programming because they will not be assigned to new functions in
future versions of HCA4 CPU Units.
●Holding Area (H)
The Holding Area is part of the internal memory of the CPU Unit. It is used in programming.
Unlike the input bits and output bits in the CIO Area, I/O to and from external devices is
not refreshed for this area.
These words retain their content when the PLC is turned ON or the operating mode is
switched between PROGRAM mode and RUN or MONITOR mode.
This data is cleared if a power interruption lasts longer than the I/O memory backup time
(50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours for an N-type CPU Unit).
●Data Memory Area (D)
This data area is used for general data storage and manipulation and is accessible only by
word (16 bits).
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These words retain their content when the PLC is turned ON or the operating mode is
switched between PROGRAM mode and RUN or MONITOR mode.
Specified words can be retained in the built-in EEPROM backup memory using Auxiliary
Area bits.
This data is cleared, however, if a power interruption lasts longer than the I/O memory
backup time (50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours for an N-type CPU Unit).
●Timer Area (T)
There are two parts to the Timer Area: the Timer Completion Flags and the timer Present
Values(PVs).
Up to 256 timers with timer numbers T0 to T255 can be used.
• Timer Completion Flags
Each Timer Completion Flag is accessed as one bit using the timer number.
A Completion Flag is turned ON when the set time of the timer elapses.
• Timer PVs
Each timer PV is accessed as one word (16 bits) using the timer number.
The PV increases or decreases as the timer operates
●Counter Area (C)
There are two parts to the Counter Area: the Counter Completion Flags and the Counter
Present Values (PVs).
Up to 256 counters with counter numbers C0 to C255 can be used.
These words retain their content when the PLC is turned ON or the operating mode is
switched between PROGRAM mode and RUN or MONITOR mode.
This data is cleared if a power interruption lasts longer than the I/O memory backup time
(50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours for an N-type CPU Unit).
• Counter Completion Flags
Each Counter Completion Flag is accessed as one bit using the counter number.
A Completion Flag is turned ON when the set value of the counter is reached.
• Counter PVs
Each counter PV is accessed as one word (16 bits) using the timer number.
The PVs count up or down as the counter operates.
Additional Information
Constants ($, #, +, -, or numbers without symbols)
Constants are numerical values that can be specified as the instruction operands in 16
bits or 32 bits.
• For an operand for a bit string or integer, & indicates a decimal number and # indicates
a hexadecimal number. Bit strings can also be expressed with a signed decimal number.
• For an operand for a number, an unsigned decimal number is used.
• For an operand for a floating point number (real number), a signed decimal number is
used.
Refer to 5-4 Constants: $, #, +, -, and Numbers without Symbols for details on constants.
System Areas
System Areas contain bits and words with preassigned functions.
●Auxiliary Area (A)
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The words and bits in this area have preassigned functions.
A-2 Auxiliary Area by Address
●Condition Flags (P_)
The Condition Flags include the flags that indicate the results of instruction execution, as
well as the Always ON and Always OFF Flags.
The Condition Flags are specified with global symbols rather than with addresses.
●Clock Pulses (P_)
The Clock Pulses are turned ON and OFF by the CPU Unit’s internal timer.
The Clock Pulses are specified with global symbols rather than with addresses
6-1-2 I/O Memory Area Address Notation
An I/O memory can be addressed using word addresses or bit addresses. The word
addresses and bit addresses are given in decimal format.
●Word Addresses
Specifies a16-bit word.

●Bit Addresses
A bit addresses specifies one of the 16 bits in a word.
The word number and bit number are separated with a period.

On the CX-Programmer for HCA4, addresses in the CIO Area (including addresses for
Serial PLC Links) are given with no I/O memory area designator. “CIO” is used as the I/O
memory area designator in this manual for clarity.

6-1-3

I/O Memory Areas
Name

No. of bits

Word
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addresses
CIO Area

Input Bits

1,600 bits

CIO 0 to CIO 99

Refer to 6-2

(100 words)
Output Bits

I/O Bits.

1,600 bits

CIO 100 to CIO

Refer to

(100 words

199

Section 16
Serial
Communicati
ons.

Serial PLC

1,440 bits

CIO 200 to CIO

Refer to 6-3

Link Words

(90 words)

289

Work
Area (W).

Holding Area (H)

800 bits (50

H0 to H49

words)

This data is cleared if a

Refer to 6-4

power interruption lasts

Holding

longer than the I/O

Area (H).

memory backup time
(50 hours for an E-type
CPU Unit and 40 hours
for an N-type CPU
Unit).
Data

E-type

Memory
Area (D)

2K words

D0 to D2047

Data in specified words

Refer to 6-5

CPU

of the DM Area can be

Data

Unit

retained in the built-in

Memory Area

EEPROM in the backup

(D).

memory by using a bit
in the Auxiliary Area.
Applicable words: D0 to
D1499 (500 words can
be specified at a time.)
N-type

8K words

D0 to D8191

Data in specified words

CPU

of the DM Area can be

Unit

retained in the built-in
EEPROM in the backup
memory by using a bit
in the Auxiliary
Area.Applicable words:
D0 to D6999 (500
words can be specified
at a time.)

Timer

Present

Area (T)

values
Timer

256

T0 to T255

Refer to 6-7
Timer
Area (T)

256

Completion
Flags
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Counter

Present

Area (C)

values

256

C0 to C255

This data is cleared if a

Refer to 6-8

power interruption lasts

Counter

longer than the I/O

Area (C)

memory backup time
(50 hours for an E-type
CPU Unit and 40 hours
for an N-type CPU
Unit).
Counter

256

Completion
Flags
Auxiliary

Read only

Area
(A)

7,168 bits

A0 to A447

(448 words)
Read-write

4,896 bits

A448 to A754

This data is cleared if a

Refer to A-2

power interruption lasts

Auxiliary Area

longer than the I/O

by Address

memory backup time

(306 words)

(50 hours for an E-type
CPU Unit and 40 hours
for an N-type CPU
Unit).
Temporary Area (TR)

16 bits

TR0 to TR15

Refer to 6-6
TR Area
(TR)

6-2

I/O Bits

This section describes the bits in the CIO Area that are used as external I/O bits.
Overview
These words are allocated to built-in I/O terminals of HCA4 CPU Units and HC-Series
Expansion Units and Expansion I/O Units.
Notation

Range
Input bits: CIO 0.00 to CIO 99.15 (100 words)
Output bits: CIO 100.00 to CIO 199.15 (100 words)
Applications
Built-in inputs can be used as basic inputs, interrupt inputs, quick-response inputs,
high-speed counters, or origin inputs.
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Built-in outputs can be used as basic outputs, pulse outputs, or PWM outputs.
Refer to Section 10 Overview and Allocation of Built-in Functions for details.
Details
• Bits in the CIO Area can be force-set and force-reset.
• The contents of the CIO Area will be cleared in the following cases:
• When the operating mode is changed between PROGRAM or MONITOR mode and
RUN mode
• When the PLC power is reset
• When the CIO Area is cleared from the CX-Programmer
• When PLC operation is stopped due to a fatal error other than an FALS error occurs.
(The contents of the CIO Area will be retained when FALS is executed.

6-3 Work Area (W)
Overview
The Work Area is part of the internal memory of the CPU Unit. It is used in programming.
Unlike the input bits and output bits in the CIO Area, I/O to and from external devices is
not refreshed for this area.
Notation

Range
The Work Area contains 100 words with addresses ranging from W0 to W099.
Applications
It is sometimes necessary to use the same set of input conditions many times in the same
program. In this case a work bit can be used to store the final condition to simplify
programming work and program design.

Details
• Bits in the Work Area can be force-set and force-reset.
• The contents of the Work Area will be cleared in the following cases:
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• When the operating mode is changed between PROGRAM or MONITOR mode and
RUN mode
• When the PLC power is reset
• When the Work Area is cleared from the CX-Programmer
• When PLC operation is stopped due to a fatal error other than an FALS error occurs.
(The contents of the Work Area will be retained when FALS is executed.)

6-4 Holding Area (H)
Overview
The Holding Area is part of the internal memory of the CPU Unit. It is used in programming.
Unlike the input bits and output bits in the CIO Area, I/O to and from external devices is
not refreshed for this area.
These words retain their content when the PLC is turned ON or the operating mode is
switched between PROGRAM mode and RUN or MONITOR mode.

Precautions for Safe Use
Words in the DM Area that are not saved to the built-in EEPROM backup memory using
Auxiliary
Area bits are cleared if power is interrupted for longer than the I/O memory backup time
(50 hours for E-type CPU Units and 40 hours for N-type CPU Units).
Write the ladder programs and construct the system so that problems will not occur even if
this data is cleared.
Notation

Range
The Holding area contains 50 words with addresses ranging from H0 to H049.
Applications
The Holding Area is used when you want to resume operation after a power interruption
using the same status as before the power interruption.
Precautions for Correct Use
Holding Area data is retained only when a Battery is mounted to an N-type CPU Unit.
When using E-type CPU Units or N-type CPU Units without a Battery, data can be held
only up to 50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours for an N-type CPU Unit.
Details
• Bits in the Holding Area can be force-set and force-reset.
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• A Holding Area bit will be cleared if it is programmed between the ILC and IL
instructions and the execution condition for IL(002) is OFF.
To keep a bit ON even when the execution condition for the IL instruction is OFF, turn ON
the bit with the SET instruction just before the IL instruction.)
• When a self-maintaining bit is programmed with a Holding Area bit, the self-maintaining
bit will not be cleared even when the power is reset.
If a Holding Area bit is not used for the self-maintaining
bit, the bit will be turned OFF and the self-maintaining
bit will be cleared when the power is reset.
If a Holding Area bit is used but not programmed as a
self-maintaining bit as in the following diagram, the bit
will be turned OFF by execution condition A when the
power is reset.
Precautions for Correct Use
• When a Holding Area bit is used in a KEEP instruction, never use a normally closed
condition for the reset input.
When the power supply goes OFF or is temporarily interrupted, the input will go OFF
before the PLCs internal power supply and the Holding Area bit will be reset.

• There are no restrictions in the order of using bit address or in the number of N.C. or
N.O. conditions that can be programmed.

6-5 Data Memory Area (D)
Overview
This data area is used for general data storage and manipulation and is accessible only by
word (16 bits).
These words retain their contents when the PLC is turned ON or the operating mode is
switched between PROGRAM mode and RUN or MONITOR mode.
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Some words in the DM Area can be saved to the built-in EEPROM backup memory using
Auxiliary Area bits. These words are specifically referred to as the backed up words in the
DM Area.
Precautions for Safe Use
Words in the DM Area that are not saved to the built-in EEPROM backup memory using
Auxiliary Area bits are cleared if power is interrupted for longer than the I/O memory
backup time (50 hours for E-type CPU Units and 40 hours for N-type CPU Units). Write
the ladder programs and construct the system so that problems will not occur even if this
data is cleared.
Notation

Range
• E-type CPU Units have DM Area addresses ranging from D0 to D2047. (Of these, D0
to D1499 can be backed up in backup memory (built-in EEPROM).)
• N-type CPU Units have DM Area addresses ranging from D0 to D8191. (Of these, D0
to D6999 can be backed up in backup memory (built-in EEPROM).)

Applications
The DM Area is for storing numeric data. It can be used for data exchange with
Programmable Terminals, serial communications devices, such as Inverters, and Analog
I/O Units or Temperature I/O Units.
Details
Bits in the DM Area cannot be addressed individually.
●Backing Up to the Built-in EEPROM Backup Memory
• The corresponding DM Area words can be saved to the built-in EEPROM backup
memory in 500 word increments during operation by turning ON the following Auxiliary
Area bits.
• Words that can be Backed Up and the Corresponding Auxiliary Area Bits
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• Specify in the PLC Setup whether to read the data in the DM Area words to the RAM as
the initial values when the power supply is turned ON or at startup.
●DM Fixed Allocation Words for the Modbus-RTU Easy Master
The following DM area words are used as command and response storage areas for the
Modbus RTU Easy Master function.

Refer to 16-5 Modbus-RTU Easy Master function for how to use the DM Area words and
bits.
●Indirect Addressing of the DM Area
Indirect addressing can be used in the DM Area.
There are two modes that can be used.
• Binary-mode Addressing (@D)
If a “@” symbol is input before a DM Area address, the contents of that DM Area word is
treated as a hexadecimal (binary) address and the instruction will operate on the DM Area
word at that address.
The entire DM Area can be indirectly addressed with hexadecimal values 0000 to 7FFF.
Example:

• BCD-mode Addressing (*D)
If a * symbol is input before a DM Area address, the content of that DM Area word is
treated as a BCD address and the instruction will operate on the DM Area word at that
address.
Only part of the DM Area (D0 to D9999) can be indirectly addressed with BCD values 0 to
9999.
Example:

6-6 TR Area (TR)
Overview
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TR bits are used to temporarily store ON/OFF status when there are several output
branches in a ladder program.
They are used only with mnemonic programs.
There is no need to use them when writing ladder programs using symbols with the
CX-Programmer.
Notation

Reference
There are no restrictions in the order or the number of times that TR0 to TR15 can be
used.
Range
The TR Area contains 16 bits with addresses ranging from TR0 to TR15.
Applications
The TR Area is used in the following situations.

•

In this example, a TR bit is used when two outputs

• In this example, a TR bit is used when two outputs

are connected to a branch point without a separate

have been directly connected to a branch point and

input condition for the second output.

there are input conditions after the branch point.

Details
• TR bits can be used only with the OUT and LD instructions.
OUT instructions (OUT TR0 to OUT TR15) store the ON/OFF status of a branch point and
LD instructions recall the stored ON/OFF status of the branch point.
• TR bits cannot be used twice in the same instruction block. They can be used as many
times as necessary as long as they are used only once in each instruction block.
• TR bit status cannot be changed using the CX-Programmer.
A TR bit is not required when there are no execution conditions after the branch point or
there is an execution condition only in the last line of the instruction block.
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6-7 Timer Area (T)
Overview
The Timer Area contains Timer Completion Flags (1bit each) and timer PVs (16 bits each).
The Completion Flag is turned ON when a decrementing timer PV reaches 0 (counting out)
or an incrementing/decrementing timer PV reaches 0.
Notation

Range
Timer numbers range from T0 to T255.
Details
●Types of Timers
The following table shows which instructions are used to refresh timer PVs in BCD and
binary mode.

Timer numbers 0 to 255 are used by all timers listed above.
●Timer Example: Timer Number 0 and a Timer Set Value of 1 s
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●Timer PV Refresh Method

Precautions for Correct Use
It is not recommended to use the same timers number in two timer instructions because
the timers will not operate correctly if they are operating simultaneously.
Do not use the same timer number for more than one instruction.
If two or more timer instructions use the same timer number, an error will be generated
during the program check.
●Resetting or Maintaining Timers
The following table shows when timers will be reset or maintained

*1 If the IOM Hold Bit (A500.12) is ON, the PV and Completion Flag will be retained when
a fatal error occurs (including execution of FALS instructions) or the operating mode is
changed from PROGRAM mode to RUN or
MONITOR mode or vice-versa. (The PV and Completion Flag will be cleared when
power is cycled.)
*2 If the IOM Hold Bit (A500.12) is ON and the IOM Hold Bit Check Box is selected in the
Startup Hold Area on the Startup Tab Page in the PLC Setup, the PV and Completion Flag
will be retained when the PLCs power is cycled.
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This data is cleared, however, if a power interruption lasts longer than the I/O memory
backup time (50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours for an N-type CPU Unit).
*3 Since the TIML/TIMLX instructions do not use timer numbers, they are reset under
different conditions.
The PV for a TIML/TIMLX instruction is reset to the SV.
Refer to the descriptions of these instructions for details.
*4 The PV of timers programmed with timer numbers T0016 to T0255 will be held when
jumped.
• Timer Completion Flags can be force-set and force-reset.
• Timer PVs cannot be force-set or force-reset, although the PVs can be refreshed
indirectly by force setting/resetting the Completion Flag.
• There are no restrictions in the order of using timer numbers or in the number of N.C. or
N.O. conditions that can be programmed.
• Timer PVs can be read as word data and used in programming.

6-8 Counter Area
Overview
The Counter Area contains Completion Flags (1 bit each) and counter PVs (16 bits each).
A Completion Flag is turned ON when the counter PV reaches the set value (counting
out).

Precautions for Safe Use
Counter values are cleared if a power interruption lasts longer than the I/O memory
backup time (50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours for an N-type CPU Unit).
Write the ladder programs and construct the system so that problems will not occur even if
this data is cleared.
Notation

Range
Counter numbers range from C0 to C0255.
Details
●Types of Counters
The following table shows which instructions are used to refresh counter PVs in BCD and
binary mode.
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Counter numbers 0 to 255 are used by all counters given above.
The refresh method for counter PVs can be set from the CX-Programmer to either BCD or
binary.
Built-in high-speed counters 0 to 5 do not use counter numbers.
Precautions for Correct Use
It is not recommended to use the same counter number in two counter instructions
because the counters will not operate correctly if they are counting simultaneously. If two
or more counter instructions use the same counter number, an error will be generated
during the program check.
●Counter Example: Counter Number 0 with a Counter Set Value of 10

●Resetting or Maintaining Counter PVs
The following table shows when counters PVs are reset or maintained.

• Counter Completion Flags can be force-set and force-reset.
• Counter PVs cannot be force-set or force-reset, although the PVs can be refreshed
indirectly by force-setting/resetting the Counter Completion Flag.
• There are no restrictions in the order of using counter numbers or in the number of N.C.
or N.O. conditions that can be programmed.
• Counter PVs can be read as word data and used in programming.
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6-9 Auxiliary Area (A)
Overview
The words and bits in this area have preassigned functions.

Precautions for Safe Use
The following words are cleared to all zeros if a power interruption lasts longer than the
I/O memory backup time (50 hours for an E-type CPU Unit and 40 hours for an N-type
CPU Unit).
Other words are cleared to default values.

Write the ladder programs and construct the system so that problems will not occur even if
this data is cleared.
Notation

Range
The Auxiliary Area contains 754 words with addresses ranging from A0 to A753.
Applications
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Applications of the bits and words in the Auxiliary Area are predefined. Ladder programs
can be simplified and controllability can be improved by effectively using the bits and
words in this area.
Details
• Some words or bits are set automatically by the system and others are set and
manipulated by the user.
The Auxiliary Area includes error flags set by self-diagnosis, initial settings, control bits,
and status data.
• Words and bits in this area can be read and written from the program or the
CX-Programmer.
• The Auxiliary Area contains words that are read-only (A0 to A447) and words that can
be read and written (A448 to A754).
• Even the read/write bits in the Auxiliary Area cannot be force-set and force-reset
continuously.
• Refer to A-2 Auxiliary Area by Address for the functions of bits and words in the Auxiliary
Area.
●Auxiliary Area Words and Bits in the CX-Programmer’s System-defined
Symbols
The following table gives the Auxiliary Area bits and words pre-registered in the
CX-Programmer’s global symbol table as system-defined symbols.
Refer to A-2 Auxiliary Area by Address for details.

6-10 Condition Flags (P_)
Overview
These flags include the flags that indicate the results of instruction execution, as well as
the Always ON and Always OFF Flags.
These bits are specified with symbols rather than addresses.
The Condition Flags are specified with symbols, such as P_CY and P_ER, rather than
addresses.
The CX-Programmer treats condition flags as system-defined symbols (global symbols)
beginning with P_.
Notation
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Details
The Condition Flags are read-only; they cannot be written from instructions or from the
CX-Programmer.
All Condition Flags are cleared when the program switches tasks.
The status of the ER Flag, AER Flag, and other flags are thus retained only in the task in
which the error occurred.
The Condition Flags cannot be force-set and force-reset.
●Types of Condition Flags
Refer to 5-7-1 Ladder Programming Precautions for details.
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●Using the Condition Flags
The Condition Flags are shared by all of the instructions. Their status may change after
each instruction execution in a single cycle.
Therefore, be sure to use Condition Flags on a branched output with the same execution
condition immediately after an instruction to reflect the results of instruction execution.
Example: Using Instruction A Execution Results

Precautions for Correct Use
The Condition Flags are shared by all of the instructions. This means that program
operation can be changed from its expected course by interruption of a single task. Be
sure to consider the effects of interrupts when writing ladder programs to prevent
unexpected operation.

6-11 Clock Pulses (P_)
Overview
The Clock Pulses are turned ON and OFF by the CPU Unit’s internal timer.
These bits are specified with symbols rather than addresses.
The CX-Programmer treats condition flags as system-defined symbols (global symbols)
beginning with P_.
Notation
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Details
The Clock Pulses are read-only; they cannot be written from instructions or from the
CX-Programmer.
They are cleared at the start of operation.
●Clock Pulses

●Using the Clock Pulses
The following example turns a bit ON and OFF at 0.5-s intervals.

7 File Operations
The HCA4 does not support file operations.
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8 I/O Allocation
This section describes I/O allocation in a HCA4 CPU Unit.
Be sure you understand the information in the section before attempting to write ladder
diagrams.

8-1 Allocation of Input Bits and Output Bits
This section describes the allocation of input bits and output bits.
8-1-1 I/O Allocation
The I/O on Expansion I/O Units are allocated I/O bits in the words immediately following
the words containing the bits allocated to the built-in I/O on the CPU Unit.
HCFA calls allocating bits in memory “I/O allocation”.
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8-1-2 I/O Allocation Concepts
I/O bits are automatically allocated to the I/O on CPU Units, Expansion I/O Units, and
Expansion Units when the power supply is turned ON.
It is not necessary to specify I/O bits in parameters.
8-1-3 Allocations on the CPU Unit
●Input bits are allocated from CIO 0 and output bits are allocated from CIO 100
The first word from which input bits are allocated is CIO 0. The first word from which
output bits are allocated is CIO 100. These cannot be changed.
●Words Allocated by the System and the Number of Connected Units
The starting words for inputs and outputs are predetermined for a HCA4 CPU Unit. Input
bits in CIO 0, or CIO 0 and CIO 1, and output bits in CIO 100, or CIO 100 and CIO 101,
are automatically allocated to the built-in I/O on the CPU Unit.
The words from which bits are allocated by the system and the number of Expansion I/O
Units and
Expansion Units that can be connected are given in the following table.

●Application Example: CPU Unit with 40 I/O Points
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CPU Unit with 40 I/O Points

For a CPU Unit with 40 I/O points, a total of 24 input bits are allocated to the input terminal
block. The bits that are allocated are input bits CIO 0.00 to CIO 0.11 (i.e., bits 00 to 11 in
CIO 0) and input bits CIO
1.00 to CIO 1.11 (i.e., bits 00 to 11 in CIO 1).
In addition, a total of 16 output bits are allocated to the output terminal block. The bits that
are allocated are output bits CIO 100.00 to CIO 100.07 (i.e., bits 00 to 07 in CIO 0) and
output bits CIO 101.00 to CIO 101.07 (i.e., bits 00 to 07 in CIO 1).
The upper bits (bits 12 to 15) that are not used in the input words cannot be used as work
bits. Only the upper bits that are not used in the output words can be used as work bits.
8-1-4 Allocations to Expansion Units and Expansion I/O Units
Expansion Units and Expansion I/O Units connected to the CPU Unit are automatically
allocated input bits and output bits in words following those allocated to the CPU Unit.
For example, if a CPU Unit with 40 I/O points is used, CIO 0 and CIO 1 are allocated for
inputs and CIO 100 and CIO 101 are allocated for outputs. Thus, words from CIO 2
onward for inputs and words from CIO 102 onward for outputs are automatically allocated
in order to the Expansion I/O Units and Expansion Units in the order that the Units are
connected.
Allocations to Expansion I/O Units
There are Expansion I/O Units for expanding inputs, for expanding outputs, and for
expanding both input and outputs.
I/O bits starting from bit 00 in the next word after the word allocated to the previous
Expansion Unit,
Expansion I/O Unit, or CPU Unit are automatically allocated. This word is indicated as
“CIO m” for input words and as “CIO n” for output words.
• Allocation Example: Expansion Input Units and Expansion Output Units
If Expansion Input Units or Expansion Output Units are connected, the input or output
word not used by an Expansion I/O Unit is allocated to the next Unit that requires it.
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Allocations for Expansion Units
●I/O Word Allocations to Expansion Units
Interpreting the Table
m: Indicates the next input word after the input word allocated to the Expansion Unit,
Expansion I/O
Unit, or CPU Unit to the left of the current Unit.
n: Indicates the next output word after the output word allocated to the Expansion Unit,
Expansion
I/O Unit, or CPU Unit to the left of the current Unit
●I/O Word Allocations to Expansion Units
• Allocation Example: CPU Unit with 40I/O Points + TS002 + DA041 + 40ED
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9 PLC Setup
This section describes the parameters in the PLC Setup, which are used to make basic
settings for the HCA4 CPU Unit.

9-1 Overview of the PLC Setup
The PLC Setup contains basic CPU Unit software parameter settings that the user can
change to customize PLC operation.
The PLC Setup is used to make the basic settings for the CPU Unit.
These settings can be changed from a Programming Device. Change the PLC Setup in
the following cases.
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●Related Auxiliary Area Flags

●Setting Methods for the PLC Setup
Set using the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
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9-2 PLC Setup Settings
9-2-1 Startup and CPU Unit Settings
Startup Hold Settings

Startup Data Read Setting

Startup Mode Setting

Execute Process Settings

9-2-2 Timing, Interrupt, and Peripheral Servicing Settings
Timing and Interrupt Settings
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Peripheral Service Settings

9-2-3 Input Constant Settings
Input Constants
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9-2-4 Serial Port 1 Settings (Built-in RS-232C Port for N-type CPU Units)
Communications Settings
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9-2-5 Serial Port 2 (N-type HCA4 CPU Unit with 30 or 40 I/O Points)
Communications Settings
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9-2-6 Built-in Inputs
High-speed Counter Settings
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Interrupt Input Settings

9-2-7 Pulse Output 0 Settings
Base Settings
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Origin Search Settings
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Origin Return Settings

9-2-8 Pulse Output 1 Settings
Base Settings

Origin Search Settings
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Origin Return Settings

10 Overview of Built-in Functions and Allocations
This section describes the built-in functions, overall procedure, and allocations for
functions of the HCA4.

10-1 Built-in Functions
The following built-in functions are provided by the HCA4 CPU Units
●: Supported, −: Not supported
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10-2 Overall Procedure for Using HCA4 Built-in Functions

10-3 Allocations for Built-in Functions
10-3-1 Allocation of CPU Unit’s Built-in I/O Terminals
A HCA4 CPU Unit uses the same built-in I/O terminals for different functions. Allocate the
I/O terminals in advance, making sure that each terminal is used for only one function.
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10-3-2 Specifying the Functions to Use
Specify the functions to use as shown below.
●Input Functions

●Output Functions
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10-3-3 Selecting Functions in the PLC Setup
Functions are enabled by setting parameters in the PLC Setup. Set the functions so that
no more than one function uses the same terminal. Select function numbers so that
high-speed counter inputs and inputs for other functions, such as interrupt inputs,
quick-response inputs, and origin inputs do no conflict with each other.
1 Input functions can be selected by selecting the Use Check Box in a High-speed
Counter Area on the Built-in Internal Tab Page or by setting an input to Interruptor Quick in
the Interrupt Input Area of the same page.
2 The input and output terminals used by the origin search function can be enabled by
selecting the Use define origin operation Check Box on a Pulse Output Tab Page.
10-3-4 Allocating Built-in Inputs
Terminal Arrangement
●Input Terminal Arrangement for CPU Unit with 20 I/O Points

●Input Terminal Arrangement for CPU Unit with 30 I/O Points

●Input Terminal Arrangement for CPU Unit with 40 I/O Points

Allocating Built-in Inputs to Functions
Input terminals are allocated functions by setting parameters in the PLC Setup. Set the
PLC Setup so that each terminal is used for only one function.
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Inputs with Settable Functions
●:The black dots indicate the functions that can be set for each input. Be sure that each
input is used for only one function.
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Note
1The same input setting must be used for high-speed counter 0 and high-speed counter.
2 High-speed counter 2 cannot be used if the input setting of high-speed counter 0 or
high-speed counter 1 is set for differential phase inputs (4×), pulse + direction inputs, or
up/down pulse inputs.
10-3-5 Allocating Built-in Output Terminals
Terminal Arrangement
●Output Terminal Arrangement for CPU Unit with 20 I/O Points

●Output Terminal Arrangement for CPU Unit with 30 I/O Points

●Output Terminal Arrangement for CPU Unit with 40 I/O Points

Allocating Built-in Output Terminals to Functions
Output terminals are allocated functions by setting parameters in the PLC Setup. Set the
PLC Setup so that each terminal is used for only one function.
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Outputs with Settable Functions
●:The black dots indicate the functions that can be set for each input.
Be sure that each input is used for only one function.
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11 Quick-response Inputs
This section describes the quick-response inputs that can be used to read signals that are
shorter than the cycle time.

11-1 Quick-response Inputs
11-1-1 Overview
The quick-response inputs can read pulses with an ON time as short as 50 µs even if they
are shorter than the cycle time. Use the quick-response inputs to read signals shorter than
the cycle time, such as inputs from photomicrosensors.
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Quick-response Input Specifications

11-1-2 Flow of Processing

The terminals 02 to 07 of channel 0
can be used for quick response inputs.
Bits CIO 0.02 to CIO 0.07 correspond
to terminals 02 to 07.

Set IN0 to IN5 for quick-response
inputs on the Built-in Input Tab Page
of the PLC Setup using the
CX-Programmer.
Read the status of CIO 0.02 to CIO
0.07 using the LD instruction or other
instructions.

●Settings When Using Quick-response Input
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Restrictions
A built-in input cannot be used as a quick-response input if it is being used as a normal
input, interrupt input, or high-speed counter input.
1 Setting the Quick-response Input Terminal
The following terminals can be used for quick-response inputs. These terminals
correspond to CIO 0.02 to CIO 0.07 in I/O memory.
• Input Terminal Block on CPU Unit with 20 I/O Points

• Input Terminal Block on CPU Unit with 30 I/O Points

• Input Terminal Block on CPU Unit with 40 I/O Points

2 PLC Setup
Click the Built-in Input Tab and select Quick in the interrupt input settings.
Built-in Input Tab Page
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Note: The power supply must be restarted after the PLC Setup is transferred in order to
validate the quick response input settings.
3 Creating Ladder Programs
Pulse inputs shorter than the cycle time can be read in the CPU Unit I/O memory using
normal instructions simply by setting the interrupt setting for the required input to Quick in
the PLC Setup.
The status of CIO 0.02 to CIO 0.07 can be read using instructions such as the LD
instruction.
Example: Setting IN2 to Quick in the PLC Setup Interrupt Settings.

• The pulse width (ON time) that can be read for a quick-response input is 50 µs.
• The status of the input that is stored in the I/O memory for a short input will be cleared
during the next input refresh period.

12 Interrupts
This section describes the interrupts that can be used with HCA4 PLCs, including input
interrupts and scheduled interrupts.

12-1 Interrupts
12-1-1 HCA4 Interrupts
HCA4 CPU Units normally repeat processes in the following order: overseeing processes,
program execution, I/O refreshing, peripheral servicing. During the program execution
stage, cyclic tasks (ladder programs) are executed.
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The interrupt function, on the other hand, allows a specified condition to interrupt a cycle
and execute a specified program.
The HCA4 performs the following processing when an interrupt occurs.
①When an interrupt occurs, execution of the ladder programs in the normal cycle is
interrupted.
②The ladder program in the interrupt task is executed.
③When the interrupt task is finished, the ladder program that was being executed is
returned to.

Interrupts can thus be used to perform high-speed processing that is not restricted by the
cycle time.
Interrupt Factors and Types of Interrupts
Interrupts are classified by the interrupt factor. There are the following three types of
interrupts.
• Changes in status of built-in inputs on the CPU Unit: Input interrupts
• Specified intervals measured by internal timers: Scheduled interrupts
• PVs of high-speed counter inputs: High-speed counter interrupts
Additional Information
The HCA4 CPU Units do not support a power OFF interrupt.

12-2 Input Interrupts
Input interrupts can be used with any model of HCA4 CPU Unit.
12-2-1 Overview
A corresponding interrupt task can be executed when a built-in input on the CPU Unit
turns ON or turns OFF.
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Pulse Width Specifications for Interrupt Input Signals

12-2-2 Flow of Operation
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Terminals 02 to 07 on the 0CH terminal block
can be used for input interrupts.
Bits CIO 0.02 to CIO 0.07 correspond to
terminals 02 to 07.

Set IN2 to IN7 for interrupt inputs on the Built-in
Input Tab
Page of the PLC Setup using the
CX-Programmer.

Interrupt tasks 2 to 7 correspond to interrupt
inputs 2 to 7.
• Specify whether the interrupt is executed
when the input turns ON or when it turns OFF
in the MSKS instruction.
Set N to 112 to 117 in the MSKS instruction.
• Enable input interrupts in the MSKS instruction. Set N to 102 to 107 in the MSKS
instruction.
• Write the program in the interrupt task
●Settings When Using Input Interrupts
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Restrictions
A built-in input cannot be used as a normal input, high-speed counter input, or
quick-response input if it is being used as an interrupt input.
1 Assigning Input Interrupt Terminals
The following input terminals can be used for input interrupts. These terminals correspond
to COI 0.02 to CIO 0.07 in I/O memory.
• Input Terminal Block on CPU Unit with 20 I/O Points

• Input Terminal Block on CPU Unit with 30 I/O Points

• Input Terminal Block on CPU Unit with 40 I/O Points

2 PLC Setup lick the Built-in Input Tab and select Interrupt in the interrupt input settings
Built-in Input Tab Page
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Note: The power supply must be restarted after the PLC Setup is transferred in order to
enable the interrupt input settings.
3 Writing the Ladder Program: Execute MSKS Instruction in a Cyclic Task
Execute the MSKS instruction from the ladder program in a cyclic task to use input
interrupts.
MSKS has the following two functions and two of this instruction are normally used in
combination.
(1)Specifying whether to detect ON or OFF signals.
(2)Enabling input interrupts.

The MSKS instruction must be executed only once to make the settings, so in general
execute MSKS in just one cycle using the upwardly differentiated variation of the
instruction. The first MSKS instruction can be omitted. If it is omitted, an interrupt will be
created when the input turns ON by default.
●Specifying MSKS Operands (N and C)
(1)Specifying to Detect ON or OFF Input Signals

(2)Enabling the Input Interrupt
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• Example

Writing the Interrupt Task’s Ladder Program
Create ladder programs for interrupt tasks 2 to 7, which are executed for the
corresponding interrupt inputs. Right-click a program in the CX-Programmer and select
Properties. Select interrupt tasks 2 to 7 in the Task Type Field of the Program Properties
Dialog Box.
12-2-3 Application Example for Input Interrupts
In this example, bent parts are detected in a moving workpiece, such as an IC component.
When the sensor input (terminal 0 on terminal block 02 = CIO 0.02) changes from OFF to
ON, the interrupt task is executed.
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1) Connecting Interrupt Input Terminals
Terminal 2 on terminal block 0CH of a HCA4 CPU Unit with 20 I/O Points is interrupt input
IN2.
Interrupt task 2 corresponds to interrupt input 2

2)PLC Setup
Set IN2 to Interruption the interrupt input settings on the Built-in Input Tab Page.
3)Programming Example
(1) Cyclic Task
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(2)Interrupt Task

12-3 Scheduled Interrupts
Scheduled interrupts can be used with any model of HCA4 CPU Unit.
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12-3-1 Overview
Scheduled interrupts can be used to execute interrupt tasks at fixed time intervals
measured by the CPU Unit’s built-in timer.

12-3-2 Flow of Operation
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• Determine whether to set the time interval in
units of 10 ms (default), 1 ms, or 0.1 ms
• In the PLC Setup of the CX-Programmer, set
the scheduled interrupt interval time unit to 10 ms,
1 ms, or 0.1 ms on the Timings Tab Page
• The corresponding interrupt task number is 1.
• Use MSKS to specify the scheduled interrupt
interval.
The setting can be 0.5 ms or longer. Set N to 4
in the MSKS instruction.
• Write the program for the corresponding
interrupt task.
1 PLC Setup
To change the time unit to 1 ms or 0.1 ms, set the scheduled interrupt interval parameter
on the Timings Tab Page of the PLC Setup..
Note: The power supply must be restarted after the PLC Setup is transferred in order to
enable the time unit setting.
The scheduled interrupt interval is calculated by multiplying the unit set in the PLC Setup
by the timer SV set with MSKS.
2 Writing the Ladder Program: Execute MSKS in a Cyclic Task
The MSKS instruction must be executed from the ladder program in a cyclic task in order
to use scheduled interrupts.

The MSKS instruction must be executed only once to make the settings, so in general
execute MSKS in just one cycle using the upwardly differentiated variation of the
instruction.
●Specifying MSKS Operands (N and C)
• MSKS Operands

Example:
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Precautions for Correct Use
• Set a scheduled interrupt interval that is longer than the time required to execute the
corresponding interrupt task.
• If you shorten the scheduled interrupt interval and increase the execution frequency of
the scheduled interrupt task, the cycle time will increase, and this will affect the execution
timing of cyclic tasks.
• If an interrupt task is being executed for another interrupt (input interrupt or high-speed
counter interrupt) when the scheduled interrupt occurs, the scheduled interrupt will not be
executed until the other interrupt task had been completed.
Even in this case, measurement of scheduled interrupt times are continually executed in
parallel, so the execution of scheduled interrupt tasks will not be delayed.
Writing the Interrupt Task Program
Create the program for interrupt task 1, which is executed for the scheduled interrupt.
Right-click a program in the CX-Programmer and select Properties. Select Interrupt Tasks
1 (scheduled interrupt) in Task Type Field of the Program Properties Dialog Box.
Always put an END instruction at the last address of the program.

12-4 Precautions for Using Interrupts
12-4-1 Interrupt Task Priority and Order of Execution
If interrupt task A (an input interrupt, for example) is being executed when interrupt task B
(a scheduled interrupt, for example) is called, task A execution will not be interrupted. Task
B execution will be started when task A had been completed.
If multiple types of interrupts occur simultaneously, they are executed in the following
order. If they are the same interrupt type, the task with the lower interrupt task number will
be executed first.
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For example, if an interrupt task is being executed for another interrupt (input interrupt or
high-speed counter interrupt) when a scheduled interrupt occurs, the scheduled interrupt
will not be executed until execution of the other interrupt task had been completed. Even
in this case, scheduled interrupt times are continually measured in parallel, so the
execution of the scheduled interrupt task will not be delayed.
12-4-2 Auxiliary Area Words and Bits Related to Interrupts
The processing time of an interrupt task and the task number of the interrupt with the
maximum processing time can be found in the Auxiliary Area. The actual processing time
can also be checked.

12-4-3 Duplicate Processing in Cyclic and Interrupt Tasks
If a memory address is manipulated by instructions both in a cyclic task and an interrupt
task, an interrupt mask must be set to disable interrupts while the instruction in the cyclic
task is being executed.
Normally, if an interrupt occurs, execution of the cyclic task will be interrupted immediately,
even during execution of an instruction in the cyclic task, and the partially processed data
is saved. After the interrupt task had been completed, processing returns to the cyclic task
and the interrupted processing restarts with the data saved before the interrupt
processing.
If the interrupt task overwrites a memory address used by one of the interrupted
instruction’s operands, the data may be overwritten when the saved data is restored when
processing returns to the cyclic task.
To prevent certain instructions from being interrupted during processing, insert the MSKS
instruction just before and after the instructions, using the MSKS instruction before the
instructions to disable interrupts and the MSKS instruction after the instructions to enable
interrupts again.
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13 High-speed Counters
This section describes the high-speed counter inputs, high-speed counter interrupts, and
the frequency measurement function.

13-1 Overview and Flow of Processing
High-speed counters can be used with any model of HCA4 CPU Unit.
●Applications
• Detecting the position or length of a workpiece with an input from an incremental rotary
encoder.
• Measuring the speed of a workpiece from its position data using frequency
measurement and rotational speed conversion.
• High-speed processing according to the workpiece’s position data.
The present value of the high-speed counter is stored in the Auxiliary Area and can be
used as position data. When it reaches specified values, interrupts can be generated. The
count can be started and stopped. Depending on the instruction, the frequency (speed)
can be read from the present value of the high-speed counter.
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13-1-2 Flow of Processing
The high-speed counter input setting can be
set and terminals 00 to 07 on the 0CH
terminal block can be used for high-speed
counters.
Terminals 00 to 07 on the 0CH terminal
block correspond to high-speed counters 0
to 5.

• Enable the required high-speed counters.
• Select the Use high speed counter Check
Box for high-speed counters 0 to 5 and
select the input setting on the Built-in Input
Tab Page of the PLC Setup using the
CX-Programmer.
• Read the PV from Auxiliary Area or by executing a PRV instruction.
• Execute a PRV instruction.
Restrictions
A built-in input cannot be used as a normal input, interrupt input, or quick-response input if
it is being used as a high-speed counter input.
1 Assigning Terminals for High-speed Counter Inputs
●Pulse Input Method and High-speed Counter Input Terminals
The following input terminals can be used for high-speed counters 0 to 5 with the pulse
input method.
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Note
1The same input setting must be used for high-speed counter 0 and high-speed counter
1.
2 High-speed counter 2 cannot be used if the input setting of high-speed counter 0 or
high-speed counter 1 is set for differential phase inputs (4x), pulse + direction inputs, or
up/down pulse inputs.
●Wiring High-speed Counters
• Using a 24-VDC Open-collector Encoder
The following example shows the connections to an encoder with phase-A, phase-B, and
phase-Z inputs.
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2 PLC Setup
Click the Built-in Input Tab and select the Use high speed counter Check Box for
high-speed counters 0 to 5. Set the counting mode, reset method, and input setting.
Built-in Input Tab Page

Note: The power supply must be restarted after the PLC Setup is transferred in order to
enable the high-speed counter settings.
3 Writing the Ladder Program
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13-1-3 Specifications
Item
Input setting (Selected in

Description
Increment input

Differential

Up/down pulse

Pulse + direction

phase inputs

inputs

inputs

Phase-A input

Up pulse input

Pulse input

-

Phase-B input

Down pulse input

Direction input

-

Phase-Z input

Reset input

Reset input

Single-phase

Differential

Two Single phase

Single-phase

input

phase, 4×

inputs

pulse + direction

the PLC Setup)
Input terminal allocations

Increment pulse
input

Input method

(Fixed)
Frequency

N-type

100 kHz:

2

inputs

50 kHz:

100 kHz:

100 kHz:
2 counters

and

counters,10

1 counter,

1 counter,

number of

kHz:

5 kHz: 1

10 kHz: 1 counter

high

4 counters

counter

speed

10 kHz:

5 kHz:

10 kHz:

10 kHz:

counters

E-type

6 counters

2 counters

2 counters

2 counters

Counting mode

Linear mode or circular (ring) mode (Select in the PLC Setup.)

Count values

Linear mode: 8000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex
Ring Mode: 0000 0000 to Ring SV
(The ring SV (Circular Max. Count) is set in the PLC Setup and the setting
range is 0000 0001 to FFFF FFFF hex.)

High-speed counter PV

High-speed counter 0: A271 (upper 4 digits) and A270 (lower 4 digits)

storage locations

High-speed counter 1: A273 (upper 4 digits) and A272 (lower 4 digits)
High-speed counter 2: A317 (upper 4 digits) and A316 (lower 4 digits)
High-speed counter 3: A319 (upper 4 digits) and A318 (lower 4 digits)
High-speed counter 4: A323 (upper 4 digits) and A322 (lower 4 digits)
High-speed counter 5: A325 (upper 4 digits) and A324 (lower 4 digits)
Target value comparison interrupts or range comparison interrupts can be
executed based on these PVs.
Note: The PVs are refreshed in the overseeing processes at the start of each
cycle. Use PRV to read the most recent PVs.
Data format: 8 digit hexadecimal
Range in linear mode: 8000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex
Range in Ring Mode: 0000 0000 to Ring SV (Circular Max. Count)
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Control

Target

Up to 6 target values and corresponding interrupt task numbers can be

method

value

registered.

comparison
Range

Up to 6 ranges can be registered, with a separate upper limit, lower limit, and

comparison

interrupt task number for each range.

Counter reset method

• Phase-Z + Software reset

(Set the counter reset

The counter is reset when the phase-Z input goes ON while the Reset

method in the PLC

Bit is ON. (Phase Z cannot be used for the increment pulse.)

Setup.)

• Software reset
The counter is reset when the Reset Bit is turned ON.
Note: Operation can be set to stop or continue the comparison operation
when the high-speed counter is reset.

13-2 High-speed Counter Inputs
13-2-1 Pulse Input Method (Input Setting)
Increment Mode
The Increment Mode counts signals on a single-phase pulse input. Only incrementing the
count is possible in this mode.

Differential Phase Mode (4×)
The Differential Phase Mode uses two phase signals (phase A and phase B) and
increments/decrements the count according to the status of these two signals.

Up/Down Mode
The Up/Down Mode uses two signals, an increment pulse input and a decrement pulse
input.
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Pulse + Direction Mode
The pulse + direction mode uses a direction signal input and pulse signal input. The count
is incremented or decremented depending on the status (ON or OFF) of the direction
signal.

Additional Information
The count of a high-speed counter can be monitored to see if it is currently being
incremented or decremented. The count in the current cycle is compared with the count in
the previous cycle to determine if it is being incremented or decremented.
The results are reflected in the High-speed Counter Count Direction Flags.

13-2-2 Counting Modes: Linear Mode and Ring Mode
Linear Mode
Input pulses can be counted in the range between the lower limit and upper limit values. If
the pulse count goes beyond the lower/upper limit, an underflow/overflow will occur and
counting will stop.
• Increment Mode
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• Up/Down Mode

Circular (Ring) Mode
Input pulses are counted in a loop within the set range.
• If the count is incremented from the maximum ring count, the count will be reset to 0
automatically and incrementing will continue.
• If the count is decremented from 0,the count will be set to the maximum ring count
automatically and decrementing will continue.
Consequently, underflows and overflows cannot occur when Ring Mode is used.

• Maximum Ring Count
Use the PLC Setup to set the maximum ring count (Circular Max. Count), which is the
maximum value of the input pulse counting range. The maximum ring count can be set to
any value between 0000 0001 and FFFF FFFF hex (1 to 4,294,967,295 decimal).
• Restrictions
• There are no negative values in Ring Mode.
• If the maximum ring count is set to 0 in the PLC Setup, the counter will operate with a
maximum ring count of FFFF FFFF hex.
13-2-3 Reset Methods
Phase-Z Signal + Software Reset
The high-speed counter’s PV is reset when the phase-Z signal (reset input) goes from
OFF to ON while the corresponding High-speed Counter Reset Bit is ON.
The CPU Unit recognizes the ON status of the High-speed Counter Reset Bit only at the
beginning of the PLC cycle during the overseeing processes. Consequently, when the
Reset Bit is turned ON in the ladder program, the phase-Z signal does not become
effective until the next PLC cycle.
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Note: The phase-Z signal cannot be used if an incremental counter is specified. Only a
software reset can be used.
Software Reset
The high-speed counter’s PV is reset when the corresponding High-speed Counter Reset
Bit goes from OFF to ON.
The CPU Unit recognizes the OFF-to-ON transition of the High-speed Counter Reset Bit
only at the beginning of the PLC cycle during the overseeing processes. Reset processing
is performed at the same time. The OFF-to-ON transition will not be recognized if the
Reset Bit goes OFF again within the same cycle.

Additional Information
The comparison operation can be set to stop or continue when a high-speed counter is
reset.
This enables applications where the comparison operation can be restarted from a
counter PV of 0 when the counter is reset.
13-2-4 Reading the Present Value of a High-speed Counter
The present value of a high-speed counter can be read in the following two ways.
• Value refreshed at the I/O refresh timing: Read PV from Auxiliary Area.
• Value updated when an instruction is executed: Read PV by executing a PRV
instruction
Reading the Value Refreshed at the I/O Refrefresh Timing
The PV that is stored in the following words can be read using the MOVL instruction or
other instructions.
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Reading the Value When an Instruction Is Executed
●Reading the High-speed Counter PV with a PRV Instruction

13-2-5 High-speed Counter Frequency Measurement
High-speed Counter Frequency Measurement
This function measures the frequency of the high-speed counter (input pulses.)
The input pulse frequency can be read by executing the PRV instruction. The measured
frequency is output in 8-digit hexadecimal and expressed in Hz. The frequency
measurement function can be used with high-speed counter 0 only.
The frequency can be measured while a high-speed counter 0 comparison operation is in
progress.
Frequency measurement can be performed at the same time as functions such as the
high-speed counter and pulse output without affecting the performance of those functions.
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●Flow of Processing
Set the high-speed counter input setting and
determine the use of the terminals.

High-speed counter 0 must be used.
• Enable the high-speed counter.
• Select the Use high speed counter Check
Box for high-speed counter 0 and select the
input setting on the Built-in Input Tab Page of
the PLC Setup using the CX-Programmer.
Read the frequency by executing the PRV
instruction.
●Reading the High-speed Counter Frequency with a PRV Instruction

●Restrictions
• The frequency measurement function can be used with high-speed counter 0 only.
• Frequency measurements are not possible for high-speed counter 3.
●Specifications
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13-3 High-speed Counter Interrupts
High-speed counter interrupts can be used with any model of HCA4 CPU Unit.
13-3-1 Overview
This function counts input pulses with the CPU Unit’s built-in high-speed counter and
executes an interrupt task when the count reaches the preset value or falls within a preset
range (target-value or zone comparison). An interrupt task between 0 and 15 can be
allocated with an instruction.
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Flow of Processing
The high-speed counter input setting can be set
and terminals 00 to 05 on the 0CH terminal block
can be used for high-speed counters.
High-speed counters 0 to 5 can be used for
highspeed counter interrupts.
• Enable the required high-speed counters.
• Select the Use high speed counter Check Box for
high-speed counters 0 to 5 and select the input
setting on the Built-in Tab Page of the PLC Setup
using the CX-Programmer.
• Set the comparison values for the high-speed
counter and the interrupt tasks (0 to 15) to be
started using the CTBL instruction.
• Start the comparison using the INI instruction.
• Write a program for interrupt tasks 0 to 15
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●High-speed Counter Settings

Restrictions
• A built-in input cannot be used as a normal input, interrupt input, or quick-response
input if it is being used as a high-speed counter input.
1 Assigning High-speed Counter Input Terminals
High-speed counters 0 to 5 can be used for high-speed counter interrupts.
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2 PLC Setup
Click the Built-in Input Tab and select the Use high-speed counter Check Box for
high-speed counters 0 to 5, and then set the counting mode, reset method, and input
setting.
3 Writing the Ladder Program
Execute the instructions in the following order.

13-3-2 Target Value Comparison and Range Comparison
Target Value Comparison
The specified interrupt task is executed when the high-speed counter PV matches a target
value registered in the table.
• The comparison conditions (target values and counting directions) are registered in the
comparison table along with the corresponding interrupt task number. The specified
interrupt task will be executed when the high-speed counter PV matches the registered
target value.
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• Comparison is executed in the order set in the comparison table. Once comparison has
cycled through the comparison table, it will return and wait for a match with the first target
value again.
The following examples show the operation of an interrupt task for a comparison table.
Example 1

Example 2

• Up to 6 target values (between 1 and 6) can be registered in the comparison table.
• A different interrupt task can be registered for each target value.
• If the PV is changed, the changed PV will be compared with the target values in the
table, even if the PV is changed while the target value comparison operation is in
progress.
Precautions for Correct Use
When the count direction (incrementing/decrementing) changes at a PV that matches a
target value, the next target value cannot be matched in that direction.
Set the target values so that they do not occur at the peak or trough of count value
changes.
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The maximum response frequencies of the high-speed counters are given in the following
table.

Exceptions
• When using target matching, the total processing frequency for all high-speed counters
must be 50 kHz or less.
• When using target matching, the interval between interrupts for target matches must be
1 ms or greater.
• If the input setting is set to pulse plus direction inputs, the frequency must be 1 kHz or
less when reversing directions.
Range Comparison
The specified interrupt task is executed when the high-speed counter PV is within the
range defined by the upper and lower limit values.
• The comparison conditions (upper and lower limits of the range) are registered in the
comparison table along with the corresponding interrupt task number. The specified
interrupt task will be executed once when the high-speed counter PV is in the range
(Lower limit ≤ PV ≤ Upper limit)
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• A total of 6 ranges (upper and lower limits) are registered in the comparison table.
• The ranges can overlap.
• A different interrupt task can be registered for each range.
• The counter PV is compared with the 6 ranges once each cycle.
• The interrupt task is executed just once when the comparison condition goes from
unmet to met.
●Restrictions
When more than one comparison condition is met in a cycle, the first interrupt task in the
table will be executed in that cycle. The next interrupt task in the table will be executed in
the next cycle.
Additional Information
The range comparison table can be used without starting an interrupt task when the
comparison condition is met. The range comparison function can be useful when you just
want to know whether or not the high-speed counter PV is within a particular range.
Use the Range Comparison Condition Met Flags to determine whether the high-speed
counter PV is within a registered range.
COMPARISON TABLE LOAD Instruction: CTBL
The CTBL instruction compares the PV of a high-speed counter (0 to 5) to target values or
ranges and executes the corresponding interrupt task (0 to 15) when the specified
condition is met.
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●Contents of the Comparison Table
• Target-value Comparison Table
Depending on the number of target values in the table, the target-value comparison table
requires a continuous block of 4 to 19 words.
• Range Comparison Table
The range comparison table requires a continuous block of 30 words for comparison
conditions 1 to 6 require 5 words each (two words for the upper range value, two words for
the lower range value, and one word for the interrupt task number).
MODE CONTROL Instruction: INI
The INI instruction is used for the following items.
• Starting and stopping comparison with the high-speed counter comparison table
Use the CTBL instruction to register the target value or range comparison table before
using INI to start or stop comparison.
Note The INI instruction is not required for normal applications of interrupt functions.
• Changing the PV of a High-speed Counter
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●Example 1: Target Value Comparison
In this example, high-speed counter 0 operates in linear mode and starts interrupt task 10
when the PV reaches 30,000 (0000 7530 hex) and starts interrupt task 11 when the PV
reaches 20,000 (0000 4E20 hex).
(1)Set high-speed counter 0 in the PLC Setup's Built-in Input Tab.

(2)Set the target-value comparison table in words D10000 to D10003.

(3)Create the programs for interrupt tasks 10 and 11. Always put an END instruction at the
program's last address.
(4)Use the CTBL instruction to start the comparison operation with high-speed counter 0
and interrupt tasks 10 and 11.

(5)Operation
When execution condition W0.00 turns ON, the comparison starts with high-speed
counter 0.
When the PV of high speed counter 0 reaches 30,000, cyclic task execution is interrupted,
and interrupt task 10 is executed.
When the PV of high speed counter 0 reaches 20,000, cyclic task execution is interrupted,
and interrupt task 11 is executed.
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When interrupt task 10 or 11 execution has been completed, execution of the interrupted
cyclic task resumes.

●Example 2: Range Comparison
In this example, high-speed counter 1 operates in circular (ring) mode and starts interrupt
task 12 when the PV is between 25,000 (0000 61A8 hex) and 25,500 (0000 639C hex).
The maximum ring count is set to 50,000 (0000 C350 hex).
(1)Set high-speed counter 1 on the PLC Setup’s Built-in Input Tab Page

(2)Set the range comparison table starting at word D20000. Even though range 1 is the
only range being used, all 30 words must still be dedicated to the range comparison table.
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(3)Create the program for interrupt task 12. Always put an END instruction at the
program’s last address.
(4) Use the CTBL instruction to start the comparison operation with high-speed counter 1
and interrupt task 12.

(5) Operation
When execution condition W0.00 turns ON, the comparison starts with high-speed
counter 1.
When the PV of high speed counter 1 is between 25,000 and 25,500, cyclic task execution
is interrupted, and interrupt task 12 is executed.
When interrupt task 12 execution is completed, execution of the interrupted cyclic task
resumes.
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13-4 Auxiliary Area Bits and Words Used with High-speed Counters
Bits and Words Allocated in the Auxiliary Area

13-5 Application Example of High-speed Counter Interrupt
Using a Rotary Encoder to Measure Positions
Functions Used
●High-speed Counting for a Built-in Input
A high-speed counter input can be used by connecting a rotary encoder to a built-in input.
A HCA4 CPU Unit is equipped with more than one high-speed counter input, making it
possible to control devices for multiple axes with a single PLC.
High-speed counters can be used for high-speed processing, using either target value
comparison or range comparison to create interrupts. Interrupt tasks are executed when
the counter value reaches a specific target value or range.
Operation Overview
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A sheet feeder is controlled to feed constant lengths in a given direction, e.g., for vacuum
packing of food products.

While the pulse count is between 3,500 and 3,550, normal stop position output (CIO
100.02) will be ON. If the pulse count exceeds 3550, the error stop position output (CIO
100.03) will turn ON.
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System Configuration
●Wiring Example

Precautions for Correct Use
Use the external power supply for input devices only. (Do not use it to power output
devices.)
●PLC Setup
Use the following procedure to enable high-speed counter 0.
1 Open the PLC Settings Dialog Box.
2 Click the Built-in Input Tab.
3 Select the Use high speed counter 0Check Box for high-speed counter 0.
4 Select Linear Mode for the counting mode.
5 Select Software reset (comparing)for the reset method.
6 Select Differential phase input for the input setting.
7 Close the PLC Settings Dialog Box.
8 To apply changes made to the PLC Setup, cycle the power to the PLC.
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Programming Example 1
In this example, comparison instructions are used to compare counter values. The
program can be created easily simply by using comparison instructions to compare
counter values.
●Ladder Program
Based on the counter value, the motor is started, decelerated, and stopped.

Programming Example 2
In this example, the CTBL (COMPARISON TABLE LOAD) instruction is used to create an
interrupt when the target value is reached. Slowing and stopping are executed as interrupt
tasks, allowing high speed processes to be executed without affecting the cycle time.
●Ladder Program
Use the CTBL instruction to execute interrupt tasks when the target positions are reached.
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When the PV of the high-speed counter matches target value 1 (3000), interrupt task 04 is
executed.

When the present vale of the high-speed counter matches target value 2 (3500), interrupt
task 05 is executed.
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●DM Area Setup
The comparison table for the CTBL (COMPARISON TABLE LOAD) instruction is set in
D600 through D606.

14 Pulse Outputs
This section describes positioning functions such as trapezoidal control, jogging, and
origin searches.

14-1 Overview and Flow of Processing
Pulse outputs can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
14-1-1 Overview
Pulse outputs can be output from the CPU Unit's built-in outputs using instructions to
perform positioning or speed control with a servomotor or a stepping motor that accepts
pulse inputs. It is also possible to perform origin searches or origin returns.
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Positioning is performed with a servomotor or stepping motor in the following
configuration.
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14-1-2 Flow of Processing
You can set the pulse output method, pulse
output 0 or 1, and whether to use terminals 00
and 02, or 01 and 03 on the 100CH terminal
block for pulse outputs
Setting is required for the following situations:
• Performing an origin search.
• Using the Limit Input Signal as an input to
functions other than origin searches
Execute instructions related to pulse outputs.

1 Setting the Pulse Output Method, Setting the Pulse Output Port Number, Assigning
Pulse Output Terminals, and Wiring
●Pulse Output Method
The following pulse output plus a direction output can be used as the pulse output
method.

●Pulse Output Port Number and Output Terminals
The following terminals can be used for pulse outputs according to the pulse output
method.

●Origin Searches
Use the following input and output terminals for origin searches.
• Input Terminals
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• Output Terminals

●Pulse Output Wiring
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2 PLC Setup
To perform an origin search or to use a Limit Input Signal as an input to a function other
than origin search, set the parameters on the Pulse Output 0 and Pulse Output 1 Tab
Pages in the PLC Setup.
Pulse Output 0 or 1 Tab Page

Note: The power supply must be restarted after the PLC Setup is transferred in order to
enable the pulse output settings.
●Origin Searches
Refer to 14-4-4 Settings in PLC Setup
●Origin Returns
Refer to 14-4-4 Settings in PLC Setup
3 Executing Pulse Control Instructions in a Ladder Program
The pulse outputs are used by executing pulse control instructions in the ladder program.
●Applicable Instructions
The following instructions are used.
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●Outputting to the Auxiliary Area Using the OUT Instruction
The OUT instruction in the ladder program is used to write signals received from the CW
limit sensor and CCW limit sensor connected to normal inputs to the Auxiliary Area bits.

Bits Written in the Auxiliary Area

14-1-3 Pulse Output Specifications
Item
Output mode

Specifications
Continuous mode (for speed control) or independent mode (for
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position control)
Positioning (independent mode)

PULS and SPED, PULS and ACC, or PLS2

instructions
Speed control (continuous mode)

SPED or ACC

instructions
Origin (origin search and origin

ORG

return)
instructions
Output frequency

1 Hz to 100 kHz (1 Hz units), two pulse outputs

Frequency acceleration and

Set in increments of 1 Hz for acceleration/deceleration rates from 1

deceleration rates

to 65,635 Hz
(every 4 ms).
The acceleration and deceleration rates can be set independently
only with
the PLS2 instruction.

Changing SVs during instruction

The target frequency, acceleration/deceleration rate, and target

execution

position can be changed.

Duty factor

Fixed at 50%

Pulse output method

Pulse + direction inputs (CW/CCW inputs cannot be used.)

Number of output pulses

Relative coordinates: 0000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex(Accelerating or
decelerating in either direction: 2,147,483,647)
Absolute coordinates: 8000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex(2147483648
to 2147483647)

Pulse output PV’s

Absolute coordinates are specified automatically when the origin

relative/absolute

location has been defined by setting the pulse output PV with the

coordinate specifications

INI instruction or performing an origin search with the ORG
instruction. Relative coordinates are used when the origin location
is undefined.

Relative pulse/absolute pulse

The pulse type can be specified with an operand in the PULS or

specifications

PLS2 instruction.
Note: The absolute pulse specification can be used when absolute
coordiates are specified for the pulse output PV, i.e. the origin
location has been defined. The absolute pulse specification cannot
be used when relative coordinates are specified, i.e. the origin
location is undefined. An instruction error will occur

Pulse output PV’s storage location

The following Auxiliary Area words contain the pulse output PVs
Pulse output 0: A277 (leftmost 4 digits) and A276 (rightmost 4
digits)
Pulse output 1: A279 (leftmost 4 digits) and A278 (rightmost 4
digits)
The PVs are refreshed during regular I/O refreshing.
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14-2 Trapezoidal Control
This section describes how to use pulse outputs with trapezoidal acceleration and
deceleration when using the PLS2 instruction.
14-2-1 Determine the Pulse Output Port, Output Method, and Output Waveform
Pulse Output Port
Specify pulse output 0 or 1 in the instruction operands.
Pulse Output Method
Specify the pulse + direction method in the instruction operands.
Output Waveform
Specify the output waveform in the instruction operands.

14-2-2 Relative Pulse Outputs and Absolute Pulse Outputs
●Selecting Relative or Absolute Coordinates
The pulse output PV’s coordinate system (absolute or relative) is selected automatically,
as follows:
• When the origin is undefined, the system operates in relative coordinates.
• When the origin has been defined, the system operates in absolute coordinates
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●Relationship between the Coordinate System and Pulse Specification
The following table shows the pulse output operation for the four possible combinations of
the coordinate systems (absolute or relative) and the pulse output (absolute or relative)
specified when the PULS or PLS2 instruction is executed.
Pulse output

Relative coordinate system

Absolute coordinate system

specified in PULS

Origin undefined: The No-origin Flag

Origin defined: The No-origin Flag will

or PLS2

will be ON in this case.

be OFF in this case.

Relative pulse

Positions the system to another position relative to the present position.

specification

Number of movement pulses = Number of pulses setting.
The pulse output PV after instruction

The pulse output PV after instruction

execution =

execution = PV + Number of

Number of movement pulses = Number

movement

of

pulses.

pulses setting

The following example shows the

Note: The pulse output PV is reset to 0

number of pulses setting = 100

just before pulses are output. After that,

counterclockwise.

the specified number of pulses is output.
The following example shows the
number of
pulses setting = 100 counterclockwise.

Pulse output PV range:
8000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex
Number of pulses setting range:
0000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex
Pulse output PV range:
8000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex
Number of pulses setting range:
0000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex
Absolute pulse

The absolute pulse specification cannot

Positions the system to an absolute

specification

be used when the origin location is

position relative to the origin. The

undefined, i.e., when the system is

number of movement pulses and

operating in the relative coordinate

movement direction are calculated

system. An instruction execution error

automatically from the present

will occur.

position (pulse output PV) and target
position.
The following example shows the
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number of pulses setting = +100.

Number of movement pulses =
Number
of pulses setting −Pulse output PV
when instruction is executed. The
movement direction is determined
automatically.
Pulse output PV when instruction is
executed = Number of pulses setting
Pulse output PV range:
8000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex
Number of pulses setting range:
8000 0000 to 7FFF FFFF hex

14-2-3 Operations Affecting the Origin Status (Defined/Undefined Status)
The following table shows the operations that can affect the origin status (origin defined or
undefined), such as changing the operating mode and executing certain instructions.
The No-origin Flag will be ON when the corresponding pulse output’s origin is undefined
and OFF when the origin is defined.

14-2-4 Programming Example for Trapezoidal Control
Specifications and Operation
When the start input (CIO 0.00) goes ON, this example program outputs 600,000 pulses
from pulse output 0 to turn the motor.
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Applicable Instructions
PLS2
Preparations
●PLC Setup
There are no settings that need to be made in the PLC Setup
●DM Area Settings
• Settings for PLS2 Instruction (D0 to D7)

Ladder Program

Additional Information
• Absolute pulses can be specified when the origin position has been defined.
• If a target frequency that cannot be reached has been set, the target frequency will be
reduced automatically, i.e., triangular control will be performed. In some cases where the
acceleration rate is substantially greater than the deceleration rate, the operation will not
be true triangular control. The motor will be operated at a constant speed for a short time
between the acceleration and deceleration.
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14-3 Jogging
Jogging can be performed by using the SPED and ACC instructions. This section
describes the steps for jogging.
14-3-1 Determine the Pulse Output Port and Pulse Output Method
Pulse Output Port
Specify pulse output 0 or 1 with the instruction operands.
Pulse Output Method
Specify the pulse + direction method in the instruction operands. (Pulse plus direction
inputs must be used.)
14-3-2 Pulse Waveform and Applicable Instructions
Low-speed Jogging (Pulse Output without Acceleration or Deceleration)
Start pulse output without acceleration or deceleration using the SPED (SPEED OUTPUT)
instruction. Set the target frequency of the SPED instruction to 0 Hz to stop the pulse
output.

High-speed Jogging (Pulse Output with Acceleration or Deceleration)
Start pulse output with acceleration or deceleration using the ACC (ACCELERATION
CONTROL) instruction. Set the target frequency of the ACC instruction to 0 Hz to stop the
pulse output.
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14-3-3 Programming Example for Jogging
Specifications and Operation
The following example shows jogging without acceleration or deceleration executed using
a SPED instruction. It is used for low-speed jogging.
• Clockwise low-speed jogging will be executed from pulse output 1 while CIO 0.00 is
ON.
• Counterclockwise low-speed jogging will be executed from pulse output 1 while CIO
0.01 is ON.

The example shows jogging with acceleration and deceleration executed using an ACC
instruction. It is used for high-speed jogging.
• Clockwise high-speed jogging will be executed from pulse output 1 while CIO 0.04 is
ON.
• Counterclockwise high-speed jogging will be executed from pulse output 1 while CIO
0.05 is ON.

Preparations
●PLC Setup
There are no settings that need to be made in the PLC Setup.
●DM Area Settings
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• Settings to Control Speed while Jogging (D0 to D1 and D10 to D15)

Ladder Program
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Additional Information
The PLS2 instruction can be used to set a starting frequency or separate acceleration and
deceleration rates, but there are limitations on the operating range because the end point
must be specified in the PLS2 instruction.

14-4 Performing Origin Searches
14-4-1 Origin Searches
When the ORG instruction executes an origin search, it outputs pulses to actually move
the motor and defines the origin position using the input signals that indicate the origin
proximity and origin positions.
The input signals that indicate the origin position can be received from the servomotor’s
built-in phase-Z signal or external sensors such as photoelectric sensors, proximity
sensors, or limit switches.
In the following example, the motor is started at a specified speed, accelerated to the
origin search high speed, and run at that speed until the origin proximity position is
detected. After the Origin Proximity
Input is detected, the motor is decelerated to the origin search low speed and run at that
speed until the origin position is detected. The motor is stopped at the origin position.
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Additional Information
The motor can be moved even if the origin position has not been defined, but positioning
operations will be limited as follows:
• Origin return: Cannot be used.
• Positioning with absolute pulse specification: Cannot be used.
• Positioning with relative pulse specification: Outputs the specified number of pulses
after setting the present position to 0.
14-4-2 Flow of Processing
You can set the pulse output method,
output pulse 0 or 1, and whether to use
terminals 00 and 01, or 02 and 03 on the
100CH terminal block for pulse outputs.

Set the origin search parameters in the
Pulse
Output 0 and Pulse Output 1 Tab Pages
of the
PLC Setup using the CX-Programmer.
• Output the status of the Limit Signal Inputs and Positioning Completed Signal to
Auxiliary Area bits.
• Execute ORG. Specify an origin search
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14-4-3 Setting the Pulse Output Port and Pulse Output Method
Pulse Output Port
Specify pulse output 0 or 1 in the instruction operands.
Pulse Output Method
Specify the pulse + direction method in the instruction operands. (Pulse plus direction
outputs must be used.)
Connecting the Servo Drive and External Sensors
●Connections for Pulse Output 0
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●Connections for Pulse Output 1

Connecting to HCFA Servo Drives
Use the following cables to connect to an HCFA Servo Drive.

Set the Servo Drive’s command pulse mode to feed pulse and forward/reverse signals
because the method of pulse output from a HCA4 CPU Unit is pulse + direction.
Example: Connecting to a SmartStep2-series Servo Drive
Operating Mode 1
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R7A-CPB□□□S Cables for SmartStep2-series Servo Drives
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10126-3000PE Connector Plug (3M)
10326-52A0-008 Connector Plug (3M)
AWG24 × 13P UL20276 Cable
Each twisted pair has wires of the same color and number of marks.
R7A-CPZ□□□S Cables for Smart Step Junior Servo Drives

14-4-4 Settings in PLC Setup
To perform an origin search or to use a Limit Input Signal as an input to a function other
than origin search, set the parameters on the Pulse Output 0 and Pulse Output 1 Tab
Pages in the PLC Setup.
Pulse Output 0 or 1 Tab Page
Item
Base

Undefined

Settings

Origin

Selection
Hold

Description
When a Limit Input Signal is input, the pulse output is
stopped and the previous status is held.

Undefined

When a Limit Input Signal is input, the pulse output is
stopped and origin becomes undefined.

Limit Input

Search Only

Signal
Operation

The CW/CCW Limit Input Signal is used for origin
searches only.

Always

The CW/CCW Limit Input Signal is used by functions
other than origin search.

Limit Input

NC

Select when using NC contacts for the Limit Input Signal.

Signal

NO

Select when using NO contacts for the Limit Input Signal.

Search/Return

Set the motor’s starting speed when performing an origin search.

Initial Speed

Specified in units of pulses per second (pps)

Speed Curve

Specify the acceleration/deceleration curve.
Trapezoidal only

Accelerates and decelerates
linearly.

Origin

Use origin

Select this check box to use origin searches
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searches

search
Search

Set the direction for detecting the Origin Input Signal. An origin search is

Direction

performed so
that the Origin Input Signal’s rising edge is detected when moving in the
origin search
direction.
CW

Performs origin search in the clockwise direction

CCW

Performs origin search in the counterclockwise
direction

Detection

Set one of the following three methods to determine the parameters

Method

related to the Origin Proximity Input Signal
Method 0

The direction is reversed at the Origin Proximity Input
Signal.
The Origin Input Signal is accepted after the Origin
Proximity
Input Signal turns ON and then OFF.

Method 1

The direction is not reversed at the Origin Proximity
Input
Signal. The Origin Input Signal is accepted after the
Origin
Proximity Input Signal turns ON.

Method 2

The Origin Proximity Input Signal is not used.
The Origin Input Signal is accepted without using the
Origin Proximity Input Signal.

Search

Select one of the following two modes for the origin search operation

Operation

pattern.
Inverse 1

The direction is reversed when the Limit Input Signal is
received while moving in the origin search direction.

Inverse 2

An error is generated and operation is stopped if the
Limit Input Signal is received while moving in the origin
search direction.

Operation

This parameter determines the I/O signals that are used for origin search

Mode

Mode 0

Use when connecting to a stepping motor that does
not have
a Positioning Completed Signal.

Mode 1

In this mode, the Positioning Completed Signal from
the Servo Drive is not used. Use this mode when you
want to reduce the processing time, even at the
expense of positioning accuracy.

Mode 2

In this mode, the Positioning Completed Signal from
the Servo Drive is used. Use this mode when you want
high positioning accuracy
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Origin Input

Specifies the type of Origin Input Signal (NC or NO)

Signal

NC

Sets a normally closed Origin Input Signal.

NO

Sets a normally open Origin Input Signal.

Proximity

Specifies the type of Origin Proximity Input Signal (NC or NO)

Input Signal

NC

Sets a normally closed Origin Proximity Input
Signal

NO

Sets a normally open Origin Proximity Input Signal.

Origin Search

Sets the motor’s

Setting range: 1 to 100 pps

High Speed

target speed when

Note: The origin search will not be performed in

the origin search is

these cases:

executed. Specify

Origin search high speed ≤ Origin search

the speed in the

proximity

number of pulses

speed

per second (pps)

Origin search proximity speed ≤Origin search

Origin Search

Sets the motor’s

initial

Proximity

speed after the

speed

Speed

Origin Proximity
Input Signal is
detected. Specify
the speed in the
number of pulses
per second (pps)

Origin

After the origin has

Setting range: ~2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647

Compensation

been defined, the

pulses

origin

Note: Once the origin has been detected in an

compensation can

origin search,

be set to

the number of pulses specified in the origin

compensate for a

compensation is output, the present position is

shift in the

reset to 0, and the

Proximity Sensor’s

pulse output’s No-origin Flag is turned OFF

ON position, motor
replacement, or
other change.
Origin Search

Sets the motor’s

Acceleration

acceleration rate

Rate

when the origin

Setting range: 1 to 65,535 Hz/ 4 ms

search is executed.
Specify the amount
to increase the
speed (Hz) per
4-ms interval.
Origin Search

Sets the motor’s

Deceleration

deceleration rate

Setting range: 1 to 65,535 Hz/ 4 ms
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Rate

when the origin
search function is
decelerating. Specify
the amount to
decrease the speed
(Hz) per 4-ms
interval

Positioning

When the operating mode is set to

Setting range: 0 to 9,999 ms

Monitor Time

mode 2, this setting specifies how

Note: The actual monitoring

long to wait (in ms) for the Positioning

time will be the Positioning

Completed Signal after the positioning

Monitor Time rounded up to the

operation has been completed, i.e.,

nearest 10-ms unit + 10 ms

the pulse output has been completed.

max. If the Positioning Monitor

A Positioning Timeout Error (error

Time is set to 0, the function will

code 0300) will be generated if the

be disabled and the Unit will

motor driver’s Positioning Completed

continue

Signal does not come ON within the

waiting for the Positioning

specified

Completed Signal to come ON.

time.

(A Positioning
Timeout Error will not be
generated.)

Origin

Origin Return

Sets the motor’s target speed when

Return

Target Speed

the origin return is executed. Specify

Setting range: 1 to 100 pps

the speed in the number of pulses per
second (pps)
Origin Return

Sets the motor’s acceleration rate

Setting range: 1 to 65,535 Hz/

Acceleration

when the origin return operation

4 ms

Rate

starts. Specify the amount to increase
the speed (Hz) per 4-ms interval.

Origin Return

Sets the motor’s deceleration rate

Setting range: 1 to 65,535 Hz/

Deceleration

when the origin return function is

4 ms

Rate

decelerating. Specify the amount to
decrease the speed (Hz) per 4-ms
interval

Note
1The power supply must be restarted after the PLC Setup is transferred in order to enable
the pulse output settings.
2 Only the Origin Input Signal type can be changed while the power is turned ON. Other
parameters are updated when operation is started.
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14-4-5 Applicable Instructions
Outputting to the Auxiliary Area Using the OUT Instruction
The OUT instruction is used in the ladder program to write signals received from the CW
limit senso rand CCW limit sensor connected to normal inputs to the Auxiliary Area bits.

Bits Written in the Auxiliary Area

ORIGIN SEARCH Instruction: ORG
Execute the ORG instruction in the ladder program to perform an origin search with the
specified parameters.

14-4-6 Details on the Origin Search Function
Operating Mode
The operating mode parameter specifies the kind of I/O signals that are used in the origin
search.
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Note: There are stepping motor drivers that are equipped with a Positioning Completed
Signal like a servomotor. Operating modes 1 and 2 can be used with these stepping motor
drivers.
The use of an error counter reset output and positioning completed input depends on the
mode as described in the following table.

Operations Detecting the Origin during Deceleration from High Speed
●Operating Mode 0 (without Error Counter Reset Output, without Positioning Completed
Input)
Connect the sensor’s open-collector output signal to the Origin Input Signal. The Origin
Input Signal’s response time is 0.1 ms when set as NO contacts.
When the Origin Proximity Input Signal is received, the motor will begin decelerating from
the origin search high speed to the origin search proximity speed. In this operating mode,
the Origin Input Signal will be detected if it is received during this deceleration and an
Origin Input Signal Error (error code 0202) will be generated. In this case, the motor will
decelerate to a stop.
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●Operating Mode 1 (with Error Counter Reset Output, without Positioning Completed
Input)
Connect the phase-Z signal from the Servo Drive to the Origin Input Signal.
When the Origin Input Signal is received, the pulse output will be stopped and the Error
Counter Reset Signal will be output for about 20 to 30 ms.

When the Origin Proximity Input Signal is received, the motor will begin decelerating from
the origin search high speed to the origin search proximity speed .In this operating mode,
the motor will stop at the Origin Input Signal after deceleration is completed.
Operating Mode 1 with Origin Proximity Input Signal Reverse (Origin Detection Method
Setting = 0) The Origin Input Signal can be detected immediately after the Origin Proximity
Input Signal turns OFF if the deceleration time is short, e.g., when starting from within the
Origin Proximity Input Signal. Set an Origin Proximity Input Signal dog setting that is long
enough (longer than the deceleration time.)
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Operating Mode 1 without Origin Proximity Input Signal Reverse (Origin Detection Method
Setting = 1) Depending on the length of the deceleration time, the stopping position may
change when the Origin Input Signal is detected during deceleration.

Operating Mode 2 (with Error Counter Reset Output, with Positioning Completed Input)
This operating mode is the same as mode 1, except the Positioning Completed Signal
(INP) from the Servo Drive is used. Connect the Positioning Completed Signal from the
Servo Drive to a normal input (origin search 0 to 3 input).
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If origin compensation is not being applied, the Positioning Completed Signal is checked
after the Error Counter Reset Output. If origin compensation is being applied, the
Positioning Completed Signal is checked after the compensation operation is completed.

Origin Search Operation Setting
●Origin Detection Method 0:Origin Proximity Input Signal Reversal Required

●Origin Detection Method 1: Origin Proximity Input Signal Reversal Not Required
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●Origin Detection Method2: Origin Proximity Input Signal Not Used

Operation Patterns for Origin Search Operating Mode and Origin Detection Method
Settings
The following examples show how the operation patterns are affected by the origin
detection method and origin search operating mode.
These examples have a CW origin search direction. (The search direction and Limit Input
Signal direction would be different for an origin search in the CCW direction.)
Method 0 is the recommended method for reversal mode 1.
●Using Reversal Mode 1
Origin search operation

Reversal mode 1

Origin detection method
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0: Origin Proximity Input Signal
reversal required. (Recommended
method)

1: Origin Proximity Input Signal
reversal not required.

2: Origin Proximity Input Signal not
used.

●Using Reversal Mode 2
Origin search operation

Reversal mode 2

Origin detection method
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0: Origin Proximity Input Signal
reversal required

1: Origin Proximity Input Signal
reversal not required.

2: Origin Proximity Input Signal not used.

14-4-7 Origin Search Examples
Connect a Servo Drive and execute an origin search based on the Servomotor’s built-in
encoder phase Z signal and an Origin Proximity Input Signal.
●Conditions
• Operating mode: 1

Uses the Servomotor encoder’s phase-Z signal as the Origin Input

Signal.
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• Origin search operation setting: 1 Sets reverse mode 1. Reverses direction when the Limit Input Signal is input in the
origin search direction.
• Origin detection method: 0

Reads the Origin Input Signal after the Origin Input Signal turns ON
and then turns OFF.

• Origin search direction:

CW direction

●System Configuration

●Applicable Instructions
ORG
Any instruction, such as the OUT instruction, that can write the status of CIO 0.00 to
A541.08 and the status of CIO 0.01 to A541.09.
●I/O Allocations
• Inputs

• Outputs
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●Operation

●Pulse Output Tab 0 Page in PLC Setup
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●Ladder Diagram

14-5 Returning to the Origin
Origin Return
An origin return operation moves the motor to the origin position from any other position.
The origin return operation is controlled by ORG.
The origin return operation returns the motor to the origin by starting at the specified
speed, accelerating to the target speed, moving at the target speed, and then decelerating
to a stop at the origin position.

PLC Setup
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The various origin return parameters are set on the Pulse Output 0 Tab Page in the PLC
Setup.
●Origin Return Parameters

Executing an Origin Return

Note: An instruction execution error will occur if the origin is not defined (relative
coordinate system) when the ORG instruction is executed to perform an origin return
operation.

14-6 Changing/Reading the Pulse Output Present Value
14-6-1 Changing the Present Value of the Pulse Output
The present value of the pulse output can be changed by using the INI instruction. To
define the present value as the origin, set the pulse output PV to 0 using the INI
instruction.

●Example: Setting the Present Position as the Origin
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14-6-2 Reading the Present Value of a Pulse Output
The present value of a pulse output can be read in the following two ways.
• Value refreshed at the I/O refresh timing:
Read PV from Auxiliary Area.
• Value updated when an instruction is executed: Read PV by executing a PRV
instruction.
Reading the PV Refreshed at the I/O Refresh Timing
The PV that is stored in the following words can be read using the MOVL instruction or
other instructions.

Reading the Value When an Instruction Is Executed
●Reading the Pulse Output PV with a PRV Instruction
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14-7 Auxiliary Area Bits and Words Used with Pulse Outputs
Auxiliary Area Allocations

14-8 Pulse Output Application Examples
14-8-1 Example 1: Cutting Long Material Using Fixed Feeding
Specifications and Operation
●Outline
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In this example, first jogging is used to position the material and then fixed-distance
positioning is used to feed the material.

●System Configuration

●Operation
1 The workpiece is set at the starting position using the Jogging Switch Input (CIO 0.00).
2 The workpiece is fed the specified distance (relative) using the Positioning Switch Input
(CIO 0.01).
3 When feeding has been completed, the cutter is activated using the Cutter Start Output
(CIO 100.02).
4 Feeding is started again when the Cutter Finished Input (CIO 0.02) turns ON.
5 The feeding/cutting operation is repeated for the number of times specified for the
counter (C0, 100 times).
6 When the operation has been completed, the Cutting Operation Finished Output (CIO
100.03) is turned ON.
The feeding operation can be canceled and stopped at any point using the Emergency
Switch Input (CIO 0.03).
Applicable Instructions
SPED
PLS2
Preparations
●PLC Setup
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There are no settings that need to be made in the PLC Setup.
●DM Area Settings
• Speed Settings for Jogging (D0 to D3)

• Settings for PLS2 for Fixed-distance Feeding (D10 to D20)

Ladder Program
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Additional Information
• The PLS2 instruction uses a relative pulse setting. This enables operation even if the
origin is not defined.
The present position in A276 (lower 4 digits) and A277 (upper 4 digits) is set to 0 before
pulse output and then contains the specified number of pulses.
• The ACC instruction can be used instead of the SPED instruction for the jog operation.
If ACC is used, acceleration/deceleration can be included in the jog operation.
14-8-2 Example 2: Vertically Conveying PCBs (Multiple Progressive Positioning)
Specifications and Operation
●Outline
①PCBs with components mounted are stored in a stocker.
②When a stocker becomes full, it is moved to the conveyance point.

●Operation Pattern
①An origin search is performed.
②Fixed-distance positioning is repeated.
③The system is returned to the original position.
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●Wiring Example Using Smart Step A-series Servo Drive
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●Operation
1 An origin search is performed using the Origin Search Start Switch (CIO 0.00).
2 When the origin search is finished, the PCB Storage Enabled Output (CIO 100.03) is
turned ON.
3 When a PCB has been stored, the stocker is raised (relative positioning) using the PCB
Storage Completed Input (CIO 0.03).
4 Storing PCBs is repeated until the stocker is full.
5 The number of PCBs in the stocker is counted with counter C0 by counting the number
of times the stocker is raised.
6 When the stocker is full, it is moved (CIO 100.02) and only the conveyor is lowered
(absolute positioning) when stoker movement is completed (CIO 0.04).
The operation can be canceled and pulse output stopped at any point using the
Emergency Switch Input (CIO 0.01)
Preparations
●PLC Setup
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* The origin search enable setting is read from the PLC Setup when the power supply is
turned ON
●DM Area Settings
• Settings for PLS2 for Fixed-distance Positioning (D0 to D7)

• Settings for PLS2 to Return to Start (D10 to D17)

• Number of Repeats of Fixed-distance Positioning Operation (D20)

Ladder Program
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14-8-3 Example 3: Feeding Wrapping Material: Interrupt Feeding
Specifications and Operation
Feeding Wrapping Material in a Vertical Pillow Wrapper
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●Operation Pattern
Speed control is used to feed wrapping material to the initial position. When the marker
sensor input is received, fixed-distance positioning is performed before stopping.

●Operation
1 Speed control is used to feed wrapping material to the initial position when the Start
Switch (CIO 0.00) is activated.
2 When the Marker Sensor Input (CIO 0.04) is received, the PLS2 instruction is executed
in interrupt task 2.
3 Fixed-distance positioning is executed with the PLS2 instruction before stopping.
4 An emergency stop is executed to stop pulse output with the Emergency Stop input (CIO
0.01)
Preparations
●PLC Setup
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Note: The interrupt input setting is read from the PLC Setup when the power supply is
turned ON.
●DM Area Settings
• Speed Control Settings to Feed Wrapping Material to Initial Position

• Positioning Control Settings for Wrapping Material

Ladder Program
●Cyclic Task Program (Executed at Startup)
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●Program for Interrupt Task 2

14-9 Precautions When Using Pulse Outputs
Movement Direction When Specifying Absolute Pulses
When operating with the absolute pulse specification, the movement direction is selected
automatically based on the relationship between the pulse output PV when the instruction
is executed and the specified target position. The direction (CW/CCW) specified in an
ACC or SPED instruction is not effective.
Using CW/CCW Limit Inputs for Pulse Output Functions Other than Origin Searches
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Pulse outputs will stop when either the CW or CCW Limit Input Signals turns ON. It is also
possible to select whether or not the defined origin will be cleared when a CW or CCW
Limit Input Signal turns ON for an origin search or other pulse output function.
Difference between Set Frequencies and Actual Frequencies
The HCA4 CPU Unit’s pulse output frequency is determined by dividing the source clock
frequency (32 MHz) by an integer ratio. Consequently, there may be a slight difference
between the set frequency and the actual frequency, and that difference increases as the
frequency increases. The actual frequency can be calculated from the following
equations.
●Pulse Output System

●Equations

●Differences between Set Frequencies and Actual Frequencies
Source clock frequency: 32 MHz

Combinations of Pulse Control Instructions
The following tables show when a second pulse control instruction can be started if a
pulse control operation is already being executed.
A second independent-mode positioning instruction can be started if an
independent-mode positioning instruction is being executed, and a second
continuous-mode speed control instruction can be started if a continuous-mode speed
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control instruction is being executed. Operation cannot be switched between the
independent and continuous modes, although a PLS2 instruction can be executed while a
ACC instruction (continuous mode) is being executed.
It is possible to start another operation during acceleration/deceleration and start another
positioning instruction during positioning.

*1 SPED (Independent) to SPED (Independent)
• The number of output pulses cannot be changed.
• The frequency can be changed.
• The output mode cannot be switched.
*2 SPED (Continuous) to SPED (Continuous)
• The frequency can be changed.
• The output mode cannot be switched.
*3 SPED (Independent) to ACC (Independent)
• The number of output pulses cannot be changed.
• The frequency can be changed.
• The acceleration/deceleration rate can be changed.
• The output mode cannot be switched.
*4 ACC (Independent) to ACC (Independent) or PLS2 to ACC (Independent)
• The number of output pulses cannot be changed.
• The frequency can be changed.
• The acceleration/deceleration rate can be changed. (The rate can even be changed
during acceleration or deceleration.)
• The output mode cannot be switched.
*5 SPED (Continuous) to ACC (Continuous) or ACC (Continuous) to ACC (Continuous)
• The frequency can be changed. (The target frequency can even be changed during
acceleration or deceleration.)
• The acceleration/deceleration rate can be changed. (The rate can even be changed
during acceleration or deceleration.)
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• The output mode cannot be switched.
*6 ACC (Independent) to PLS2
• The number of output pulses can be changed. (The setting can even be changed during
acceleration or deceleration.)
• The frequency can be changed. (The target frequency can even be changed during
acceleration or deceleration.)
• The acceleration/deceleration rate can be changed. (The rate can even be changed
during acceleration or deceleration.)
• The output mode cannot be switched.
*7 ACC (Continuous) to PLS2
• The frequency can be changed. (The target frequency can even be changed during
acceleration or deceleration.)
• The acceleration/deceleration rate can be changed. (The rate can even be changed
during acceleration or deceleration.)
• The output mode cannot be switched.
*8 PLS2 to PLS2
• The number of output pulses can be changed. (The setting can even be changed during
acceleration or deceleration.)
• The frequency can be changed. (The target frequency can even be changed during
acceleration or deceleration.)
• The acceleration/deceleration rate can be changed. (The rate can even be changed
during acceleration or deceleration.)
• The output mode cannot be switched

Origin Search Error Processing
The HCA4 CPU Unit’s pulse output function performs a basic error check before starting
to output pulses (when the instruction is executed) and will not output pulses if the settings
are incorrect.
There are other errors that can occur with the origin search function during pulse output,
which may stop the pulse output.
If an error occurs that stops pulse output, the pulse output’s Output Stopped Error Flag will
be turned ON and the Pulse Output Stop Error Code will be written to Error Code word.
Use these flags and error codes to identify the cause of the error.
The Pulse Output Stop Errors will not affect the CPU Unit’s operating status. (The Pulse
Output Stop Errors do not cause a fatal or non-fatal error in the CPU Unit.)
●Related Auxiliary Area Flags
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●Pulse Output Stop Error Codes
Error name

Error

Likely cause

Corrective action

Operation

code

after
error

CW Limit

0100

Stop

Stopped due to a CW limit signal

Move in the CCW

Immediate

input

direction.

stop

Input Signal
CCW Limit

No effect on
0101

Stop Input

Stopped due to a CCW limit

Move in the CW direction

other
por

signal input.

Signal
No Origin

0200

The parameters indicate that the

Check the wiring of the

No effect on

Proximity

Origin Proximity Input Signal is

Origin Proximity Input

other

Input Signal

being used, but a Origin

Signal as well as the PLC

port

Proximity Input Signal was not

Setup’s Origin Proximity

received during the origin search.

Input Signal Type setting
(NC or
NO) and execute the
origin search again. Turn
the power supply OFF and
then ON if the signal type
setting was changed

No Origin

0201

Input

The Origin Input Signal was not

Check the wiring of the

received during the origin search.

Origin Input Signal as well

Signal

as the PLC Setup’s Origin
Input Signal Type setting
(NC or NO) and execute
the origin search again.
Turn the power supply
OFF and then ON if the
signal type setting was
changed

Origin Input
Signal Error

0202

During an origin search in

Take one or both of the

Decelerates

operating mode 0, the Origin

following steps so that the

to a

Input Signal was received during

Origin Input Signal is

stop.

the deceleration started after the

received after deceleration

No effect on

Origin Proximity Input Signal was

is completed.

other
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• Increase the distance

received

port

between the Origin
Proximity Input Signal
sensor and Origin Input
Signal sensor.
• Decrease the difference
between the origin
search’s high speed and
proximity speed settings
Limit Inputs

The origin search cannot be

Check the wiring of the

Operation will

in Both

0203

performed because the limit

limit signals in both

not start.

Directions

signals for both directions are

directions as well as the

No effect on

being input simultaneously.

PLC Setup’s Limit Signal

other port

Type setting (NC or NO)
and execute the origin
search again. Turn the
power supply OFF and
then ON if the signal type
setting was changed.
Simultaneous

0204

The Origin Proximity Input Signal

Check the wiring of the

Immediate

Origin

and the Limit Input Signal in the

Origin Proximity Input

stop

Proximity

search direction are being input

Signal and the Limit Input

No effect on

and Limit

simultaneously during an

Signal. Also check

other port

Inputs

origin search

the PLC Setup’s Origin
Proximity Input Signal
Type and Limit Signal
Type settings (NC or
NO) and then execute the
origin search again. Turn
the power supply OFF and
then ON if a signal type
setting was changed

• When an origin search in one

Check the wiring of the

Immediate

Signal

direction is being performed, the

Limit Input Signal and the

stop

Already

Limit Input Signal is already

PLC Setup’s I/O settings.

No effect on

Being Input

being input in the origin search

Also check the

other port

direction.

PLC Setup’s Limit Signal

• When a non-regional origin

Type setting (NC or NO)

search is being performed, the

and then execute the

Origin Input Signal and the Limit

origin search again. Turn

Input Signal in the opposite

the power supply OFF and

direction (from the search

then ON if the signal type

direction) are being input

setting was changed

Limit Input

0205
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simultaneously
• When an origin search with

Check the installation

Immediate

Proximity

reversal at the limit is being

positions of the Origin

stop

Input Signal

performed, the Limit Input Signal

Proximity Input Signal,

No effect on

Origin

in the search direction was input

Origin Input Signal, and

other

Reverse

while the Origin Proximity Input

Limit Input Signal as well

port

Error

Signal was reversing.

as the PLC Setup’s I/O

• When an origin search with

settings. Also check the

reversal at the limit is being

PLC Setup’s Signal Type

performed and the Origin

settings (NC or NO) for

Proximity Input Signal is not

each input signal and then

being used, the Limit Input Signal

execute the origin search

in the search direction was input

again. Turn the power

while the Origin Input Signal was

supply OFF

reversing

and then ON if a signal

Origin

0206

type setting was changed.
Positioning
Timeout Error

0300

The Servo Drive’s Positioning

Adjust the Positioning

Decelerates

Completed Signal does not come

Monitor Time setting or

to a

ON within the Positioning Monitor

Servo system gain setting.

stop.No

Time specified in the

Check the Positioning

effect on

PLC Setup.

Completed Signal wiring,

other port

correct it if necessary, and
then execute the origin
search again.

14-10Pulse Output Details
The HCA4 CPU Unit’s pulse output function enables operation in Continuous Mode, for
which the number of output pluses is not specified, or in Independent Mode, for which the
number of output pulses is specified. Continuous Mode is used for speed control and
Independent Mode is used for speed control.
14-10-1 Continuous Mode (Speed Control)
The following operations can be performed in Continuous Mode by combining
instructions.
Starting a Pulse Output
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Changing Settings

Stopping a Pulse Output
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* If an ACC instruction started the operation, the original acceleration/deceleration rate will
remain in effect.
If a SPED instruction started the operation, the acceleration/deceleration rate will be
invalid and the pulse output will stop immediately.
14-10-2 Independent Mode (Positioning)
The following operations can be performed in Independent Mode by combining
instructions.
Starting a Pulse Output
Operati

Example

on

application

Frequency changes

Description

Procedure
Instruction

Settings

Output

Positioning

Starts

PULS

• Number

with

without

outputting

↓

of

specifi

acceleration or

pulses at the

SPED

pulses

ed

deceleration

specified

(Independ

• Relative

frequency and

ent)

or

speed
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stops

absolute

immediately

pulse

when the

specificatio

specified

n

number of

• Por t

pulses has

• Pulse +

been

Direction

output.*1

•

Note: The

Independe
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target position

nt

(specified

• Target

number of

frequency

pulses) cannot
be
changed
during
positioning
Simple

Positioning

Accelerates

PULS

• Number

trapezo

with trapezoidal

and

↓

of

idal

acceleration and

decelerates at

ACC

pulses

control

deceleration

the

(Independ

• Relative

(Same rate

same fixed

ent)

or

used for

rate and

absolute

acceleration and

stops

pulse

deceleration;

immediately

specificatio

no starting

when the

n

speed)The

specified

• Port

number of

number of

• Pulse +

pulses cannot

pulses

Direction

be changed

has been

•

during

output

Independe

positioning

nt
•
Acceleratio
n and
deceleratio
n rate
• Target
frequency

Compl

Positioning

Accelerates

ex

with trapezoidal

and

pulses

trapezo

acceleration and

decelerates at

• Relative

idal

deceleration

a fixed rates.

or

control

(Separate

The pulse

absolute

rates used for

output is

pulse

acceleration

stopped when

specificatio

and

the

n

deceleration;

specified

• Port

starting

number of

• Pulse +

speed)

pulses has

Direction

The number of

been

•

pulses can be

output.*1

Acceleratio
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Number of
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changed during

Note: The

n rate

positioning.

target

•

position

Deceleratio

(specified

n rate

number

• Target

of pulses) can

frequency

be changed

• Starting

during

frequency

positioning.

*1 Triangular Control
If the specified number of pulses is less than the number required just to reach the target
frequency and return to zero, the function will automatically reduce the
acceleration/deceleration time and perform triangular control (acceleration and
deceleration only.) An error will not occur.

Changing Settings
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Stopping a Pulse Output

Switching from Continuous Mode (Speed Control) to Independent Mode
(Positioning)
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15 PWM Outputs
This section describes the variable-duty-factor pulse outputs.

15-1 Variable-duty-factor Pulse Outputs

(PWM Outputs)

PWM outputs can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
15-1-1 Overview
A PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) pulse can be output with a specified duty factor. The
duty factor is the ratio of the pulse’s ON time and OFF time in one pulse cycle. Use the
PWM instruction to generate variable-duty-factor pulses from a built-in output. The duty
factor can be changed during pulse output.
Application example:
• Controlling temperature on a time-proportional basis using the variable-duty-factor
output.
• Controlling the brightness of lighting.
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Specifications

* The frequency can be set up to 6553.5 Hz in the PWM instruction, but the duty factor
accuracy declines significantly at high frequencies because of limitations in the output
circuit at high frequencies.
Flow of Processing

Pulse Output Port Number and Pulse Output Terminals
The following terminals can be used for pulse outputs according to the pulse output
method.

Ladder Program Example with PWM Outputs
●Specifications and Operation
When the start input (CIO 0.00) turns ON in this example, pulses with a duty factor of 40%
at a frequency of 2,000 Hz are output from PWM output 0. When the stop input (CIO 0.01)
turns ON, PWM output 0 is stopped.
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●Instructions Used
PWM
INI
●Preparations
• PLC Setup
There are no settings that need to be made in the PLC Setup.
• DM Area Settings
• PWM Operand Settings (F and D)

●Ladder Diagram

16 Serial Communications
This section describes communications with Programmable Terminals (PTs) without using
communications programming, no-protocol communications with general components,
and connections with a Modbus-RTU Easy Master, Serial PLC Link, and host computer.

16-1 Serial Communications
Serial communications can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
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16-1-1 Types of CPU Units and Serial Ports
●N-type CPU Unit
• CPU Units with 20 I/O Points have one built-in RS-232C port. There are no option slots.
• CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O Points have one built-in RS-232C port and one option slot.
An
RS-232C or RS-422A/485 Option Board can be mounted for serial communications.
●E-type CPU Unit
There is no serial port.

16-1-2 Overview of Serial Communications
The HCA4 CPU Units support the following types of serial communications
Connected devices

Description

Communications

Built-in

Optional

protocol

RS-232C

serial
port

Programmable Terminal

Data can be

1:N NT Links

exchanged with

(Host Link is also

PTs without using a

supported.)
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communications
program in the CPU
Unit.
Note: Only one PT
can be connected
when using a 1:N
NT Link. It is not
possible to connect
two PTs.
General component

Communicates with

No-protocol

general

communications

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

devices, such as
barcode readers, with
an RS-232C or
RS-422A/485 port
without a
command-response
format. The TXD and
RXD instructions are
executed in the ladder
program in the CPU
Unit to transmit data
from the transmission
port or read data in
the reception port.
Modbus-RTU slave devices, such

Data can be easily

Modbus-RTU

as inverters (Modbus-RTU Easy

exchanged

Easy

Master)

with general devices

Master Function

that support
Modbus-RTU slave
functionality (such as
inverters) and are
equipped with an
RS-232C port or
RS-422A/485 port.
Data links between CPU Units

Data links can be
created for
up to nine
HC-series ,including
one Polling Unit and
up to eight Polled
Units. Up to 10 words
can be shared per
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Unit.
PTs set for 1:N NT
Links can
also be included as
Polled
Units in the same
network.
Note: A PT cannot be
included
in the Serial PLC
Links.
Host computers

PLC data can be read

Host Link

by the
host computer or
written to the PLC
from the computer.
The host computer
sends a Host Link
command (C Mode)
or a FINS command
to the CPU Unit to
read/write I/O
memory, change the
operating mode, or to
force-set/reset bits in
the
CPU Unit.
Note: Connecting to
the CX-Programmer
is not possible with
this protocol.
Use the USB port.

16-1-3 Built-in RS-232C Port for N-type CPU Units
●RS-232C Connector
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16-1-4 Optional Serial Communications Board for N-type CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O
Points
The Option Board can be mounted in the option slot of a HCA4 N-type CPU Unit with 30
or 40 I/O Points.
When mounting an Option Board, first remove the slot cover. Grasp both of the cover’s
up/down lock levers at the same time to unlock the cover, and then pull the cover out.
Then to mount the Option Board, check the alignment and firmly press it in until it snaps
into place.
Precautions for Correct Use
Always turn OFF the power supply to the PLC before mounting or removing an Option
Board.
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●RS-232C Connector

RS422&485 Option Board

●RS-422A/485 Terminal Block

●DIP Switch for Operation Settings
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*1 Set both pins 2 and 3 to either ON (2-wire) or OFF (4-wire).
*2 To disable the echo-back function, set pin 5 to ON (RS control enabled).
*3 When connecting to a device on the N side in a 1: N connection with the 4-wire method,
set pin 6 to ON (RS control enabled).
Also, when connecting by the 2-wire method, set pin 6 to ON (RS control enabled).

16-2 Wiring for Serial Communications
Serial communications can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
16-2-1 Recommended RS-232C Wiring Example
Recommended RS-232C Wiring Examples
We recommend the following wiring methods for RS-232C, especially in environment
prone to noise.
1 Always use shielded twisted-pair cables as communications cables.
Recommended RS-232C Cables

2 Combine signal wires and SG (signal ground) wires in a twisted-pair cable. At the same
time, bundle the SG wires to the connectors on Option Board and the remote device.
3 Connect the shield of the communications cable to the hood (FG) of the RS-232C
connector on the Option Board. At the same time, ground the ground (GR) terminal of the
CPU Unit to 100 Ω or less
A connection example is shown below.
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Example: Twisted-pair Cable Connecting SD-RD, RD-SD, and SG-SG Terminals in Host
Link Mode

The following cables can be used for this connection.

Note: The hood (FG) is internally connected to the ground terminal (GR) on the CPU Unit.
Therefore, FG is grounded by grounding the power supply ground terminal (GR). Although
there is conductivity between the hood (FG) and pin 1 (FG), connect the shield to both the
hood and pin 1 to reduce the contact resistance between the shield and FG and thus
provide better noise resistance.

Refer to A-4 Wiring for Serial Communications in the HCA4 Hardware User’s Manual for
connector wiring methods.
16-2-2 Recommended RS-422A/485 Wiring Examples
Use the following wiring methods for RS-422A/485 to maintain transmission quality.
1 Use shielded twisted-pair cables as communications cables.
Recommended RS-422A/485 Cables

2 Connect the shield of the communications cable to the FG terminal on the RS-422A/485
Option Board. Also ground the ground (GR) terminal of the CPU Unit to 100 Ωor less.
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Precautions for Correct Use
Always ground the shield only at the RS-422A/485 Option Board end. Grounding both
ends of the shield may damage the device due to the potential difference between the
ground terminals.
Connection examples are shown below.
●2-Wire and 4-Wire Connections
The transmission circuits for 2-wire and 4-wire connections are different, as shown in the
following diagram.

Precautions for Correct Use
• Use the same type of transmission circuit (2-wire or 4-wire) for all nodes.
• Do not use 4-wire connections when the 2/4-wire switch on the Board is set to 2-wire.
●Wiring Example:1:1 Connections
Two-wire Connections

Four-wire Connections
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16-2-3 Converting the Built-in RS-232C Port to RS-422A/485
Use the following Converter or Link Adapter to convert a built-in RS-232C port to an
RS-422A port for a HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
It is directly connected to the built-in RS-232C port of the HCA4CPU Unit. The Converter
is not isolated, so the maximum distance for RS-422A/485 is 50 m.

●Electrical Specifications
• RS-422A/485 Terminal Block

• RS-232C Connector

Note: The hood and the connector hood to which it is connected will have the same
electrical potential.
●DIP Switch for Operation Settings
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*1 Set both pins 2 and 3 to either ON (2-wire) or OFF (4-wire).
*2 To disable the echo-back function, set pin 5 to ON (RS control enabled).
*3 When connecting to a device on the N side in a 1: N connection with the 4-wire method,
set pin 6 to ON (RS control enabled). Also, when connecting by the 2-wire method, set pin
6 to ON (RS control enabled).
●Dimensions

NT-AL001 RS-232C/RS-422A Link Adapter
The NT-AL001 RS-232C/RS-422A Link Adapter is used to connect devices with RS-232C
terminals and devices with RS-422A terminals. A cable is used to connect the built-in
RS-232C port of the HCA4 CPU Unit. The Link Adapter is isolated, so the maximum
distance for RS-422A is 500 m.
●DIP Switch Setting
The NT-AL001 RS-232C/RS-422A Link Adapter has a DIP switch for setting RS-422A/485
communications conditions. When connecting the Serial Communications Option Board,
refer to the DIP switch settings shown in the following table.
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*1 When connecting to a HC-Series CPU Unit, turn OFF pin 5 and turn ON pin 6.

●Application Example

Note: The following cables can be used for this connection.
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It is recommended that one of these cables be used to connect the RS-232C port on the
Option Board to the NT-AL001 RS-232C/RS-422 Link Adapter.
●Wiring for the Recommended Cables (XW2Z-070T-1 and XW2Z-200T-1)

Precautions for Correct Use
Connecting this cable to other devices can damage them.
The XW2Z-□□0T-1 Connecting Cables for the NT-AL001 Link Adapter uses special
wiring for the DS and RS signals. Do not use these signals with other devices; they may
be damaged.
Note The hood (FG) is internally connected to the ground terminal (GR) on the CPU Unit.
Therefore, FG is grounded by grounding the ground terminal (GR) on the power supply
terminal block.
Always turn ON the terminating resistance if the node is at the end of the RS-422A/485
transmission path.
16-2-4 Reducing Electrical Noise for External Wiring
Observe the following precautions when wiring communications cables.
• When multi-conductor signal cable is being used, avoid using I/O wires and other
control wires in the same cable.
• If wiring racks are running in parallel, allow at least 300 mm between them.
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• If the I/O wiring and power cables must be placed in the same duct, they must be
shielded from each other using grounded steel sheet metal.

16-3 Program-free Communications with Programmable Terminals
Programmable Terminal communications can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU
Unit.
16-3-1 OVERVIEW
Communications without special communications programming is possible between a
HCA4 CPU Unit and a Programmable Terminal (PT) by using the 1:N NT Link protocol.
The HCA4 CPU Unit and PT must be connected 1:1. The serial communications mode is
set to 1:N NT Link.

Connectable Programmable Terminals (PTs)
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High-speed NT Links (115,200 bps) can be used with NS-series, NP-series, or NT-series
PTs.
Precautions for Correct Use
Communications are not possible for HCA4 CPU Units using the 1:1 NT Link protocol.
More than one PT cannot be connected to a HCA4 CPU Unit even if the 1:N NT Link
protocol is used. If more than one PT is connected, communications will be performed
with only one of the PTs. It cannot be predetermined with PT will be communicated with.
16-3-2 Flow of Processing

16-3-3 PLC Setup and PT System Menu
Set the parameters in the PLC Setup and the PT’s System Menu.
PLC Setup
Click the Serial Port 1or Serial Port 2Tab in the PLC Settings Dialog Box.
Serial Port 1 or Serial Port 2 Tab Page

PT System Menu
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Set the PT as follows:
Example: NS-series PT
1 Select NT Links (1:N)from Serial Port A or Serial Port B on the Memory Switch Menu
under the System Menu on the PT.
2 Press the SET Touch Switch to set the baud rate to high speed. (A baud rate of 115,200
bps in the PLC Setup is the same as setting high speed for the PT.)
Connection with Other Company’s Display Devices
Select Host Link in the serial communications mode settings of the HCA4 N-type CPU
Unit and set all other communications parameters to the same values as the other
company’s display device.
16-3-4 Wiring Examples for PTs
Connecting a PT and a PLC 1:1 with RS-232C Ports
• Communications Mode: NT Link (1:N, N = 1 Unit only)
• HCFA Cables with Connectors: XW2Z-200T-1: 2 m
XW2Z-500T-1: 5 m

Connecting PTs and a PLC 1:N withRS-422A/485 Port Using 4-wire, RS-422A
Communications
• Communications mode: NT Link (1:N, N = 8 max.)
Note: More than two NP-series PTs cannot be connected.

●Wiring Example
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Precautions for Correct Use
RS-485 ports with 2-wire connections are used for connections between NS-series or
NP-series PTs and HCFA Temperature Controllers. Do not use them for connections with
PLCs. For a PLC connection, use RS-422A ports with 4-wire connections.

16-4 No-protocol Communications with General Components
Non-protocol communications can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
16-4-1 Overview
HCA4 CPU Units and general devices with serial communications ports can be used for
no-protocol communications.
No-protocol communications enable sending and receiving data using the TRANSMIT
(TXD) and RECEIVE (RXD) instructions without using a protocol and without data
conversion (e.g., no retry processing, data type conversion, or process branching based
on received data).
The serial communications mode is set to RS-232C.
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No-protocol communications are used to send data in one direction to or from general
external devices that have an RS-232C or RS-422A/485 port using TXD or RXD.
For example, simple (no-protocol) communications can be used to input data from a
barcode reader or output data to a printer.
The following table lists the no-protocol communication functions supported by HCA4
PLCs.

16-4-2 Flow of Processing
Connect the HCA4 CPU Unit and external
device using RS-232C or RS-422A/485 ports.

Select Serial Port 1or Serial Port 2in the PLC
Setup and transfer the PLC Setup from the
CX-Programmer to the HCA4 CPU Unit.
(Set the serial communications mode to
RS-232C, and set the communications
conditions.
• PLC to External device: Execute the TXD
instruction.
• External device to PLC: Execute the RXD instruction

16-4-3 PLC Setup
Click the Serial Port 1or Serial Port 2Tab in the PLC Settings Dialog Box.
Serial Port 1 or Serial Port 2 Tab Page
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16-4-4 Device Wiring Examples
Connecting Devices with Built-in RS-232C Communications 1:1
●Connecting RS-232C Ports 1:1
• Connections to E5CK Controller

●Connecting RS-422A/485 Ports 1:N with 2-wire Connections

●Connecting RS-422A/485 Ports 1:N with 4-wire Connections
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16-4-5 Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words
Address
A392.04

Name

Details

Built-in RS-232C

• Turns ON when a communications error occurs at the built-in

Port

RS-232C port. (Disabled in NT link mode.)

Communications

• Turns ON when a timeout error, overrun error, framing error,

Error Flag

parity error, or BCC error occurs in Modbus-RTU Easy Master
Mode

A392.05

Built-in RS-232C

ON when the built-in RS-232C port is able to send data in

Port Send Ready

no-protocol mode.

Flag (No-protocol
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mode)
A392.06

Built-in RS-232C

ON when the RS-232C port has completed the reception in

Port

no-protocol mode.

Reception

• When the number of bytes was specified: ON when the specified

Completed Flag

number of bytes is received.

(No-protocol mode

• When the end code was specified: ON when the end code is
received or 256 bytes are received

A392.07

Built-in RS-232C

ON when a data overflow occurred during reception through the

Port

built-in

Reception Overflow

RS-232C port in no-protocol mode.

Flag (No-protocol

− When the number of bytes was specified:

mode

ON when more data is received after the reception was completed
but before RXD was executed.
−When the end code was specified:
• ON when more data is received after the end code was received
but before RXD is executed.
• ON when 257 bytes are received before the end code.
• If a start code is specified, ON when the end code is received
after the
start code is received

A392.12

Serial Option Port

• ON when a communications error has occurred at the serial

Communications

option port.

Error Flag

(Not valid in NT Link mode.)
• ON when a timeout error, overrun error, framing error, parity error,
or
BCC error occurs in Modbus-RTU Easy Master mode

A392.13

Serial Option Port

ON when the serial option port is able to send data inno-protocol

Send

mode.

Ready Flag
(No-protocol Mode)
A392.14

Serial Option Port

• ON when the serial option port has completed the reception in

Reception

no-protocol mode.

Completed

When the number of bytes was specified: ON when the specified

Flag (No-protocol

number of bytes is received.

Mode)

When the end code was specified: ON when the end code is
received or
256 bytes are received.

A392.15

Serial Option Port

• ON when a data overflow occurred during reception through the

Reception Overflow

serial option port in no-protocol mode.

Flag (No-protocol
Mode)
A393.00 to

Built-in RS-232C

• The corresponding bit will be ON when the built-in RS-232C port

A393.07

Port

is communicating with a PT in NT Link. Bits 0 to 7 correspond to
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PT Communications

units 0 to 7.

Flags
A393.00 to

Built-in RS-232C

• Indicates (in binary) the number of bytes of data received when

A393.15

Port

the built-in RS-232C port is in no-protocol mode.

Reception Counter

• The start code and end code are not included.

(No-protocol Mode)
A394.00 to

Serial Option Port

• The corresponding bit will be ON when the serial option port is

A394.07

Communicating with

communicating with a PT in NT link mode.

PTF lags

Bits 0 to 7 correspond to units 0 to 7

A394.00 to

Serial Option Port

• Indicates (in binary) the number of bytes of data received when

A394.15

Reception Counter

the serial option port is in no-protocol mode.

(No-protocol Mode)

• The start code and end code are not included.

16-5 Modbus-RTU Easy Master Function
The Modbus-RTU Easy Master Function can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU
Unit.
16-5-1 Overview
Using the Modbus-RTU Easy Master enables easy control of Modbus-compatible slaves,
such as inverters, using serial communications. The serial communications mode is set to
Modbus-RTU Easy Master.

Modbus-RTU commands can be sent simply by turning ON a software switch after setting
the Modbus slave address, function, and data in the DM fixed allocation words for the
Modbus-RTU Easy Master.
The response when received is automatically stored in the DM fixed allocation words for
the Modbus RTU Easy Master.
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16-5-2 Flow of Processing
Connect the HCA4 CPU Unit and Modbus-RTU Slave
using RS-422A/485 ports.
Select Serial Port 1or Serial Port 2in the PLC Setup
and transfer the PLC Setup from the
CX-Programmer to the HCA4 CPU Unit. (Set the serial
communications mode to RS-232C, and set the
communications conditions.)
• Set the Modbus-RTU frame in the DM Fixed
Allocation Words.
• Turn ON the Modbus-RTU Master Execution Bit
(A640.00 or A641.00).

16-5-3 DM Fixed Allocation Words for the Modbus-RTU Easy Master
DM fixed allocation words and Auxiliary Area words are allocated for the Modbus-RTU
Easy Master according to the CPU Unit type and connected port as shown below.

HCA4 CPU Unit serial port

DM fixed allocation

Auxiliary Area bits

words
HCA4 N-type CPU Unit

Built-in RS-232C port

D01300 to D01399

A640.00 to A640.02

HCA4 N-type CPU Unit

Built-in RS-232C port

D01200 to D01299

A641.00 to A641.02

with 30 or 40 I/O Points

Serial option port

D01300 to D01399

A640.00 to A640.02

with 20 I/O Points

●DM Fixed Allocation Words
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●Error Codes
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●Related Auxiliary Area Words and Bits
The Modbus-RTU command set in the DM fixed allocation words for the Modbus-RTU
Easy Master is automatically sent when the Modbus-RTU Master Execution Bit is turned
ON. The results (normal or error) will be given in corresponding flags.
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16-5-4 Programming Examples
A bobbin winder on a spinning machine will be used in the following example.
The speed of the bobbin winder must be controlled as the thread is wound because the
speed of the thread is constant.

The target speed is changed according to inputs from multiple contacts. Acceleration and
deceleration are controlled using the acceleration and deceleration of an inverter.
Wiring Examples
The HCA4 and HCFA 3G3MV Inverter are connected using RS-485 for frequency and
start/stop control.
●RS422&485 Settings
Set the DIP switch as shown in the following table
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●3G3MV Settings
Set the DIP switch as follows:
• SW2, pin 1 : ON (terminating resistance connected) Terminating resistance for
RS422/485 communications
Then, set the following parameters.

●PLC Setup
Click the Serial Port 1or Serial Port 2Tab in the PLC Settings Dialog Box.
Serial Port 1 or Serial Port 2 Tab Page
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●Programming Example
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●Flags for Modbus-RTU Easy Master for Serial Port 1)

(A)Turn ON A640.00 (Execution Bit) to send command data stored starting at D1200. For
details, refer to DM Area Data on the next page.
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(B)When a command has been sent successfully, A640.01 (Execution Normal Flag) will
turn ON, and the response data will be stored starting from D1250.

(C)If a communications error occurs, A640.02 (Execution Error Flag) will turn ON, and the
error code will be stored in D1252.
●DM Area Data
• DM Fixed Allocation Words for Modbus-RTU Easy Master
DM Area data in words D1201 to D1205 are set before the execution of the ladder
program.
D1206 and D1207 do not need to be set. They are modified by MOV instructions, and are
used to change, start, and stop frequency references.
Serial Port 1: Command
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• RUN Command (Register 0001) Allocation and Details for Inverter 3G3MV

For this example, only the RUN command (bit 00) will be used.
• With the Modbus-RTU Easy Master, a CRC-16 checksum does not need to beset in the
DM Area, because it is calculated automatically.

16-6 Serial PLC Links
Serial PLC Links can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
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16-6-1 Overview
Serial PLC Links enable exchanging data between HCA4 N-type CPU Units, HCA4 CPU
Units. The serial communications mode is set to Serial PLC Links. Up to 9 PLCs can be
linked.
Configuration
16-6-2 Flow of Processing

Connect the HCA4 CPU Unit and Modbus-RTU
Slave Unit using RS-422A/485 ports.
Set Serial Port 1or Serial Port 2in the PLC
Setup and transfer the PLC Setup from the
CX-Programmer to the HCA4 CPU Unit. (Set
the serial communications mode to Serial PC
Link (Master) or Serial PC Link (Slave) and set
the communications conditions, link words, and
PLC Link method.)

Precautions for Correct Use
Both serial ports cannot be used for PLC Links at the same time.
If both serial ports are set for PLC Links (either as polling or polled nodes), a PLC Setup
settingerror (nonfatal error) will occur and the PLC Setup Setting Error Flag (A402.10) will
turn ON.
16-6-3 PLC Setup
Settings at the Polling Unit
Serial Port 1 or Serial Port 2 Tab Page

Settings at the Polled Unit
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Serial Port 1 or Serial Port 2 Tab Page

16-6-4 Wiring Example for PLCs
Serial PLC Link Connection Examples
This section provides connection examples for using Serial PLC Links.
The communications mode setting used here is PC Link (Slave)or PC Link (Master).
●Connecting an RS-422A Converter

Note The RS422&485 is not isolated, so the total transmission distance for the whole
transmission path is 50 m max. If the total transmission distance is greater than 50 m, use
the NT-AL001, which is isolated, and do not use the CJ1W-CIF11. If the NT-AL001 is used,
the total transmission distance for the whole transmission path is 500 m max.
●Connection with an RS-232C Port
RS-232C connection is also possible when using a Serial PLC Link to connect two HCA4
CPU Units

• Wiring Example Using RS-422A/485 Ports with RS-422A, 4-wire Connections
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• Wiring Example Using RS-422A/485 Ports with RS-485, 2-wire Connections

16-6-5 Specifications
Serial PLC Links can be used for both built-in RS-232C ports and serial option ports for
N-type CPU Units with 30 or 40 I/O Points. However, two serial ports cannot be used
simultaneously for Serial PLC Links.
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Data Refresh Methods
The following two methods can be used to refresh data.
• Complete link method
• Polling Unit link method
●Complete Link
The data from all nodes in the Serial PLC Links are reflected in both the Polling Unit and
the Polled Units.
The only exceptions are the address allocated to the connected PT’s unit number and the
addresses of Polled Units that are not present in the network. These data areas are
undefined in all nodes.
Example: Complete Link Method, Highest Unit Number: 3
In the following diagram, Polled Unit No. 2 is either a PT or is a Unit not present in the
network, so the area allocated for Polled Unit No. 2 is undefined in all nodes.

Example for Ten Link Words (Maximum Number of Words)
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Each CPU Unit sends data to the same words in all other CPU Units for the Polling Unit
and all Polled Units. Data is sent between the words that are allocated to the Polling Unit
and Polled Units according to unit numbers.

●Polling Unit Link Method
The data for all the Polled Units in the Serial PLC Links are reflected in the Polling Unit
only, and each Polled Unit reflects the data of the Polling Unit only.
The advantage of the Polling Unit link method is that the addresses allocated for the local
Polled Unit data are the same in each Polled Unit, allowing data to be accessed using
common ladder programming.
The areas allocated for the unit numbers of the PT or Polled Units not present in the
network are undefined in the Polling Unit only.
Example: Polling Unit Link Method, Highest Unit Number: 3
In the following diagram, Polled Unit No. 2 is a PT or a Unit not participating in the network,
so the corresponding area in the Polling Unit is undefined.

Example for Ten Link Words (Maximum Number of Words)
The CPU Unit that is the Polling Unit sends its data (CIO 200 to CIO 209) to the same
words (CIO 200 to CIO 209) in all other CPU Units.
The Polled Units send their data (CIO 210 to CIO 219) to consecutive sets of 10 words in
the Polling Unit.
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●Allocated Words
• Complete Link Method

• Polling Unit Link Method
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●Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words
• Built-in RS-232C Port

*1 In the same way as for the existing 1:N NT Link, the status (communicating/not
communicating) of PTs in Serial PLC Links can be checked from the Polling Unit (CPU
Unit) by reading the Built-in RS-232C Port Communicating with PT Flag (A394.00 to
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A394.07 for unit numbers 0 to 7) or the Serial Option Port Communicating with PT Flag
(A393.00 to A393.07 for unit numbers 0 to 7).
• Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words for Serial Option Port

*1 In the same way as for the existing 1:N NT Link, the status (communicating/not
communicating) of PTs in Serial PLC Links can be checked from the Polling Unit (CPU
Unit) by reading the Built-in RS-232C Port Communicating with PT Flag (A394.00 to
A394.07 for unit numbers 0 to 7) or the Serial Option Port Communicating with PT Flag
(A393.00 to A393.07 for unit numbers 0 to 7.
16-6-6 Example Application
Operation
The present temperature information is exchanged between the boilers. This information
is used to adjust the temperature control of one boiler depending on the status of the other
boilers and for monitoring individual boilers.

●Wiring Example
RS422/485 Option Board DIP Switch Settings
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●PLC Setup

●Programming Example
Data in the Serial PLC Link Areas are transferred using data links by the Serial PLC Link
and without using any special programming. The ladder program is used to transfer the
data that needs to be linked to the data link area.
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●Ladder Diagram

Transfer CIO 2 and CIO 3 to

Transfer CIO 2 and CIO 3 to

Transfer CIO 2 and CIO 3 to

CIO 200 and CIO 201 using a

CIO 210 and CIO 211 using a

CIO 220 and CIO 221 using a

BLOCK TRANSFER instruction

BLOCK TRANSFER instruction

BLOCK TRANSFER instruction

16-7 Connecting the Host Computer
(Not Including Support Software)
Host computers can be connected using this method only with the HCA4 N-type CPU
Unit.
16-7-1 Overview
Commands are sent from a host computer (not including Support Software) to the HCA4
CPU Unit to read and write data. The serial communications mode is set to Host Link.
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Precautions for Correct Use.
Support Software such as the CX-Programmer cannot use the Host Link protocol. Use
USB instead
Connect the computer and HCA4 CPU Unit using RS-232C ports.

16-7-2 Flow of Processing
Set the PLC Setup (select Host Link for the serial communications mode and set the
communications conditions) and transfer the PLC Setup from the CX-Programmer to the
HCA4 CPU Unit.
Send the following commands from the host computer.
• C-mode commands
• FINS commands

17 Other Functions
This section describes PID temperature control, analog adjusters, the minimum cycle time
setting, clock functions, memory management functions, security functions, and
debugging.
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17-1 PID Temperature Control
PID temperature control can be used with any model of HCA4 CPU Unit.
17-1-1 Overview
The HCA4 CPU Unit supports PID instructions with the autotuning function. Ladder
programs can be written to perform PID temperature control.
Additional Information
Sampling Cycle
The sampling cycle set for a PIDAT instruction is between 10 ms to 99.99 s in increments
of10 ms. The actual calculation cycle is determined by the relationship with cycle time.
Refer to the Instruction Reference Manual(Cat. No. W483) for details.
• Temperature input: Input from Temperature Sensor Unit to words in the Input Area.
• PID control: Execute using the PIDAT instruction in ladder program.
The PIDAT instruction is used in combination with the TPO instruction
(TIME-PROPORTIONAL OUTPUT) to perform time-proportional control.
• Control output: To connect an SSR, connect a 24-V power supply to the transistor
output and output voltage pulses
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Additional Information
Sampling Cycle
The sampling cycle set for a PIDAT instruction is between 10 ms to 99.99 s in increments
of 10 ms. The actual calculation cycle is determined by the relationship with cycle time.
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17-1-2 Application Procedure for PID Temperature Control

Inputting the Temperature Sensor’s PV to PID Instructions
●Temperature Sensor Unit
• Setting the Temperature Range
Set the temperature range with the rotary switch on the front panel of the Temperature
Sensor Unit. If the rotary switch is set to 1 for a Temperature Sensor Unit, the temperature
range is 0.0 to 500.0°C.
• Temperature Data Storage Format
Temperature data is automatically stored in words in the Input Area allocated to the
Temperature
Input Unit as an Expansion Unit using four-digit hexadecimal.
Example: 100°C is stored as 0064 hex.
• When the range code is a decimal number to one decimal point, the value is multiplied
by a factor of 10 and converted to a hexadecimal number without a sign, then stored as
binary data.
Example: 500.0°C multiplied by 10 is 5000 decimal. This is converted to 1388 in
hexadecimal and stored.
• If the temperature is negative, it is stored as signed hexadecimal.
Example: -200°C is stored as FF38 hex.
●PIDAT Instruction
The PIDAT instruction treats the PV as unsigned hexadecimal data (#0000 to #FFFF hex).
Signed data cannot be used, so if the temperature range includes negative values, apply
scaling with the APR instruction.
Autotuning Procedure
●Automatically Executing Autotuning When PIDAT Is Executed
To automatically autotune the PID constants, turn ON the AT Command Bit when the
PIDAT instruction is executed.
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1 Set the PID parameter in words C to C+10. Word C is specified by the second operand.
Example: Place the set value (SV) in C and place the input range in bits 08 to 11 of C+6.
Turn ON bit 15 of C+9 (AT Command Bit).
2 Turn ON the PIDAT instruction’s input condition.
3 The PID instruction will execute autotuning. When it has finished, the AT Command Bit
(bit 15 in C+9) will turn OFF. At the same time the proportional band (C+1), integral
constant (C+2), and derivative constant (C+3) calculated by autotuning will be stored and
PID control will be started.
●Executing Autotuning for Other Conditions When PIDAT Is Executed
Here, the AT Command Bit is left OFF when the PID instruction is being executed. Later it
is turned ON by some other condition to start autotuning.
1 Set the PID parameter in words C to C+10. Word C is specified by the second operand.
Example: Place the set value (SV) in C, the proportional band in C+1, the integral
constant in C+2, the derivative constant in C+3, and the input range in bits 08 to 11 of C+6.
Turn ON bit 15 of C+9 (AT Command Bit).
2 Turn ON the PIDAT instruction’s input condition. PID control will be started with the
specified PID constants.
3 Turn ON bit 15 in C+9 (the AT Command Bit) while the input condition for the PID
instruction is ON. Autotuning will be performed. When it has finished, the AT Command Bit
(bit 15 in C+9) will turn OFF. The proportional band (C+1), integral constant (C+2), and
derivative constant (C+3) calculated by autotuning will be stored and PID control will be
started with those PID constants
17-1-3 Ladder Programming Example
System Configuration

• A K thermocouple is used for the temperature input. Use a Temperature Sensor Unit
(thermocouple input).
• The Temperature Sensor Unit’s temperature input PV is stored in CIO 2.
• The control output is the transistor output used to control the heater through the SSR
using time-proportional control.
• The PIDAT sampling cycle is 1 second.
• Control cycle: 20 s
• When W0.00 turns ON, autotuning is immediately executed and PID control is started
with the PID constants calculated by autotuning.
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Ladder Programming Example for an Input Range of 0.0 to 500.0°C for a K Thermocouple
The Temperature Sensor Unit is used with input type of K 0.0 to 500.0°C (set the rotary
switch to 1). The values 0.0 to 500.0°C are multiplied by a factor of 10 to account for the
decimal point and converted to hexadecimal data without a sign (0000 to 1388 hex) and
stored in CIO 2 in the Input Area.

●Description
• When W0.00 turns ON, the work area in D111 to D140 is initialized (cleared) according
to the parameters set in D100 to D110. After the work area has been initialized, autotuning
is started and the PID constants are calculated from the results from changing the
manipulated variable.
After AT has been completed, PID control is executed according to the calculated PID
constants set in D101 to D103. The manipulated variable is output to D200. The
manipulated variable in D200 is divided by the manipulated variable range using the TPO
instruction. This value is treated as the duty factor, which is converted to a
time-proportional output and output to CIO100.00 as a pulse output.
• When W0.00 turns OFF, PID is stopped and CIO100.00 is turned OFF.
Ladder Programming Example for an Input Range of -200 to 1300°C for a K
Thermocouple
The Temperature Sensor Unit is used with an input type of K -200 to 1300°C (set the
rotary switch to 0). The decimal values -200 to 1300°C are converted to signed
hexadecimal data (FF38 to 0514 hex) and stored in CIO 2 in the Input Area.
However, the PIDAT instruction can only handle unsigned hexadecimal data as the PV.
The value is thus converted from the range FF38 to 0514 to the PIDAT instruction input
range of 0000 to 1FFF hex (0 to 8191) using the APR instruction.
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●Description
• When W0.00 turns ON, the work area in D111 toD140 is initialized (cleared) according
to the parameters set in D100 to D110. After the work area has been initialized, autotuning
is started and the PID constants are calculated from the results from changing the
manipulated variable.
After autotuning has been completed, PID control is executed according to the calculated
PID constants set in D101 to D103. The manipulated variable is output to D200. The
manipulated variable in D200 is divided by the manipulated variable range using the TPO
instruction. This value is treated as the duty factor which is converted to a
time-proportional output and output toCIO100.00 as a pulse output.
• When W0.00 turns OFF, PID is stopped and CIO100.00 turns OFF.
• When W0.00 is ON, the Thermocouple’s PV (-200 to 1300) is scaled to the PIDAT
instruction input range (#0 to #1FFF hex). The set values must be input according to the
scaled PV. For example, if the PV is 160°C, it is set as [8191/(1300+200)] × (160+200) =
1966].

17-2 Analog Adjusters
The analog adjusters can be used with any model of HCA4 CPU Unit.
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17-2-1 Overview
By turning one of the analog adjusters on the HCA4 CPU Unit with a Phillips screwdriver,
the PV in the
Auxiliary Area can be changed to any value within a range of 0 to 255. The PVs are in the
following words.
Analog adjuster 1: A642
Analog adjuster 1: A643
Any change to a set value is reflected in the next cycle.

17-2-2 Application Example
Setting the value for timer T100 in A642 makes it possible to use T100 as a variable timer
with a range of 0 to 25.5 s (0 to 255).

Precautions for Correct Use
Set values from the analog adjuster may vary with changes in the ambient temperature
and the power supply voltage. Do not use it for applications that require highly precise set
values.

17-3 Minimum Cycle Time
The minimum cycle time function can be used with any model of HCA4 CPU Unit.
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17-3-1 Overview
A minimum cycle time can be set for a HCA4 CPU Unit. Variations in I/O response times
can be eliminated by repeating the program within the minimum cycle time.

This setting is effective only when the actual cycle time is shorter than the minimum cycle
time setting.
If the actual cycle time is longer than the minimum cycle time setting, the actual cycle time
will remain unchanged.

17-3-2 Setting the Minimum Cycle Time in PLC Setup
A minimum cycle time can be set between 0.1 and 32,000 ms in increments of 0.1 ms in
the PLC Setup.
When using the CX-Programmer for HCA4, set the minimum cycle time (Constant Cycle
Time) on the Timings Tab Page.
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17-4 Clock
The clock can be used only with the HCA4 N-type CPU Unit.
17-4-1 Overview
The clock function can be used only with HCA4 N-type CPU Units.
The current data is stored in the following words in the Auxiliary Area.

Additional Information
The clock cannot be used if a battery is not installed or the battery voltage is low.
If a Battery is not installed and the clock cannot be used because the power supply has
been disconnected for longer than the I/O memory backup time, A509.13 (the I/O Memory
Previous Corruption or Clock Stopped Flag (held at startup)) will turn ON.
●Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words
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●Time-related Instructions

17-5 Startup Settings and Maintenance
17-5-1 Holding Settings for Operating Mode Changes and at Startup
Operating Mode Changes
Starting Program Execution
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Turn ON the IOM Hold Bit (A500.12) to retain all data in I/O memory (see note) when the
CPU Unit is changed from PROGRAM mode to RUN/MONITOR mode to start program
execution.

●Stopping Program Execution
If the IOM Hold Bit (A500.12) is ON, all data in I/O memory will also be retained when the
CPU Unit is changed from RUN/MONITOR mode to PROGRAM mode to stop program
execution.

The following I/O memory areas are not retained: CIO Area (I/O bits), Work Area, Timer
Completion Flags, and Timer PVs.
●Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words

When the IOM Hold Bit is ON, all outputs from Output Units will be retained when program
execution stops. When the program starts again, outputs will have the same status that
they had before the program was stopped. (When the IOM Hold Bit is OFF, the status of
the outputs will be cleared before instructions are executed.)
PLC Power ON
In order for all data in I/O memory to be retained when the PLC is turned ON, the IOM
Hold Bit (A500.12) must be ON and it must be protected in the PLC Setup.

●Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words

●PLC Setup Setting
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When using the CX-Programmer for HCA4, select the IOM Hold Bit Check Box in the
Startup Hold Area on the Startup Tab Page to make the setting.
Precautions for Correct Use

17-5-2 Setting the Power OFF Detection Time
It is possible to increase how much of a delay there will be from when the power supply
voltage drops below 85% of the rated value (or below 80% for DC) to the confirmation of a
power interruption.
By default, an AC power interruption of 10 ms or longer (2 ms or longer for a DC power
interruption) will be detected about 10 to 25 ms (2 to 5 ms for DC power supplies) after the
power supply voltage drops below 85% of the minimum rated value (80% for DC power
supplies). After the delay, operation will stop, and power OFF interrupt task will be
executed if one has been created. There is a setting in the PLC Setup that can extend this
time.
●PLC Setup Setting
When using the CX-Programmer for HCA4, make the setting in the Power Off detection
time Field on the Timings Tab Page.
17-5-3 Disabling Power Interruption Processing in the Program
Areas of the program can be protected from power OFF interrupts so that they will be
executed before the CPU Unit is reset even if the power supply is interrupted. This is
achieved by using the DISABLE INTERRUPTS (DI) and ENABLE INTERRUPTS (EI)
instructions.
This function can be used with instructions that must be executed as a group, e.g., so that
execution does not start with intermediate stored data the next time power is turned ON.
●Procedure
1) Set the Disable Setting for Power OFF Interrupts in A530 to A5A5 hex to enable
disabling Power OFF Interrupts.
2) Enable disabling Power OFF Interrupts in the PLC Setup (this is the default setting).
3) Use the DI instruction to disable interrupts before the program section to be protected
and then use the EI instruction to enable interrupts after the section.
All instructions between the DI and EI instructions will be completed before the Power
OFF Interrupt is executed even if a power interruption occurs while executing the
instructions between the DI and EI instructions.
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●Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words

17-7 Security Functions
This section describes how to set read protection, write protection, and operation
protection for programming.
17-7-1 Ladder Program Protection
Read Protection
With the CX-Programmer for HCA4, it is possible to set read protection using a password
for each PLC.
When the program is read-protected using a password, it is not possible to display or edit
any of the ladder programs using the CX-Programmer for HCA4 unless the password is
entered in the Disable Password Dialog Box from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
This enables improved security for PLC data in equipment.
●Protection Procedure
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1 Go online and select PLC - Protection - Release Password. The Release Read
Protection Dialog Box will be displayed.
2 Enter the registered password.
If the password is incorrect, the message shown on the right will be displayed, and
protection will not be released.
●Auxiliary Area Bits Related to Password Protection

Ladder Program Write Protection
With the HCA4, it is possible to set write protection for ladder programs and PLC Setup
settings by using A500.11 in the Auxiliary Area.
Additional Information
●Procedure
• To enable writing at any time, turn ON A500.11 with an OUT instruction using the
Always ON Flag (P_ON) in the input condition. You can also turn ON A500.11 using a
SET instruction.
The status of A500.11 is retained when the power supply is cycled or when the operating
mode is changed.
• To set write protection only when it is required, turn ON/OFF A500.11 from the
CX-Programmer for HCA4.
●Related Auxiliary Area Bits and Words

Ladder Program Operation Protection (Checking the Manufacturing Lot Number)
The manufacturing lot number is stored in words A310 and A311 in the Auxiliary Area of a
HCA4 By using these words in the Auxiliary Area, it is possible to generate a fatal error
and disable using ladder programming with a PLC that has a different manufacturing lot
number. The manufacturing lot number cannot be changed by the user.
• The manufacturing lot number is five digits. The leftmost two digits are stored in A311
and the rightmost three digits are stored in A310.
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• X, Y, and Z in manufacturing lot numbers will be converted to 10, 11, and 12,
respectively, and stored.
●Ladder Program Example
• Generating a Fatal Error If the Manufacturing Lot Number Is Not 23905

• Generating a Fatal Error If the Manufacturing Lot Number Is Not ***05

• Generating a Fatal Error If the Manufacturing Lot Number Is Not 23Y**

17-8 Debugging
The CX-Programmer for HCA4 can be used to force-set (turn ON) or force-reset (turn
OFF) specified bits in the CIO Area, Auxiliary Area or Holding Area, as well as timer and
counter Completion Flags.
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Forced status will take priority over status output from the program or status from I/O
refreshing.
This status cannot be overwritten by instructions.
It will be retained regardless of the status of the program or external inputs until it is
cleared from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
Force-set/reset operations are used to control the status of inputs and outputs during trial
operation or to control specific conditions during debugging.
Force-set/reset operations can be executed in either MONITOR or PROGRAM mode.
They cannot be used in RUN mode.
Bits in the following areas can be force-set and force-reset.
CIO Area (I/O bits and Serial PLC Link Bits), Work Area, Timer/Counter Completion Flag
Areas, and Holding Area.

17-8-1 Online Editing
The Online Editing function is used to add to or change part of a program in a CPU Unit
directly from the CX-Programmer for HCA4 when the CPU Unit is in MONITOR or
PROGRAM mode. One or more program sections can be added or changed at a time
from the CX-Programmer for HCA4.
The function is designed for minor program changes without stopping the CPU Unit.
Online editing is possible simultaneously from more than one computer running the
CX-Programmer for HCA4 as long as different tasks are edited.
17-8-2 Storing the Stop Position at Errors
The type of task and the current task number when a task stops execution due to a
program error will be stored as shown below.
●Task Number When Program Stopped (A294)

This information makes it easier to determine where the fatal error occurred.
When a fatal error is cleared, the Program Error Task will be cleared.
The program address where task operation stopped is stored in A298 (rightmost bits of
the program address) and in A299 (leftmost bits of the program address).
17-8-3 Failure Alarm Instructions
The FAL and FALS instructions generate user-defined errors.
FAL generates a non-fatal error and FALS generates a fatal error that stops program
execution.
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When a user-defined error condition (i.e., executions condition) are met, the Failure Alarm
instruction (FAL or FAL) will be executed.

18 CPU Unit Cycle Time
This section describes the cycle time of a HCA4 CPU Unit.

18-1 Monitoring the Cycle Time
18-1-1 Monitoring the Cycle Time
The average, maximum, and minimum cycle times can be monitored when the
CX-Programmer for HCA4 is connected online to a CPU Unit.
Monitoring the Average Value
While connected online to the PLC, the average cycle time is displayed in the status bar
when the CPU Unit is in any mode other than PROGRAM mode.
Monitoring Maximum and Minimum Values
Select PLC Information - Cycle Time from the PLC Menu.
The following PLC Cycle Time Dialog Box will be displayed.
The average (mean), maximum, and minimum cycle times will be displayed in order from
the top.
Click the Reset Button to recalculate and display the cycle time values.
Additional Information
The cycle time average value (= present value) and maximum value are stored in the
following Auxiliary Area words.
• Average cycle time (= present value) (0.1-ms increments): A264 (lower bytes) and A265
(upper bytes)
• Average Cycle Time (0.01-ms increments): A266 (lower digits) and A267 (upper digits)
• Maximum Cycle Time (0.1-ms increments): A262 (lower bytes) and A263 (upper bytes)

18-2 Computing the Cycle Time
18-2-1 CPU Unit Operation Flowchart
The CPU Unit processes data in repeating cycles from the overseeing processing up to
peripheral servicing as shown in the following diagram.
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18-2-2 Cycle Time Overview
The cycle time depends on the following conditions.
• Type and number of instructions in the user program (cyclic tasks and all interrupt tasks
for which the execution conditions have been satisfied)
• Type and number of HC-Series Expansion Units and Expansion I/O Units
• Minimum (constant) cycle time setting in the PLC Setup
• Use of peripheral USB and serial ports
• Fixed peripheral servicing time in the PLC Setup
Precautions for Correct Use
When the mode is switched from MONITOR mode to RUN mode, the cycle time will be
extended by 10 ms (this will not, however, cause a cycle time exceeded error).
The cycle time is the total time required for the PLC to perform the operations given in the
following tables.
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Cycle time = (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) + (5)
(1) Overseeing

(2) Program Execution

(3) Cycle Time Calculation for Minimum Cycle Time

(4) I/O Refreshing

(5) Peripheral Servicing
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18-2-3 Functions Related to the Cycle Time
Minimum Cycle Time
Set the minimum cycle time to a non-zero value to eliminate inconsistencies in I/O
responses by repeatedly executing the program with a consistent cycle time.
A minimum cycle time can be set in the PLC Setup between 1 and 32,000 ms in 1-ms
increments.

This setting is effective only when the actual cycle time is shorter than the minimum cycle
time setting.
If the actual cycle time is longer than the minimum cycle time setting, the actual cycle time
will remain unchanged.
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●PLC Setup

Watch Cycle Time
If the cycle time exceeds the maximum cycle time setting, the CPU Unit will stop operation.
The Cycle Time Too Long Flag (A401.08) will turn ON to indicate that the maximum cycle
time has been exceeded.
●PLC Setup

●Related Auxiliary Area Flags

Monitoring the Cycle Time
The actual maximum cycle time is stored in A262 and A263 and the present cycle time is
stored in A264 and A265 every cycle.
●Related Auxiliary Area Flags

The average cycle time for the past eight cycles can be read from the CX-Programmer.
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Additional Information
The following method is effective in reducing the cycle time.
Use JMP-JME instructions to skip instructions that do not need to be executed.
18-2-4 I/O Refresh Times for PLC Units
I/O Refresh Times for HC-Series Expansion Units and Expansion I/O Units
18-2-5 Cycle Time Calculation Example
The following example shows the method used to calculate the cycle time when only
HC-Series Expansion I/O Units are connected to a HCA4 CPU Unit.
Conditions

Calculation Example

18-2-6 Increase in Cycle Time for Online Editing
When online editing is executed to change the program from the CX-Programmer while
the CPU Unit is operating in MONITOR mode, the CPU Unit will momentarily suspend
operation while the program is being changed.
The period of time that the cycle time is extended is determined by the following
conditions.
• Number of steps changed
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• Type of editing operations (insert/delete/overwrite)
• The actual instructions that are edited
The cycle time extension for online editing is negligibly affected by the size of task
programs.
If the maximum program size for a task is 8K steps, the online editing cycle time extension
will be as follows:

When editing online, the cycle time will be extended according to the editing that is
performed.
Note: When there is one task, online editing is processed all in the cycle time following the
cycle in which online editing is executed (written). When there are multiple tasks (the
cyclic task and interrupt tasks), online editing is separated, so that for n tasks, processing
is executed over n to n × 2 cycles max.
18-2-7 I/O Response Time
The I/O response time is the time it takes from when an input turns ON, the data is
recognized by the
CPU Unit, and the ladder programs are executed, up to the time for the result to be output
to an output terminal.
The length of the I/O response time depends on the following conditions.
• Timing of Input Bit turning ON.
• The cycle time
●Minimum I/O Response Time
The I/O response time is shortest when data is retrieved immediately before I/O refresh of
the CPU Unit.
The minimum I/O response time is calculated as follows:

Note: The input and output ON delays depend on the type of terminals used on the CPU
Unit or the model number of the Unit being used.
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●Maximum I/O Response Time
The I/O response time is longest when data is retrieved immediately after I/O refresh
period of the CPU Unit.
The maximum I/O response time is calculated as follows:

●Calculation Example
Conditions:
Input ON delay: 1 ms (normal input with input constant set to 0 ms)
Output ON delay: 0.1 ms (transistor output)
Cycle time: 20 ms
Minimum I/O response time = 1 ms + 20 ms + 0.1 ms = 21.1 ms
Maximum I/O response time = 1 ms + (20 ms × 2) + 0.1 ms = 41.1 ms
Input Response Times
Input response times can be set in the PLC Setup.
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Increasing the response time reduces the effects of chattering and noise. Decreasing the
response time allows reception of shorter input pulses, (but the pulse width must be
longer than the cycle time)

●PLC Setup

18-2-8 Interrupt Response Time
●Interrupt Response Time for Input Interrupt Tasks
The interrupt response time for input interrupt tasks is the time taken from when a built-in
input has turned ON (or OFF) until the input interrupt task has actually been executed.
The length of the interrupt response time for input interrupt tasks depends on the total of
the hardware interrupt response time and software interrupt response time.

* The wait time occurs when there is competition with other interrupts.
As a guideline, the wait time will be 6 to 169 µs.
Note: Input interrupt tasks can be executed during execution of the user program, I/O
refresh, peripheral servicing, or overseeing. (Even if an instruction is being executed,
execution of the instruction will be stopped to execute the interrupt task.)
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The interrupt response time is not affected by the above processing operations during
which the interrupt inputs turns ON.
Input interrupts, however, are not executed during execution of other interrupt tasks even
if the input interrupt conditions are satisfied. Instead, the input interrupts are executed in
order of priority after the current interrupt task has completed execution and the software
interrupt response time has elapsed.
The interrupt response time of input interrupt tasks is calculated as follows:
Input interrupt response time = Input ON delay + Software interrupt response time.

●Interrupt Response Time for Scheduled Interrupt Tasks
The interrupt response time for scheduled interrupt tasks is the time taken from after the
scheduled time specified by the MSKS instruction has elapsed until the interrupt task has
actually been executed.
The length of the interrupt response time for scheduled interrupt tasks is 0.1 ms max.
There is also an error of 80 µs in the time to the first scheduled interrupt (0.5 ms min.).
Note: Scheduled interrupt tasks can be executed during execution of the ladder program
(even while an instruction is being executed by stopping the execution of an instruction),
I/O refresh, peripheral servicing, or overseeing.
The processing operation in which the scheduled interrupt occurs does not affect the
interrupt processing time.
Scheduled interrupts, however, are not executed during execution of other interrupt tasks
even if the interrupt conditions are satisfied. Instead, the interrupts are executed in order
of priority after the current interrupt task has completed execution and the software
interrupt response time has elapsed.
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18-2-9 Serial PLC Link Response Performance
The response times for CPU Units connected via a Serial PLC Link (polling unit to polled
unit or polled unit to polling unit) can be calculated as shown below.
If a PT is in the Serial PLC Link, however, the amount of communications data will not be
fixed and the values will change.
• Maximum I/O response time (not including hardware delay) =
Polling unit cycle time + Communications cycle time + Polled unit cycle time + 4 ms
• Minimum I/O response time (not including hardware delay) =
Polled unit communications time + 0.8 ms

18-2-10 Pulse Output Start Time
The pulse output start time is the time required from executing a pulse output instruction
until pulses are output externally.
This time depends on the pulse output instruction that is used and operation that is
performed.
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18-2-11 Pulse Output Change Response Time
The pulse output change response time is the time for any change made by executing an
instruction during pulse output to actually affect the pulse output operation.

Appendices
A-1 Summary of Instructions
There are 200 types of instructions can be used by HCA4.
The following table lists the instructions by function. Refer to the reference pages for the
detail of each instruction.
Instruction

Instructio

Type

n

Sequence

LOAD

Mnemonic

FUN

Function

No.
LD

-

Indicates a logical start and creates an

Input

@LD

-

ON/OFF execution condition based on

Instructions

%LD

-

the ON/OFF status of the specified

!LD

-

operand bit.

!@LD

-

!%LD

-

LD NOT

-

Indicates a logical start and creates an

@LD NOT

-

ON/OFF execution condition based on

%LD NOT

-

the reverse of the ON/OFF status of the

!LD NOT

-

specified operand bit

!@LD NOT

-

!%LD NOT

-

AND

-

Takes a logical AND of the status of the

@AND

-

specified operand bit and the current

%AND

-

execution condition

LOAD NOT

AND
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AND NOT

!AND

-

!@AND

-

!%AND

-

AND NOT

-

Reverses the status of the specified

@AND

-

operand bit and takes a logical AND with
the current execution condition.

NOT
%AND

-

NOT
!AND NOT

-

!@AND

-

NOT
!%AND

-

NOT
OR

OR NOT

OR

-

Takes a logical OR of the ON/OFF status

@OR

-

of the specified operand bit and the

%OR

-

current execution condition.

!OR

-

!@OR

-

!%OR

-

OR NOT

-

Reverses the status of the specified bit

@OR NOT

-

and takes a logical OR with the current

%OR NOT

-

execution condition.

!OR NOT

-

!@OR

-

NOT

AND LOAD

!%OR NOT

-

AND LD

-

Takes a logical AND between logic
blocks.

OR LOAD

OR LD

-

Takes a logical OR between logic blocks

NOT

NOT

520

Reverses the execution condition.

CONDITIO

UP

521

UP(521) turns ON the execution condition

N ON

for one cycle when the execution
condition goes from OFF to ON.

CONDITIO

DOWN

522

N OFF

DOWN(522) turns ON the execution
condition for one cycle when the
execution condition goes from ON to OFF.

Sequence

OUTPUT

OUT

-

Outputs the result (execution condition) of

OUT

-

the logical processing to the specified bit.

OUTPUT

OUT NOT

-

Reverses the result (execution condition)

NOT

!OUT NOT

-

of the logical processing, and outputs it to

Output
Instructions

the specified bit
TR Bits

TR

-

TR bits are used to temporarily retain the
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ON/OFF status of execution conditions in
a program when programming in
mnemonic code
KEEP

KEEP

011

Operates as a latching relay.

013

DIFU(013) turns the designated bit ON for

!KEEP
DIFFEREN

DIFU

TIATE

!DIFU

one cycle when the execution condition

UP

goes from OFF to ON (rising edge).

DIFFEREN

DIFD

TIATE

!DIFD

014

one cycle when the execution condition

DOWN
SET

DIFD(014) turns the designated bit ON for

goes from ON to OFF (falling edge).
SET

-

SET turns the operand bit ON when the

@SET

-

execution condition is ON.

%SET

-

!SET

-

!@SET

-

!%SET

-

RSET

-

RSET turns the operand bit OFF when

@RSET

-

the execution condition is ON.

%RSET

-

!RSET

-

!@RSET

-

!%RSET

-

MULTIPLE

SETA

530

BIT SET

@SETA

MULTIPLE

RSTA

BIT

@RSTA

RESET

SETA(530) turns ON the specified
number of consecutive bits

531

RSTA(531) turns OFF the specified
number of consecutive bits.

RESET
SINGLE

SETB

532

SETB(532) turns ON the specified bit in

BIT SET

@SETB

the specified word when the execution

!SETB

condition is ON.

!@SETB

Unlike the SET instruction, SETB(532)
can be used to set a bit in a DM or EM
word

SINGLE

RSTB

BIT

533

RSTB(533) turns OFF the specified bit in

@RSTB

the specified word when the execution

RESET

!RSTB

condition is ON.

!@RSTB

Unlike the RSET instruction, RSTB(533)
can be used to reset a bit in a DM or
EM word

Sequence

END

END

001

Indicates the end of a program.

Control

NO

NOP

000

This instruction has no function. (No
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Instructions

OPERATIO

processing is performed for NOP(000).)

N
INTERLOC

IL

002

K

Interlocks all outputs between IL(002) and
ILC(003) when the execution condition for
IL(002) is OFF.

INTERLOC

ILC

003

All outputs between IL(002) and ILC(003)

K

are interlocked when the execution

CLEAR

condition for IL(002) is OFF

MULTI-INT

MILH

517

When the execution condition for

ERLOCK

MILH(517) is OFF, the outputs for all

DIFFEREN

instructions between that MILH(517)

TIATION

instruction and the next MILC(519)

HOLD

instruction are interlocked

MULTI-INT

MILR

518

When the execution condition for

ERLOCK

MILR(518) is OFF, the outputs for all

DIFFEREN

instructions between that MILR(518)

TIATION

instruction and the next MILC(519)

RELEASE

instruction are interlocked

MULTI-INT

MILC

519

Clears an interlock started by an

ERLOCK

MILH(517) or MILR(518) with the same

CLEAR

interlock number

JUMP

JMP

004

When the execution condition for
JMP(004) is OFF, program execution
jumps directly to the first JME(005) in the
program with the same jump number

JUMP END

JME

005

Indicates the end of a jump initiated by
JMP(004) or CJP(510).

CONDITIO

CJP

510

NAL JUMP

The operation of CJP(510) is the basically
the opposite of JMP(004). When the
execution condition for CJP(510) is ON,
program execution jumps directly to the
first JME(005) in the program with the
same jump number

FOR

FOR

512

LOOP

The instructions between FOR(512) and
NEXT(513) are repeated a specified
number of times

NEXT

NEXT

513

LOOP

The instructions between FOR(512) and
NEXT(513) are repeated a specified
number of times.

BREAK
LOOP

BREAK

514

Programmed in a FOR-NEXT loop to
cancel the execution of the loop for a
given execution condition. The remaining
instructions in the loop are processed as
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NOP(000) instructions.
Timer and

HUNDRED

TIM

-

TIM/TIMX(550) operates a decrementing

Counter

-MS

TIMX

550

timer with units of 0.1-s.

Instructions

TIMER
TEN-MS

TIMH

015

TIMH(015)/TIMHX(551) operates a

TIMER

TIMHX

551

decrementing timer with units of 10-ms

ONE-MS

TMHH

540

TMHH(540)/TMHHX(552) operates a

TIMER

TMHHX

552

decrementing timer with units of 1-ms.

ACCUMUL

TTIM

087

TTIM(087)/TTIMX(555) operates an

ATIVE

TTIMX

555

incrementing timer with units of 0.1-s.

LONG

TIML

542

IML(542)/TIMLX(553) operates a

TIMER

TIMLX

553

decrementing timer with units of 0.1-s.

COUNTER

CNT

-

CNT/CNTX(546) operates a

CNTX

546

decrementing counter.

REVERSIB

CNTR

012

CNTR(012)/CNTRX(548) operates a

LE

CNTRX

548

reversible counter.

RESET

CNR/

545

CNR(545)/CNRX(547) resets the timers

TIMER/

@CNR

COUNTER

CNRX/

TIMER

COUNTER

or counters within the specified range
547

of timer or counter numbers.

@CNRX
Comparison

Symbol

= , <> , < ,

300

Symbol comparison instructions compare

Instructions

Compariso

<= ,

∼

two values and create an ON execution

n

> , >=

328

condition when the comparison condition
is true.

Time

LD, AND,

Compariso

OR+=DT

n

LD, AND,

341

two BCD time values and create an ON
342

execution condition when the comparison
condition is true.

OR+<>DT
LD, AND,

Time comparison instructions compare

343

OR+<DT
LD, AND,

344

OR+<=DT
LD, AND,

345

OR+>DT
LD, AND,

346

OR+>=DT
UNSIGNE

CMP

D

!CMP

COMPARE

020

Compares two unsigned binary
values(constants and/or the contents of
specified words) and outputs the result to
the Arithmetic Flags in the Auxiliary Area
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DOUBLE

CMPL

060

Compares two double unsigned binary

UNSIGNE

values (constants and/or the contents of

D

specified words) and outputs the result to

COMPARE

the Arithmetic Flags in the Auxiliary Area.

SIGNED

CPS

BINARY

!CPS

114

Compares two signed binary values
(constants and/or the contents of

COMPARE

specified
words) and outputs the result to the
Arithmetic Flags in the Auxiliary Area

DOUBLE

CPSL

115

Compares two double signed binary

SIGNED

values (constants and/or the contents of

BINARY

specified words) and outputs the result to

COMPARE

the Arithmetic Flags in the Auxiliary
Area

TABLE

TCMP

COMPARE

@TCMP

085

Compares the source data to the contents
of 16 words and turns ON the
corresponding bit in the result word when
the contents are equal

UNSIGNE

BCMP

D BLOCK

@BCMP

068

Compares the source data to 16 ranges
(defined by 16 lower limits and 16

COMPARE

upper limits) and turns ON the
corresponding bit in the result word when
the source data is within the range

AREA

ZCP

088

Compares the 16-bit unsigned binary

RANGE

value in CD (word contents or constant) to

COMPARE

the range defined by LL and UL and
outputs the results to the Arithmetic
Flags in the Auxiliary Area

DOUBLE

ZCPL

116

Compares the 32-bit unsigned binary

AREA

value in CD and CD+1 (word contents or

RANGE

constant) to the range defined by LL and

COMPARE

UL and outputs the results to the
Arithmetic Flags in the Auxiliary Area.

Data

MOVE

MOV

021

Movement

Transfers a word of data to the specified
word

Instructions

@MOV
!MOV
!@MOV
DOUBLE

MOVL/

MOVE

@MOV

MOVE

MVN/

NOT

@MVN

498

Transfers two words of data to the
specified words.

022

Transfers the complement of a word of
data to the specified word.
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MOVE BIT

MOVB/

082

Transfers the specified bit.

083

Transfers the specified digit or digits.

@MOVB
MOVE

MOVD/

DIGIT

@MOVD

MULTIPLE

XFRB/

BIT

@XFRB

(Each digit is made up of 4 bits.)
062

Transfers the specified number of
consecutive bits.

TRANSFE
R
BLOCK

XFER/

TRANSFE

@XFER

070

Transfers the specified number of
consecutive words.

R
BLOCK

BSET/

SET

@BSET

DATA

XCHG/

EXCHANG

@XCHG

071

Copies the same word to a range of
consecutive words

073

Exchanges the contents of the two
specified words.

E
SINGLE

DIST/

WORD

@DIST

080

Transfers the source word to a destination
word calculated by adding an offset value

DISTRIBU

to the base address

TE
DATA

COLL/

COLLECT

@COLL

081

Transfers the source word (calculated by
adding an offset value to the base
address) to the destination word.

Data Shift

SHIFT

SFT

010

Operates a shift register.

Instructions

REGISTE

REVERSIB

SFTR/

084

Creates a shift register that shifts data to

LE

@SFTR

R

either the right or the left.

SHIFT
REGISTE
R
WORD

WSFT/

SHIFT

@WSFT

ARITHME

ASL/

TIC

@ASL

016

Shifts data between St and E in word
units.

025

Shifts the contents of Wd one bit to the
left.

SHIFT
LEFT
ARITHME

ASR/

TIC

@ASR

026

Shifts the contents of Wd one bit to the
right.

SHIFT
RIGHT
ROTATE

ROL/

027

Shifts all Wd bits one bit to the left
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LEFT

@ROL

ROTATE

ROR/

RIGHT

@ROR

ONE DIGIT

SLD/

SHIFT

@SLD

including the Carry Flag (CY)
028

Shifts all Wd bits one bit to the right
including the Carry Flag (CY).

074

Shifts data by one digit (4 bits) to the left.

075

Shifts data by one digit (4 bits) to the right.

580

Shifts the specified 16 bits of word data to

LEFT
ONE DIGIT

SRD/

SHIFT

@SRD

RIGHT
SHIFT

NASL/

N-BITS

@NASL

the left by the specified number of bits

LEFT
DOUBLE

NSLL/

SHIFT

@NSLL

582

Shifts the specified 32 bits of word data to
the left by the specified number of bits.

N-BITS
LEFT
SHIFT

NASR/

N-BITS

@NASR

581

Shifts the specified 16 bits of word data to
the right by the specified number of bits.

RIGHT
DOUBLE

NSRL/

SHIFT

@NSRL

583

Shifts the specified 32 bits of word data to
the right by the specified number of bits

N-BITS
RIGHT
Increment/

INCREME

++/

Decrement

NT

@++

Instructions

BINARY
DOUBLE

++L/

INCREME

@++L

590

Increments the 4-digit hexadecimal
content of the specified word by 1.

591

Increments the 8-digit hexadecimal
content of the specified words by 1.

NT
BINARY
DECREME

--/

NT

@--

592

Decrements the 4-digit hexadecimal
content of the specified word by 1.

BINARY
DOUBLE

--L/

DECREME

@--L

593

Decrements the 8-digit hexadecimal
content of the specified words by 1

NT
BINARY
INCREME

++B/

NT BCD

@++B

DOUBLE

++BL/

INCREME

@++BL

594

Increments the 4-digit BCD content of the
specified word by 1.

595

Increments the 8-digit BCD content of the
specified words by 1.

NT BCD
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DECREME

--B/

NT BCD

@--B

DOUBLE

--BL/

DECREME

@--BL

596

Decrements the 4-digit BCD content of
the specified word by 1

597

Decrements the 8-digit BCD content of
the specified words by 1.

NT BCD
Symbol

SIGNED

+/

Math

BINARY

@+

Instructions

ADD

400

Adds 4-digit (single-word) hexadecimal
data and/or constants.

WITHOUT
CARRY
DOUBLE

+L/

SIGNED

@+L

401

Adds 8-digit (double-word) hexadecimal
data and/or constants

BINARY
ADD
WITHOUT
CARRY
SIGNED

+C/

BINARY

@+C

402

Adds 4-digit (single-word) hexadecimal
data and/or constants with the Carry

ADD WITH

Flag (CY)

CARRY
DOUBLE

+CL/

SIGNED

@+CL

403

Adds 8-digit (double-word) hexadecimal
data and/or constants with the Carry Flag

BINARY

(CY).

ADD WITH
CARRY
BCD ADD

+B/

WITHOUT

@+B

404

Adds 4-digit (single-word) BCD data
and/or constants.

CARRY
DOUBLE

+BL/

BCD ADD

@+BL

405

Adds 8-digit (double-word) BCD data
and/or constants.

WITHOUT
CARRY
BCD ADD

+BC/

WITH

@+BC

406

Adds 4-digit (single-word) BCD data
and/or constants with the Carry Flag (CY)

CARRY
DOUBLE

+BCL/

BCD ADD

@+BCL

407

Adds 8-digit (double-word) BCD data
and/or constants with the Carry Flag (CY)

WITH
CARRY
SIGNED

-/

BINARY

@-

410

Subtracts 4-digit (single-word)
hexadecimal data and/or constants.

SUBTRAC
T
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WITHOUT
CARRY
DOUBLE

-L/

SIGNED

@-

411

Subtracts 8-digit (double-word)
hexadecimal data and/or constants.

BINARY
SUBTRAC
T
WITHOUT
CARRY
SIGNED

-C/

BINARY

@-C

412

Subtracts 4-digit (single-word)
hexadecimal data and/or constants with

SUBTRAC

the

T WITH

Carry Flag (CY)

CARRY
DOUBLE

-CL/

SIGNED

@-CL

413

Subtracts 8-digit (double-word)
hexadecimal data and/or constants with

BINARY

the

WITH

Carry Flag (CY).

CARRY
BCD

-B/

SUBTRAC

@-B

414

Subtracts 4-digit (single-word) BCD data
and/or constants.

T
WITHOUT
CARRY
DOUBLE

-BL/

BCD

@-BL

415

Subtracts 8-digit (double-word) BCD data
and/or constants.

SUBTRAC
T
WITHOUT
CARRY
BCD

-BC/

SUBTRAC

@-BC

416

Subtracts 4-digit (single-word) BCD data
and/or constants with the Carry Flag (CY).

T
WITH
CARRY
DOUBLE

-BCL/

BCD

@-BCL

417

Subtracts 8-digit (double-word) BCD data
and/or constants with the Carry Flag (CY).

SUBTRAC
T
WITH
CARRY
SIGNED

∗/

BINARY

@∗

420

Multiplies 4-digit signed hexadecimal data
and/or constants.
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MULTIPLY
DOUBLE

∗L/

SIGNED

@∗L

421

Multiplies 8-digit signed hexadecimal data
and/or constants.

BINARY
MULTIPLY
BCD

∗B/

MULTIPLY

@∗B

DOUBLE

∗BL/

BCD

@∗BL

424

Multiplies 4-digit (single-word) BCD data
and/or constants

425

Multiplies 8-digit (double-word) BCD data
and/or constants.

MULTIPLY
SIGNED

/

BINARY

@/

430

Divides 4-digit (single-word) signed
hexadecimal data and/or constants.

DIVIDE
DOUBLE

/L

SIGNED

@/L

431

Divides 8-digit (double-word) signed
hexadecimal data and/or constants.

BINARY
DIVIDE
BCD

/B

DIVIDE

@/B

DOUBLE

/BL

BCD

@/BL

434

Divides 4-digit (single-word) BCD data
and/or constants

435

Divides 8-digit (double-word) BCD data
and/or constants.

DIVIDE
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A-3 HCA4 CPU Unit Instruction Execution Times and Number of Steps
The following table lists the execution times for all instructions that are supported by the
CPU Units.
The total execution time of instructions within one whole user program is the process time
for program execution when calculating the cycle time (See note.).
Note User programs are allocated tasks that can be executed within cyclic tasks and
interrupt tasks that satisfy interrupt conditions.
Execution times for most instructions differ depending on the CPU Unit used and the
conditions when the instruction is executed.
The execution time can also vary when the execution condition is OFF.
The following table also lists the length of each instruction in the Length (steps) column.
The number of steps required in the user program area for each instructions depends on
the instruction and the operands used with it.
The number of steps in a program is not the same as the number of instructions.
Note 1Most instructions are supported in differentiated form (indicated with ↑, ↓, @,
and %).
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Specifying differentiation will increase the execution times by the following amounts.
(unit:s)
Symbol

HCA4 CPU Unit
CPU□□

↑ or ↓

+0.5

@ or %

+0.5

2 Use the following time as a guideline when instructions are not executed.
HCA4 CPU Unit
CPU□□
0.05 ∼ 0.30
Sequence Input Instructions

Note : When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
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Sequence Output Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Sequence Control Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
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Timer and Counter Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Comparison Instructions
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Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Data Movement Instructions
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Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Data Shift Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
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Increment/Decrement Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Symbol Math Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Conversion Instructions
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Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Logic Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Special Math Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Floating-point Math Instructions
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Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Table Data Processing Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Data Control Instructions
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Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Subroutine Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Interrupt Control Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
High-speed Counter and Pulse Output Instructions
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t the computer and HCA4 CPU Unit using RS-232C ports.
When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length column in
the following table.
Step Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
I/O Unit Instructions
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Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Serial Communications Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Clock Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Failure Diagnosis Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
Other Instructions

Note When a double-length operand is used, add 1 to the value shown in the length
column in the following table.
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A-4 Ladder Programming Example
A-4-1 Shutter Control System
Shutter Operation
This example shows a ladder program that controls the following operation of a shutter
control system.

A vehicle approaches the garage.
• If the headlights are flashed three times within five seconds in front of the garage, a
sensor detects the light and sends a signal to open the shutter.
• There are also buttons that can be pressed to open, close, and stop the shutter.

• When the vehicle enters the garage, a sensor detects the vehicle and sends a signal to
close the shutter.
• A button is pressed when the vehicle is going to exit the garage.
System Configuration
This section describes the configuration of the shutter control system.
The following control devices are used.
●PLC
• HCA4 CPU Unit with 20 Points and AC Power Input
●Software and Hardware for Programming
• CX-Programmer
• Personal computer
• USB cable (one A-type male connector and one B-type male connector)
●Inputs
• Button to open shutter: PB1
• Button to stop shutter: PB2
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• Button to close shutter: PB3
• Sensor to detect vehicle: SEN1
• Sensor to detect headlights of vehicle: SEN2
• Limit switch that turns ON when shutter is opened all the way: LS1
• Limit switch that turns ON when shutter is closed all the way: LS2
●Outputs
• Contacts to activate motor to open shutter: MO1
• Contacts to activate motor to close shutter: MO2

I/O Allocations for Shutter Control System
I/O bits in the HCA4 CPU Unit are allocated to inputs and outputs.
●Inputs

●Outputs
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●I/O Allocations for a HCA4 CPU Unit with 20 Points

For a CPU Unit with 20 I/O points, a total of 8 input bits are allocated to the input terminal
block. The bits that are allocated are input bits CIO 0.00 to CIO 0.07 (i.e., bits 00 to 11 in
CIO 0).
In addition, a total of 6 output bits are allocated to the output terminal block. The bits that
are allocated are output bits CIO 100.00 to CIO 100.05 (i.e., bits 00 to 05 in CIO 0).
The upper bits (bits 8 to 15) not used in the input words cannot be used as work bits. Only
the bits that are not used in the output words (bits 06 to 15) can be used as work bits.
Writing the Ladder Program
The ladder program that controls the operation of a shutter control system in this example
is shown below.
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